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Fr~nceand the New Line 
.of. the 7th COlI!I'ress 

More on the backward·turn 
in the, line of the international communist movj!merit 

at the Seventh Congr~ss of the C.I. in 1935 

. . Last· year, oor Party began publishing material 011 

the 'backwarq . turn in the line pf the' international . 
. coinmuhlst movement in the mid':'1930s •. Up to the mid-

1930's, the Communist International had followed a 
. revolutionary line. But in the miQ-:-1930s a change 
took place ,th~t was formally marked by the Severlth 
Congress of the CIof July-August 1935. The "new 
tactical . orientation" from this well-trumpeted 'Con
gress undermi~ed ~he Leninist stand of the world 
communist movement, weakened the struggle against 

, ths world fascist .offensive, and' open~ the way for 
Uquldationist: pressures . on the communistparties~ 

This issue of the Supplement contains roaterials 
on. the Hne and activities of the French Communist 
Party (PCF) <hirIng the period· 1934-1,937 and a speech 
on the Seventh Congress' itself. . " 

The experience of the PCF is imP9I'tant because it 
offers an excellent illustration of what the Seventh 
Congress of theeI actually stood fO,r. We did not 
select the PCF on an arbitrary basis, as just ODe 
among many commumst parties. No, the new stand of 
the PCF in the mid-1930s was c01JSidered a model· by 
the leadership of the. CI at that time. The Seventh 
Congress itself urged the entire world communist . 
movement tp, learn from !Uld apply the l~ns' of the 
French example. And indeed, to this day, there 
eltists a widespread myth that the :experience of, the' 
PCF' and the Popular Front government in the. 19308 

'was a' brUtiant example of th~ success of the new 
ori~tation of the 7th Congress of the CI. 
: The study of the practical application of the 
line of 'the 7th Congress is important ,because. many 
of the words spoken at tl\e Congress 'were deceptive 
and juSt demagogical window-dressing.· This was not 

.} a Congre{;s where the new line . was proclaimed iIi an 
open, straightforward manner... No, the. new line w~ 

" , 
.p~nted with the utmost in confusion-mongering and 
. trickery. Any seripus study of the line of the 7th . 
Congress. thus requ~res cutting through the demagOgy 
and penetrating to the real poliCies being aQvo-
cated.· . 

What Does the FnniJ. ~ 
In . the Mld-193O's Show? 

The study. of the French experienCe verifies that 
there was indeed a change. in the line of the world 
'communist movement in the mid-1930s. ' Up to that 
time, , the PCF had a revolutionary stand and had been 
following .a ,generally Marxist-leninist policy, a\
though it. suffered from certa~n rigidities in theory 
which did not give it enoQgh tactical flexibility;' to 
deal with the complicated eyents of _the mid-1930s. 

In thls period, the PCF w~ faced wi~ mobilizing 
the j working class, response to the economic, and poli
tical crisis of the gr,eat depression and with the 
task of meeting the challenge of the fascist offen
sive. The bourgebis. Republic and the traditional 
capitalist parties were in acute crJ:sls. The worlt-
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ing class and the rest of the working people were .in 
ferment. At the same time, Germany had fallen in~o 
the hands of Hitler, and there was also a ~ajor 
fascist~'movement' active in France and the threat of 
a fascist coup. All these events . were causing 'a 

\ . .-

crisis among the reformists. in France, shaking their 
hold on the working people, and givi-ng rise to 
leftward motion among the workers under social
democratic influence.· To equip the party' to deal 
with this \ complicated situation, the PCF had to 
refine its tactics.' . 

. But it is not, just a mere adjustment in tactics 
that took place in 1934-35. Rather, the revolution
ary core of the PCF's line was dropped. The. study 
below shows the following things: 

*** The PCF recognized the importance of the 
fight against the fascist offensive. But the new 
line coupled this with an impermissible sacrifice, 
with the abandonment of the revolutionary, perspec
tive. Instead of using the anti-fascist struggle to 

. advance the revolutionary movemerit, the PCF limited 
its outlook to the d~ense of the bourgeois Repub
lic. Work for the socialist revolution was set a
side. But th~ non-rfvolutionary struggle against' 
fascism turned out to. be just a mess of empty' words 

*** The PCF shifted away from the Leninist CQJ;l

ception of united front tactics to a reformist .view. 
It abandoned the idea of using united front tactics' 
to' win the masses to' revolutionary struggle and 
cOqImunism. It now focused united front work on 
coming to agreement at any cQst with the social-

,democratic and liberal bourgeois leaderships. It 
dropped its emphasis on revolutionary 'work among th~ 
raIJk-and-:file working masses - work that rpust be 
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pursued fervently irrespective of whether or not 
temporliU)' agreements are reached with the reformist 
leaders at the top -' to Olle or" toning down the· work 
to what was acceptable to the reformist and liberal 
le,aders •. 
. *** .This came alongside a change in the fundamen':" 

tal attitude of the PCF towards social-democracy. 
The social-democrats -- who were mired in 'class 
collaboration with the bourgeojsie and were thus 

. opponents of any revolutionary mass struggle a
gainst the fascist danger - were now promoted as 
stalwart fighters against fascism and as fraternal 
defenders of the cause of the proletariat. 

*** In proclaiming the tactics Jor. a "popular 
front!', the 7th Congress tried to make it appear as 
if it was just reiterating the long-standing commun
'ist tactics for such fronts which concern the prole
tariat's 'alliance with -the non-proletarian working 
masses'. But in fact, in the name of uniting with 
"the middle strata", the new line was advocating a 
bloc with the bourgeois liberal parties. The French 
.example confirmed this, as the PCF's "Popular 
Front", . forged in this period, inc1uded an taiI-ist· 
bloc' with ehe liberal bourgeo.is Radical party, one 
of the main bourgeois ruling parties. . 

*** Accommodation with the social-democractic and 
liberal leaders became the alpha and omega of PCF 
policy. The PCF made one concession, after another 
to their reformist·. and liberal outlook and bourgeois 
class interest.s. The masses and their struggles 
were now subordinated to what was accep,tabJe to the 
reformists and liberals. The PCF shifted its empha
sis. away from mass struggle to electoralism and 

. parliamentary maneuvering in support of the liberal 
and social-democratiC; parties. . No matter what 
treachery these forces committed, the }>CF did not 
abandon its support for them. 
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**'*: Besides its fundamental task of organizing 
• the class-Conscio~ worker~~, the ~~:F also faced the 

need of drawing ,the seml.,.proletarIan and pe~ty bour
geois sections of the working peOple into ,the class 
struggle. These non-proletarian working people were, 

,losing their faith in the bourgeois Republic and 
bourgeois rule, some looking ,towards the socialist 
proletariat ~ while the fasoi$ts sough~', to atttact 
others. The PCF faced' the' task of drawing these 
stratar' of the working people into the struggle a
gainst' the capitalists who 'were oppresl?ing them. 
But· instead, the !;,CF appealed to them' by, adapting 
itself, to petty bourgeois prejudices. It embraced 
the standard of petty-bourgeois nationalism, which 
has, long been a particularly strong affliction in 
France and which had enchained the working masses to, 
the bou;geoisie. And the PCF took this cause up 
with a specially shameless enthusiasm. *** The change in line at the 7th Congress also. 
brought with it the curse of liquidationisttenderi
cies with regard to party-building. It marked the 
beginning of the corrosion of the communist, P?rt:y 
itself. Party fractions in the .trade unions were 
given' up, the theory of neutralit'y of the trade 
unions in the political struggle of the proletariat 
was endorsed, and the PCF made, a number of efforts 
to merge Itself with th~ social-<lemocratic party: on 
a disgusting ,liquidationist platform. 

The Result of the New Line 

The result of, these changes, in the PCF line in ' 
the mid-193o.'s was grievous for the working class 
movement and the cause of the proletarian revoluti'on . 
in France. _ ... 

If meant the frittering awa), of the possibilities 
, that were created by the huge upsurge among the 

'Working masSes during the mid-1930's. ' . " 
A great wave of proletarian struggle had been 

shaping up in Franc~. A ,series of important strikes 
against the miserable conditions of the depression 
broke out. The militant battles against. fascism in 
1934 struck some hard-hitting blows. Then the 'un.., 
preCe<iented strike wave of '1936 ,brought millions of 
additional workers into motion all acroSs France. 
, But the PCF worked ·to subordinate the nibvement to 
its alliance with' the social-democrats and liberals, 

' to preserve the status ,quo" to restore the faith of 
, the' masses in the bourgeois Republic, and to prevent 
any development that would scare away the liberal 
bourgeoisie. The PCF, did not use this upsurge to 
conSolidate .forces for. waging revolutionary struggle 
and . did not teach the masses' that only gains backed , 
up by the organization of the.working plass and its 
willingness: ,to fight were durable. _ f 

Thus 'the fruits of the upsurge were frittered, 
,away and France f~ll under a renewed offensive from 
capitalist reaction'. By 1938 the Popular Front 
government, to which the PCF had sacrificed the 
inte~ty and force of the mass movement, had' fall-
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en; it had accomplished little for the working class 
except opposing the mass struggle- with a "left" 
veneer. Now that the proletarian upsurge had been 
blunted and paralyzed; the bourgeoisie had Ino fur
ther need for the, Popular Front' government. France 
faced the continuing depreSSion and the imminent 
threat of Nazi takeover with a traditional, corrupt 
series of bourgeois governments. At the outbreak of 
World, War n, the' French government acted to sup
press the workers' movement while haying no spirit to, 
fight the Nazi armies. 

It would take the resistance to the . Nazi, occupa- . 
tion of Frahce to give rise to another powerful, 

,sustained nationwide revolutionary struggle among 
.. the working ~asses. The PCF was able to build up a 
powerful movement, which bore the brunt of the par
tisan struggle in France. against the N.azis and was 
the main force in ,the fam'ous French resistance. 

But here too, despite the defeat, of fascism -
important though it was:"':' the 7th Congress line, 
which the PCF was thoroughly imbued with, meant that 
this victory could not be used for' the purpose of 

,strengthening the socialist' revolutionary movement. 
Tremendous revolutIonary energy was' displayed in the 
resistance. But the PCF limited its perspective' to 

"the conso~idation of, a bourgeois-democratic regime 
after . the war and once ~ain threw its effects into 
calming ,down tbe mass upsurge. But that is another 

-story, one which we have already written about ear
lier. (See liOn the Orientation of the French CP 
(1944-19,56)" in tl:J.e collection "In DefepSe' of Marx
ism-Leninism .:.- 'On Problems in the Orientation of 
the International Communist Movement in the Period 
from the End of World War II to 'the Death of Stalin" 
published in The Workers' Advocate, May 1, ,1984) •. 

J'he materials in this issue of the Supplement 
include: 
, 1) A speech on the Une and activiti~ of the PCF 

during 1934-37. It was given at the 2nd Congress of. 
the MLP, l)SA held in the fall of 1983 and has been 
edit~d for publication in line with subse,quent in-. 
ner-party.. discuss-ion;, " , 

. ' 2)' The ~ocument "Backgroun~ Notes on the French 
Working I Class Movement in the' 1930's" which gives, 
'additional- information on \ what_ was 'going on' in 
France in the period. , ' 

3) A speech on. line of the 7th' Congress of the 
. CI. It was given at the 2nd Congress of the MLP, USA 

and has b~en edited for publication in line' with 
subsequent inner-party' discussion. 

A (uture issue, of the Supplement will contain 
, certain, reference materials of interest for which \ 
there wa~ not room in this issue, such, as 

'a) A brief account of the battles against the 
fascists in France during February 1934; , 

b) The program of, the Peppie's ·Front in France, 
1936t and . 

c) The text of the proposals for merger of t4e 
communists' and social-democrats into a single party, 
exchanged between the PCF and the SFIO in 1937. <> 
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THE FRENCH COMMUNIST PARTY 1934-37 

Based on a speech given at the Second Co:ogress of 
the MLP, USA in fall 1983. -, 

I ------------------------------------------, , 

. The French Communist Party (PCF) was held up at 
the 7th Congress of the Comintern as a model for all 
the parties. In the period prior to the 7th Con
gress, the CI . leadership was involved with and ei1~ 
dorsed the developments and changes in the' line of. 

. the peF. And in the perioo after the 7th Congress 
the PCF was promoted as a model' for the' application 
of the line of. the 7th Congress. An examination of" 
the PCF practice in the -period from 1934 to 1937,. 
'therefore, is an excellent test of what the line of 
the 7th Congres's actually was, what it meant in. 
practice. 

A Revolutionary Policy - Up. to Early 1934 

To' begin, it' appe~s that, in essentials, the PCr 
followed a generally Marxist-Leninist line up 
through the spring of 1934. It had a revolutionary . 
perspective,' and a strategy and· tactics based, in 
this period of deep crisis, on the prospe.ct of the 
breakup of the bourgeois economic' and political 
order and the 'rise of the revolutionary class strug-
gle of the proletariat. . 
. . The PCF . upheld ,the' path of Soviet revolution. It 

had a revolutionary stand opposed ,to the bourgeois 
state, and it- fought against the fascist movement 
which was being fostered by the bourgeoisie and 
protected by the' state. The BCF also fought against
social-democracy, seeking to win' over to communism 
the sections of the working masses wh<;> were under 
the influ~nce of the socialist party in France, the 
Section Francaise -de l'International Ouvriere 

. (SFJO). As well, the peF had an internationalist 
policy, as shown by such things as its bpposition -to 
French imperialist war preparations, its exposure of 

. the fraud that France was only militarizing in order 
to oppose German fasvism, and its. struggle against
French domination of the -colonies. 

At 'the same time, there were certain rigidities' 
in the theoreticql positions of the PCF, . although it 
appears that' their practice was often better than 
their I theorizing. _' 

For example, they seemed· to have had a simplistic 
congeption that the crisis' of capitalism. and'the 
development of revolution would develop in, a 

-. straight line and that the workers would just sweep 
aside the discredited 'social-democrats. and' follow 
the PCF' to 'Soviet power without complicated twists 
and turns tequiiing. maneuvering on the part of the 
communist party. , 

Take another example. The peF correctly stoOO 
against the petty-bourgeois democratic illusions 
iVat glorified the French boUrgeois Republic as the 
bastion against the royalists. and reactionaries. 
But the peF had a tendency, in denouncing the bour
geois Republic, to 'lay stress in its agitation on 

that it was "botirgeois-democratic" or "democratic" 
(Used pretty mum' interchangeably) and then to de

. nounce "democracy". ,Their terminology created cOn
fusion on, the fight· for democratic rights by identi
fying' "democracy" with. defense' of the bour?,eois 
Republic, ,which they rejected. And' the way they 
poseci that only two paths w€!l'e possible - fascism 
or socialism - tended to negate the necessary anal
ysis of the twists and turns of' the struggle in the 
period . before it reaches the situation where revolu
tion and counterrevolution face each other directly. 

, As ,well, there. were rigidit-ies in the PCF's con
,ception of united front tactics, but. we will tOuch 
on . this later. " 

j .Despite these rigidities, it appear~' that in 
praCtice the PCF did apply united front tactics, was 
~bleto mariet;lver, and did organize to fight the fas
cis~s and rally the m'asses in the struggle for 

'various democratic rights. On the' whole" their' line 
and practice. seemed to be correct andl revolutionary. 
But the developments, in the 1930s brought to the 
fore the' queStion of overcoming their rigidities and 

; adjusting their tactics in order to strengthen the 
Party and organize the working masses. ' 

The ~ti-Fascist BattleS of February 1934 

The famous mass anti-fascist struggles in, Febru
aiy 1934 show something of the correctness of the 

, peF's revolutioriary work. 
0!1 February 6, ,the French royalists and fascists 

organized mass demonstrations which, attacked the 
Chamb~r of Deputies, in an' initial attempt at 'a 

,fascist 'coup d'etat. . The PCF threw itself ,into the 
spbntaneous . working class demonstrations against the 
fascists. It called fOF and organized battles with 
tJ'le fascists on February 9 and participated in the' 
24~hour general strike 9alled by the social-demo
crats on F~bruary .12. Four million workers partici
pated in the' strike, and one and a half million 
joined the demonstrations. 

The success of the actions were due in part to 
the work of the peF, which vigorously fought the 
sabotage Of the social-democrats and the reformist 
union leaders. Hundreds of thousands of workers who 
supported the SFIO participated in' demonstrations 
and street fighting led by the peF, and these rank-

I and-file workers began to take up the PCF slogans. 
It is reported that the sl.ogan for "Soviet power" 
was especially popular. It can be said tllat the PCF 
passed this first major test of struggle against 
fascism in France with flying- colors; red colors. 

The Struggle Against Doriot 
, . . 

In this period, .beginning in 1 anuary and extend
ing throl,lgh the spring of 1934, there was an inter
esting and, rather significant struggle inside the· 
peF. over the' line for, the qffited' front. 

, A peF Central Committee member by the name of 

i 



Doriot jum~ out to oppose the Party's united front 
policy. The PCF was· indeed faced ~ith a situa.tion 
in which it was essential to re-adjust \ its tactics. 
It· had to have tb.,e necessary flexibility to .. deal, 
with the -threat of fascist takeover. at a' time which 
was not yet ripe ,for ap. immediate proletarIan insur
rection, and it had to know how to' push forward the 
leftward-moving elements among rank-and-f~e workers 
around the SFIO, i\ many of whom were·' increasmgly 
dissatisfied with Social-democracy;. However, .. Doriot 
did not stand for such a re~adjustment but for 

, throwiogawaytherevolutionary . spirit behind com
munist 'united front tactics. j It appears that in 
this inner,...party struggJe, por~ot stoqd for concil
iation' with Soclal-democracy, while the PCF, leader
sliip justly fought ag-ainst illusions fnsoqial
democr~y,.t>artIlcularly in ,the p~asemongering wing 
of social-democracy. . , 

The arguments in this" debate' are. a . bit.' hard to 
follow. One has· to not just see the words in which 
the arguments 'were posed but what they actually. 
meant. . ', . 

In' brief, the context, in wh~ch this de~ate took' 
plaGe was as followS: The' PCF· was carryIng out a 
poHcy of what in their ,language was a· tmited front 

. exclusively f!."Om below' and it was denourPng calling . 

. for a tmited front from above. It was' r~fusing to 
adopt, in theory, the concept or an appeal4'or a 
united front agreement with the national social
dffmocratic lead~p, . but as we shall see, in px:ac
tioe, the real question revolved .around what S()rt of 
agreement 'was judged permissible with thes9cial
demoCrats. The PCF bQl!ed this . refusal. on its analy- i 

sis' that the SFIO. was breakIng U~,I . and that such 
appeals at that time would only assist the .• "'left"
demagogic wing of the .SFIO to hold in ~he6k the 
leftward ,inove of their rank-and-:-file members 'towards . 
the' PCF. ' , . ".,. ' \ .' ; . 

We have basically ,only PCF leader Thor:ez's 
. speecheS on the controversy' with Doriot.. According 
to Thorez, Doriot advocated that the' social-democra
tic le.aders were capable of and willing to I fight 
fascism. Thorez,· the leadE;lr of the . PCF, responded: 
No,thesOcial-demOCr~tic ·leaders. want to' maintain 
"order". and "defend the republic" 'not against. the 
fascists but against the danger of soc~alist revolu-
tion. ' .' .' i , . 

Doriot called for a' united frontfroinabove with 
what 'hecaIled the'. sincere .' "left" ~al-demoCratic 
leaders •. Thotez responded:, Only 'a: uiUted front from 
below. / There is no difference in pnnciple between 
the "left" arid right social':"democratic lea.ders.. An 
appeal for iiunited front. from above. to the "lefts" 
would only plfiY into their hands. Th~y would use . 

'this as a means to cut off the leftward move of the . , ' \ 
socialist workers. . .' . 

Doriot C a$serted that it was only the lack of. 
worlcing· clasS 'UIiity in Germany that allowoo fascism 
to . come to power ~ Thorez responded that to pursue 
tbings tIithls way. Wa$ to place the responsibility" 
on both the ' .. communists. and social...democrats, while 
in fact the social-dempcratsand their' line "pore 

\t " 
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sole responsibility for the victory of fascism in 
Germany. 

It,appears that at the heart of the debate with, 
Doriot was the question of whether i. to switch to a 
conciliatory stand towards social-democracy. While 
the PCF leadership was correct in rejecting Doriot's 
rightist views, . at the same, time, - there was some
thing strange about Thorez's arguments and indeed in 
the general terminology used by the PCF on the, 
questiOR of the united front. This- was connected to 
a theoretical rigidity in the approach of the PCF to 
the question of the united front. 

'.... A Theoretical Rigidity on, United Front Policy 

It appears that when the PCF leaders deriounc~ 
the united front, from a1:>ove they were ~in fact de'
nouncing some kind of general all-embracing agree
ment with the leadership E)f the SFIO, an agreement 
that apparently implied making major ooncessions to 
social-democracy. 

On the other hand, when the' PCF talked of the 
united front exclusively from below, they apparently 
meant not only work, among the rank-and-file social
democratic workers, and not only appeals to and 
agreements with the basic local organizations of the 
SFIO, but also appeals to. and agreements with higher 
levels of the SFIO, extending' even up to the top 
leadership. . . 

Thus 'earlier,' from ·December 1932 through February 
1933, Thorez had sent a number of letters to the 
SFIO leaders' 'agreeing to their proposal ·for joint 
public meetings,' and apparently there were, some 
direct negotiations between the two parties on this 
proposal. But the SFIO had brdken off the' talks. 
Again on March 6, 1933, the PCF had published an 
open letter addressed to ttie"Socialist workers" and 
to the -"administrative commission" of the SFIO pro
posing a "national day of demonstrations" for the 
immediate demands of the workers and for aid to the· 
German workers who were fighting fascism. 

Again, during the February 1934 anti-fascist bat
tles, the PCF had' not limited itself to appeals to 
the rank-and-file socialist workers alone.' Appeals', 
were made to the local and regional committees of 
the SFIO and the reformist CGT trade union' center. 
There were negotiations 'between the' leaderships Of 
the PCF, SFIO and CGT on joint action. The, PCF, 
while not concluding an agreement, joined the CGT
called February. t.:2 general strike. And the PCF 
formed' at least a few joint 'coOrdinating committees 
with local and regional bodies of the SFIO. 

As well" at the 7th Comintern Congress, Thorez 
claimed that the PC!,,' had iSsued some 22 appeals to 
the SFIO leaders since 1924. 

From all this, 'it appears th~t what' the PCF 
called the united front exclusively from below is 
actually more like Leninist· tactics of the united' 
front. This includes laying emphasis on appealing 
to and organizing the ,rank-and-fil~ workers . for' 
joint actions,while also 'at times appealing to 
highe~ levels of the reformist: organizations with' 

the aim of assisting the ranI< and file to corne over 
to the communists, isolating the social-democratic 
diehards, and using any agreement for joint action 
to advance the mass struggle~ . 

The str-ange terminology of the.PCF seems to have 
been accompanied by theoretical confusion. 

For example, take the assertion that it Is wrong 
to appeal Jor a united front agreem~nt with the 
soeial-democratic leaders at a time when the social
democratic organization is in crisis for fear that 
this will create illusions in the "left" leaders. 
Such a view is theoretically incorrect. Any united 
front· appeal holds the danger of creating illusions._ 

'But frequently, a time'of crisis in the social;.. 
democratic organization is precisely the right time 
to, make such appeals. The aim -is to bring the rank' 
and file into joint· action through. which the commun
ists can win the workers over to the path of strug.,. 
gle, to the path of revolution and communism. ' The 
question in France turned most of all on what the 
content of a united front, appeal should be. But 
apparently this question was pushed into the back
ground in favor of general theoretical arguments 
about appeals from above in geheral. 

It would seem, then, that here' we tind another 
theoretical rigidity of the PCF. It wrongly de
nounced the' united front from above on general prin
ciple. As well, the effect of their arguments was 
to regard any type of united front from above as 
being incompatible with the united front from below. 
It would seem that the failure to correct these 
rigidities is, in the' -realm of theory, . something 
that facilitated the' later rightist· errors pro
claime<;l under the banner of a united front from 

,above "at any cost". Thus when the PCF took up the 
banner of a united front from above "at any cost", 
thete was a drop in the work with the socialist 
rank-and-file and, what is more, the content of' the 
work "from below" was no longer guided by the aim of 
mobilizing tpe socialist workers into revolutionary 
activity but trimmed to what was accept!=l.ble to the 
social-democratic bosses. 

(As' to what hap~ned to Doriot, he was expelled 
from the PCF in June 1934 and eventually went over 
to the fascists. . In October 1935 he joined forces 

. with the b0utgeois reactionary Laval in the Senate 
elections. In the spring .of 1936 he formed the 
'Patti Populaire Fra'hcais, which is reported to be 
the only fascist organization to gain any influence 
among t~e peasants. But this party quickly de
clined, as did the other fascist groups. He appar-, 
ently joined the Nazis when they occupied' France.) 

Ivry Conference - The Beginning of 
_ the Tum to the Right 

. . . 
This ibrings us to the Ivry conference of the PCF, 

'held in June 1934. With the acu,teness of the crisis 
in France, this conference was faced with the task 
of sharpening the Party's tactics for the anti
fascist struggle. Among other things, this called 
for doing away with the rigidities in various of the 
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theOretical id~ of the PCF. But this is' not what stnigglein the mass' ferment leading to revolution •. 
the Ivry Conference . did; irr~tead, it marked the And these arguments at Ivry indicated that this 
beginning of the right. turn in the line of· the . PCF. rigidity was now even' worSe, but this time not from .. 

The PCF trimmed its horizons merely to the fight .' th~angle . of denigrating the democratic' struggle but' 
in defense of bourgeois-democracy against fascism,' from the angle of throwing aside' the socialist revo-
obscuring the socialist perspective and the n~for lution. Instead of showing how 'an effective anti-
revolutionary means of struggle. against fascism. . It fascist }truggle had to be' waged by means that broke 
watered down the independent class policy of the out. of the framework of the bourgeois Republic, 
proletariat, instead adapting itself to' petty-bour- instead of showing, how this struggle both required' 
geois illusions prejudices. It embraced national- revolutionary means and could be used to help Qrgan-
ism~ And the PCFchange'd its united front policy in' . ize the revolutionary forces, the perspective was 
a direction of conciliation with sociaL-democracy. put' -forth. of simply fighting, for the bourgeois-. 

The' Ivry conferen.ce laid anew,'/ and a great, democratic Republic. '. 
stress on the democratic struggle and democratic These arguments also went against the fact that 
demands. Of course, there is nothing wrong with . the . masses belief in bo~geOis-democracy was being 
this per se~ Indeed, in the situati<?ni~ France, shaken in this cr~sis and instead presented re-
the struggle against the fascist movenient was' the inforcing these beliefs as the path against fascism. 
decisive task of the hour. But alongside this new Thus if ,was. presented that revolutionary slogans / 
emphasis, 'the PCF leaders showed that theY.had seri- were qf no value since only the proletarians sup-
ously flawed conceptions about the deoy>cratic strug- ported the~. This not only meant ignOring the' broad 
gle and related questions. ' . . I ferment. that existed, but 'also meant belittling the 

From the theoretical side,the rigi<;ljties of the importance of the socialist proletariat in favor of 
PCF's conceptions during the previous period appear , appealing t'otr~ditional petty-bourgeois prejudices. 
to have left an opening for these . new .. errors. For It was of course 'of great importance that· the class-
example, as we have noted, the PCF's terminology had -coriscious proletarians rally the poor peasants and 
the tendency to talk about "demoqracy" ih gener~l the lower petty bourgeoisie' to its side. But the 
and equate it with ·the defense of the RepUblic. concept of building up the independent proletarian 
When the PCF began to put emphasis on the democratic movement, and· using its strength to lead the non-
struggle in its agitation, it did not correct this proletarian working people 'into the stz:uggle on the 
confused terminology; this opened the w.ay .towards economic anci political fronts, became obscured. 
taking,.uP, the defense 'Of the Republic. The result Instead, thePCF fostered the mood of watering down 
was a weakening of their stand towards 'bou:rgeois the p:f0letariat's independent l stand, abandon,ing 
democracy. ,ThJs was a serious mistake at a time ,socialist agitation, and p~ndermg to' the prejudices 
when the bourgeois Republic in FranCe, and the party of' the petty-bourgeoisie. . . 
most associated with the. bourgeQis Republic in . the In - this· regards, the Ivry· conference began to 
minds . of the. masses, namely, the liberal bourgeois promote nationalism.. For. the first. time, the PCF 
Radicals, were getting discredited am,ong large sec- officiallyrai~cr the slogan .;of "We love. our coun-

,tions of the, ma~5es. .' ~ try." ' Tl).e PCF also began . to embrace traditional 
, As well, the PCF tended to not explain the rela- petty-bourgeois -sentimentalism about the French 
tionship' of the democratic struggle to. the socialist revolutionary' heritage of the. 18th arid 19th 'century, 
revohltion. Instead, their arguments stressed such ,portraying it. in a nationalist spirit. With this 
.things as that the masses did not! Fit that mOQ!ent agitation, the path of the October Socialist Revolu-
suppott 'Soviet power but did, on the other hand, don 'an~ its·' proletarian internationalism were push-
support democracy and would fight to defend .. it a-edinto the background in' favor of French national i , 

,gains~ ftas~i$m. Similarly, they emphasized the traditions •. At' the same time, the class' distinction 
argument tha~ the democratic sttuggle would rally betwe~ the bOOrgeois' democratic revolution of' 1789 

. 12-15 million Frenchmen, whereas the socialist revo- and ·the, proletarian socialist revolution of' the 
lution could only' rally 3 million proletarians. ,contemporary era began to be blurred. '.,' 

It is true that burning political' issues, such as . Finally, it was at the Ivry conference, that the 
the fight against· fascism, arouse large in asses .. 'Of PCF suddenlyohanged its united froilt tactic to 
working people and, in the proper conditions. bring 'lalb:1ch, an. all~ut push for. unity ,from above with the 
them iilto struggle against the.' bourgeoisie. It is social-democratic . lea~rs. This; was made into the 
true that the vanguard of the ~orking masses cannot decisive ta.sk upon which the fate of the French 

, go into the decisive battle alone. But the Iyry working' class hung.' But there was absolutely no 
Conference counterposed the burning issue of ,the explanation given for why' only a month earlier it 
day, the struggle against fas~isms,' to the revolu':' had been claimed that the united front· from above 
tion. '. ,., ). spelled disaster and noW it offered the only promi~ 

The arguments at' Ivry ,relied on the PCF's mechan- of success. It W;:lS simply repeated over and over 
ical conception of the socialist, revolution;, 'which, agaittthat the united front fro,m above mtist be 
detached' it from the class struggle ,on many fronts' achieved "at all costs" • 
that led up to it: This_conception 'made it diffi-
cult to' see the precise role of the anti-fascist 
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" ' The Unite9 FroIit Agreement With, the SFIO ; democracy is a bourgeois political trend in the 
working class but inste:ad on the theory that soclal-

Within a month, the PCF indeed concluded' a formai democracy is' aweak.er' proletarian brother of, commun- , 
united front agreement with the S FlO " leaqership. ism. Social".deinocracy was seen as not quite ortha-
Dewnd¥tg upon its provisions and how these, provi:-' dox Marxism, but nonetheless a legitimate proletar-
sioris worked out in practice, ,there was nothing ian force, capable of and committed to a sincere 
wrong in priociple with apPealing for ,and concluding st:ruggleagainst fascism. Essentially this is the 
an agreement with"the SFIO. ,But the joint actiqns, "conception' of, soci~l-<lemocracy' as 'a "middle .force". 
agreed to in this agreement were 'quite limited and ,lti'S within this context then that' criticism was 
toned down. ,And' to achieve this agreement it seemed.', allowed, much, as Gus Hall today, or Browder yester-
that the PCF had to give up too many' concessions. day, will offer comradelycddcism of the social-
, This pact called, for joint q.emon~trations:·and democratic leaderS, and labor bureaucrats. ' 

meetings against the fascist movement.,' But this was , This united' front pact,then, clearly marks a 
the only united mass acti()n it entailed. "There was significant departure, from Marxist-Leninist posi-
n6agreement for aconimon front~ in strike sl;niggles tions.' Not ju.st the Marxist-Leninist teachings on 
against the capitalists or the g<;lvernment. ,Actual- the united front 'itself, but on social-democracy in 
ly,the pact was oriented espeCially, towards laying',genEj'ral • .1 ' 
the basis for a common elector8! front between' the ' 
PC,F andth~, SFIO. " , 

, To ~hieve' this agreement,' '*e PCF had to grant 
the SFIO a series of's.igni.ficant concessions. 

The PCF gave up its ~mands for joiIit actions ,on 
a wider scale. According to' a favorable article in, 
the Comintern journal, while! the" SFIO agreed' to 
adopt certain methods of struggle (app'arently demon-, 
stratioris), the PCF' agreed to ,limit ! itself 'to, meth..,,', 
ods of struggle acceptable to the SFIO leadership., 
What this' also meant was that the nature and spirit 
of demonstrations would be curtailed. 

Moreover, the agreemept meant that the PCF essen-' , 
ti~lly gave up th,e principle of the ,r~ght to criti'" 
ciz~, the line' and leadership of the social-d~mp.:.. 
crats. The spirit of the pact, deSpite ;words about 
freedom of agitation,' was that' the~ was" no loDger 
going to' be serious criticism of the social-demo
crats. For exa~ple, prior to the pact there, had , 
been talk of been' comII,lon meetings: where iclalists; 
and oommunists would debate what path th~ workers 
w.ere to follow • But this was explicitly ruled out 
by the united front agreement. The pact held;' ,hi 
'essence, that ,there would be complete freedom to" 
give one's views; . provided that no one, from another 
party was around to ,hear them., , ' _ :';, 

In subsequent' months there' were frequent, e:ic- ' 
changes of" criticism between the PCFandthe SFIO 
leaderships. Does this' mean that this ,c:xlocesSion' to 
the social-democrats became a dead letter? , Hardly. 
It is rather the case that the PCF agreed tocllange 
the chara,cter a~d cqntent of Its criticism of so~ 
cial~emocracy. '\ This :is the Conclusion we are led 
to by exaII,lining' how the PCF carried out its subse
quent critiCism of the SFIO leadership. '" 
.A change in the tone of the PCF's' criticism of ' 

the social~emocr~ts was' most ~ely nece~s81J\ but 
the PCF also gave up the cutting edge of this criti
cism. Instead of learning lnw to contrast commUnist: 
clasS' strUggle with' reformist treachery even' in 'most 
calm appeals' to, the rank-and-f.ile social-democratic 

\. workers" the PCF, even when sharp words we~ ,e:ic- , 
cllanged, wit\l the social...qemocratic' lead~rsw.Pfbased 
its' criticism was on, nudging these leaders a, bit. 
It, was no longer based on the theory ,that ~cial':" 

I' 
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The PCF Extends Its Hand to ' 
, ,the Liberal BourgeoisIe 

, ' ThePCF leaders, however, were not oontent with 
, Just this agreement. Not by a long shot. They 

quickly oogan working for a parliamentary and elec
toral blo~ I w.ith the liberal bourgeois Radical Party 
(RP). The PCF leaders had struck into a rich- vein 
of fq'llfs gold -- t;Q.ose 'shortcuts to brOad unitY and 
big numbers, those alternatives to rousing the mags.., 
es through ,the class struggle, which mesmerize every 
liquidator and irresistibly beckon them off ' into the, 
,hills to prospect in the wilderness of social-demo
,cracy and liberal laborism. 
I' In the faq qf' 1934, the' PCF journals began to 

'talk of extendirig the' united front of the working 
class ~o a people's front to include "la France 

, moyen" - the French I middle classes. , The peF did 
not, use 'Scientific language qoncerning the 'class,es 
involved, and it did not emphasize the specific need, 
of allying with' the poor peasants, urban working 
'people, 'etc. No, instead it used the appropriately 

, ambiguous, and rubbery term, "middle Classes". In a, 
Sept,ember 1934", L 'Humanite article, Thorez, declared 
that the immediate ~man<Is of the middle classes 
are, ,'for the most part, "the specific demands qf 
communism". How's that for buttering up the "middle 
claSses?" You have nothing to fear, we oommunists' 
are just middle class too. ' 
, In practice, '-this quest for, the "middle' classes" 
translated into a oourtshlp ,with the Radical Party. 

, In October Thorezraised the possfbilitythat 'Radi
cal, politicians 'COUld cosign parliamentary agree-' 
ments between the PCF I and 'the SFIO. And Thorez 
attended the Radical congress, ,held in Nantes in 
October'~ and deUvered there, a speech proposing a 
People's Front 'for "Liberty, Work and' Peace". ' 

Now what' type of party was the' Radical Party? It 
was a liberal bourgeois party whose main votes came ' 
from the 'peasantry. ' Let us take a moment to look.at 
what the Radical Party was like. 

The Radical',Party was founded in 1875. It seems 
that it spl\t in ,1893 into two wings. the :Radlcals 
and theR~dica1 Socialists. In 11901 the party W8$ 

, / ' . 
i 
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apparently refounded·· with the official nalJl.e of '%e 
Republican Radical· and Radical Socialist Party". In 

. World War I, }ts n~torious leader Georges Clemenceau 
was ·an ultra-chauvinist who stood· for war to the 
bitter end· and·· took over leadership of the French 
government in the midst of t~e war because, in 
comparison to· his brutal militarism, the previous 
government was a bunch of weak-kneed vacillators. 
Clemenceau lost the 1919 elections. Again in 1924 

· the Radicals headed the government until 1928. From 
· June 1932 to th.e 'fascist coilpattemptin February 
1934, the- Radicals headed the government in a so
called "left bloc". with the SFIO. It presided over 
austerity measures against the workers and repres-· 

~ sion of the· oommunists. At the same time it refused 
to lift a finger against the. faScists, even when 

· they were storming the Chamber Of· Deputies. In the 
face of the fascist defuonstrations, the Radicals 

· resigned. in . the name. of avoiding, ''bloodshed." 
The organizational structure of the Radicals is 

illuminating.· Unlike many political parties of. 
various trends ~ from the oommunists even to, to a, 
certain extent, the Democratic Party in 'the U.S. 
today·':" th~ Radicals had no cadre organization. 
Thus, outside of elected offic~als such as mayors in 
rural tOWn$ and villages (who of course were law
yers,kulaks; etc.) the RP was equivalent .to Its 

. parliamentary group. These parliamentarians were 
essentially petty bourgeois (lawyers, again. and 
professional politicians). This was different from 
the right-wing bourgeois parties in France whose 
parliamentarians tended to be the actual big, pro
prietors and rentiers themselves. .-

But this ·raises t.he question: since the RP did 
. . not; . have a· Cadre force or organized mass base whose 

· dues supported the top party fUIJ,ctionaries, and 
since the RP· was rot led by independently wealthy 

. ment how. did the Radical leaders. finance· their elec-
. tion campaigns? )here were two principal sources:. 

industrial groups and insurance companies. These 
financial angels· who backed the Radicals of course·' 
directly· influenced. and detennlned the. stands which 
the Radical deputies took in the Chamber. 

In short, . the· RP, the so-called party of "Ie 
France moyen", ,was a liberal bourgeois party •. In 
the name of rallying the "middle classes, "I the PCF 
was calling for a bloc with the liberal bourgeoisie.· 

The No¥ember 1934 Plenum - Continuing· the Tmn 
. to the Right ., 

The .November 1934 Plenum of the PCF endorsed this 
new Une .. for un~ting with the· bourgeois liberals, 

"which was carried out in the name of· a people's 
front JUSt as giving in to the Social-democrats was 

. carried out in the name of the united front. . It 
adopted the ·basic· slogan: "Defense of ··Democratic 
Liber.ties, For Bread, LibertY, and Peace". A pas
sage . from TIlorez's report to the plenum captures the 
b.asic spirit and thrust of the change in line. 
Thorezquotes a speech by./ a Radical depqty in the 
Chamber . who calls for disarming all those who are 
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leading France into ~ivil war. "Agreed!" proclaims 
Thorez for the Central Committee •. Of course Thorez 
Claims· that·. the Radical reputy was speaking of the 
fascists,but the \ thrust' of Thorez's point is not 
lost. The PCF was abandoning the revolutionary' 
perspective and was taking the side of the· Radicals 
for maintaining "order", for. class collaboration, 

'. and .against militant outbursts. 
The November Plenum furtlier elaborated· the· tac

tics of the People's Front, making it clear that it 
was 'a tactic of electoral and parliamentary blocing 
with the Radicals. Thorez suggested that the PCF 
withdraw from any second . round electiOl'lS in which a 
Radical candidate was running· who met only one cri
terion: that he renounced support for die current 
National Union government (in whIch -the Radicals 
held cabinet posts). This was rot posed as a ,speci
fic tactic to defeat· reactionaries lio, certain parti
cular cases. Rather· it was a typical expression of 
~he tactic of the so-called "left bloc" with- the 
liberals against the reactionary bourgeoisie. 

.It is noteworthy to mention here that Thorez was 
offering the Radicals a real plum. The October 
local elections had shown that the· PCF's electoral 
support was already grow~. But the Radicals (and 
rappare~tly the SFIO ~as well) mare no gains aDyWhere, 
and in some· areas suffered big losses. The Radicals 
were losing support both for their ;exposure . prior to 
the February; days and further by, the faCt that they 
were participatiilg in the reactionary· Nationai Union 
government. Thorez's offer of support to the Radi
cals was ap~inise to bring the masses back into the 
Radical fold. 

At. the November Plenum, Thorez also carried on . 
. with the. rummaging througq French 'P5elldo-history, 
"discovering" . in the democratic traditions of France 
of the 18th and 19th century the very embodiment of· 
20th century Marxism-Leninism. . This is fully oom
parable to Browder's "discovery" that communism is 
20th century Americanism. It seems that inter
nationalism was no longer fashionable. For some7 
thing lobe accep~able it had to 'have a specific 
national, specifically French pedigree. 

Finally,. the November Plenum raised the call for 
the merger of the PCF· and the SFIO into a Single 
party of the French working class. According· to 
Thorez, all that was needed to be done was to remove 
a few obstacles and organic unity oouIdbe achieved. 
These obstacles were to be overoome by essentially 
the same conditions for unity as were raised by 
Dimitrov at the 7th Congress of the CI the next 
year. We will not ,go. inro them here. .And we shall 
soon see how these obstacles were removed. But for . 
now it should be noted that, in the 'list of princ!": 
pal. differences between the social-democrats and the 
commllDists, the ideas behind Lenin's famous 21 
points (oonditions for admission into Ithe Communist 
International drafted under Lenin's leadership in 

.1920) were completely forgotten, so that there was: 
no mention of support for the struggle to llberate 
the French colonies, nor of opposiUon to French 
chaUvinism, and· sO forth~ . 

• 
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Following the November Plenum of the PCF, in 
. December 1934, the' Executive Committee of the CI' 
(ECCI) held an expanded Presidium meeting which was 
devoted to the discussion of t~ new developments in 
the line of the PCF. The Presidium was attended by 
leaders of major'communist parties. It endorsed the 
changes in the line of the PCF and called on the. 
other parties to model their own tactics upon those. 
of the PCF. This event, as well as' others, shQw 
that prior to the formal convening of the' 7th Con
gress of the CI the ECCI was. taking steps to orient 

, the international movement' upon the path of a "new 
line" to the ~right following the "advanced" French 
experience. 

,Merging the PCF and SFIO Trade Unions , . 

Let us jump eI;tead to the period following the 
holding of the 7th Comintern Congress to see exactly 
where this new' line led in France. . 

In July 1935' the PCF-Ied" trade union center, the 
CGTU (General Confederation of Labor - Unitary), 
agreed to merge into the social-democratic trade 
union center, the CGT(General Confederation df 
Labor). W September 1935, separate congresses of 
the two union centers' were held to ratify the mer..:.· 
ger. And in May 1936, they held the first united 
congress of the new CGT. As witf1 the United front 
agteemen~ with the SFIO, it appears that the PCF 
gave up too much to achieve this merger. . 

The conditions for merger included that all party· 
fractions inside the trade unions were to be dis
banded. This concession was supported an<;! justified 
by Dimitrov at the 7th Congress of the CI. A fur-

. ther condition of the merger was that the prinCiple 
. of non-political trade unions, "of trade unionneu
trality, was to be agreed to. The. PCF swallOWed it 
all and gave extravagant( praise for what they, called 
the self-sacrificing sense of duty which led several 
of the PCF's Central Committee members to resign 
from the PCF in order to retaintheiF posts in the 
trade unions;' . , 

What is more,' in all the discussion of the merger 
that we have seen, there is absolutely no talk about 
its political basis. On what basis is the new union 
to be, constituted: class struggle, class collabora
tion, or what? Nothing is said. The sole point 
advanced by the PCF is that unity (i.e. merger) 
will mean ,increased' numbers and, as we all know, 
increased . numbers are supposed to mean everything, 
independent of what these numbers will be. doing. 

. It should be noted that with tl)e enormous upsurge 
of strikes and factory occupations, beginning at ·the 
end of May 1936, the CGT. did grow by leaps and 
bounds. How much the merger had to do with this 
gr.owth is hard to estimate. It appears that the 
impulse for the strike wave may have originated in a 
huge wave of revolt among the mostly unorganized 
sections of the workforce who then, after the" 
strikes began, started joining in large numbers the 
existing unions.. And, for example, with respect to 
the U.S. during this period, we have' analyzed that 

. I 

the upsurg~ in ,the unions was not related to the' 
CPUSA giving Up its red trade unions and fractions 
in the reformist unions, put rathl(r that the CPUSA 

,gave up the positions it had gained through years of 
arduous work, positions which had helpeq prepare· the 
upsurge, and whose abandonment hindered the Party's 
work, to be in "d leading position' in the movement. 
With France we are not as familiar ,with the condi
tions of th~ upsurge. But subsequent developments 
show 'that the PCF giving these concessions was part. 
of their turn towards a class collaJ:>orationist poli-
9Y. 

'The People's Front Govemm~t and the 
Strike Movement of the Workers 

The PCF even.tually concluq,ed an electoral pact 
with the SFIO, the !Radicals, and other lesser 
groups. They produced a common platform. [This 
platform of the People's Front' is part" of the refer
ence \ material that will be' printed in a future; 
issue of, the Supplement.] 

The pr't>gram of the People's Front was composed of 
immediate demands. First, that' the fascist bands, 
which at that time numbered' in the tens of thousands 
·of members. and included military organizations, . be 
disarmed and disbanded. . As well, it demanded that 
the fascists be eliminated from the government and 
the army. . There were also a series of social and. 
economic measUres' such as shorter hours of work, 
paid vacations and pensions fot the workers, social 
insur9llce for the unemployed and public work~ jobs, 
and reform of the tax system including a progressive 
income tax and more taxation of the corporations • 

In the spring of 1936, the People's Front won the 
election. The socialist leader, Blum, headed up the 
new government. 

The PCF did rot enter the government, that ts, 
the cabinet; but this was for class collaborationist 
rather than principled reasons. Although the PCF 
,got nearly as many votes as the Sf 10, ancl. got more ' 
than 'the Radicals, it eventually explained that its 
entering the government' would have been too provoca
tive and frightening to the bourgeoisie. It might 
have rljlised the dreaded specter of civil war, i which 

. had to be avoided at all costs because civil war 
.would w,eaken France in the face of fascist Germany. 

But, of course, the PCF gave the government its 
full support. . 

Shortly after the elections, and before the Blum 
government took office, the largest strike wave in 
FrenCh history broke out. (This waS the strike 
movement we referred, to above withr~ct to the 
merge~ between the PCF ,and Sf 10 unions.) It began 
on May 30. It brought out on strike millions of 
wor-kers from all the major industries and, at its 

f peak, had over one million workers striking simul-
taneously. It was a militant struggle and· mainly 
took the form of factory occupations. 

On' June 4" Blum took office and within days 
worked oqtan" agrekment with the national manufac
turers association and the' COT: . this was the Matig-



., 

non agreement. This ronceded to the workers' de
mands . for a 4O-"hour week, paid vacations, the right 
to rollective bargaining' and for recognizing ~e COT 

. as the workers' bargaining agent. ,The agreement 
also agreed to the negotiation of wag~ increases, 
but these were delayed _ and in many cases eventually 
denied by the capitalists. The Matignon agreement 
was eventually ratified by the parliament. 

It appear.s that an appreci!}ble section of the 
workers wanted to continue this struggle to win 
their further demands, such as for pensions. Indeed 
half a \million coal miners went out 6n strike the 
day followIng the agreement and other workers ron
tinued to' strike. for some time. But the -Blum gov
ernment st.Q.tioned troops at th.e factories, and the 
PCF called on the workers' to end the strike. 

'The PCF denounced rontinuing the strike as. being 
adventurous because it was frigh,tening I~e French 
middle' classes and risking estranging them from the 
People's Front. No doubt there was some truth'In 
this since it is' clear that the finaneial angels 
behind the Radicals, the party of the "middle class
es", JDcluded the very bourgeoisie that the workers 
were striking against. Later, the PCF would recall 
the high-minded sense of national unity which led it 
to call the strikers back to w0rk and, actually crow 
that the PCF had stood for the full severity of the 
law of the land roming down on the head of all those 
who violated the "popular~ un~ty. 

With their strike wave - 'which was only allowed 
to develop for b. few days - the French workers were 
able to win a number of major economic concessions' 
from . the bourgeoisi~. But the movement· held out 
promise beyond what was achieved. For one thing, 
the 'workers had shown that thsy had sufficient 
strength to fight for their additional economic 
demands. . 'What is more, the very extension of the 
economic struggle could have given rise., to that ,p0s

sibility' of the workers pressing for other things 
such as their political demands .against fascism. 
And had they not had their struggle cut· short, the 
workers would have been able to gain confidence for 
launching further assaults against the bourgeoisie, 
in the roming period. As it' was: however, the PCF 
leadership was scareq of' the possibilities;' instead 
of developing the fighting edge of the workers' 
movement, .it sol!ght to ensure stability ·for the 
government. , 

'I'his-.. experience offers an important refutation of' 
the ~magogy with which the line of the 7th Congress 
of the, CI waS posed. . 

It is" instructive to recall -that . both. Thorez and 
Dimitrov justified the bla<;:s with the SFIO and the. 
RP and the suppOrt for the People's Front. government_ 

'as a means for organizing the mass struggles of the 
workers and oppressed. In fact they claimed that it 
was the putting, 'of the mass- struggle in the center 
that made' the People's Front government something , 
different, and ,better than, the traditional "left"
center 'blocs of the social~mocrats. 

But here we see the true situation. UndOubtedly 
the election of the People's Front government had 
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some connection to the unleashing of· this enormous 
strike movement. Certainly the workers had high 
hopes that they coqld win their demands from the new 
government they had just put in power. And, what is 
more, the workers were inspired by and more ronfi~ 
dent in ·the strength they had shown in' electing the 
People's Front. But no sooner did the strikes go 
beyond the workers' first demands,. than the PCF came 
out against them. In practice, the PCF OOunterposed 
support/for the People's Fr()nt government against 
,the mass struggle. This is because in essence the 
People's Front was a class collaborationist parlia
mentary coalition. And in order to IlJ.aintain this 
precious collaboration' with the French liberal bour
geoisie, the PCF turned scabs on the French working 
class movement. , : 

Time showed that the' only' demands that the work-' 
ers won wer~ those that t.hey fought, for, not by 
sitting on their' hands relying on the People's Front 
government, but through the mass struggle. The 
People's Front government implemented few of i, the 
demands from its Own program. The only iminediate 

.demands of the People's Front program that w~re 
"granted" were those won in this strike. And even 
much of· this the ~urgeoisie was able \ to sabotage~ 
withhold or take back later because the PCF and 

~ labor- bureaucrats . did not allow the strike movement 
to be carried forward. 

The ~le's Front· Government _00 Otbec QUestions 

If we examine the practice of the People's Front 
government, on other questions, we find that all told \ 
it really accomplished little for the working class, 
while devoting itself to paralyzing and undermIning 
the working class upsurge of the mId-1930s. Al
though it passed some laws on the fascists, it did 
not in fact disarm and disband the fascist' bands, 
nor did it 1:hrow the fascists out of the army and 
government pOsts. . The PCF from time to time mIldly 
criticized BlUm because of this, but it never stop-
ped . supporting his government. , 

The 'Blum government was. a leading ideologue of 
the policy of non-intervention in Spain, the policy 
of the Anglo-American-French 'i!llperialists. This' 
policy was conveniently adopted after the German and, 

. Italian fascists had already intervened with -troops 
on, the side of Franco and the policy was always 
applied only against . internationalist aid to the 
Republican fight~rs in Spain. Blwn actually closed 
the French borders with SpaIn to prevent inter
nationalist aid from reaching the Republicans. The 
PCF dI'iticized Blum for this, and eveh' mobilized the 
masses. on this issue, at least initially. But the 
PCF never stopped supporting Blum's People's Front 
government. " 

As we have said, the People's Front government 
implemented virtually nothing of its program. But, 
in March of 1937, theBlwn government even abandoned 
the preteJ{:t that it intended to 'implement its pro.. 
gram. Blwn· announced a "pause" in the prognun and 
call~ for ~terity measures on the Workers. . . 'I'ba 

. ~~-
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PCF . criticized Blum for this, but' Jt never stopped 
supporting bis People's Front government. 

And finally" the Blum government' reSigned in June' 
of 1937 and' was replaced by' another cabinet headed 
by the RP.. This government had only the most meager 
pretense of association with the People's Front and 
was all too obViously nothing different from the 

'archetypical '''left"-center bloc. .', '. 
,At this point the PCF revealed the full depth ,of 

its parliaptentary cretinist depravity. Thot:'ez ',de-· 
clared that row the PCF was prepared (to, enter the 
government beC;ause that would now prevent the work
ers from becoming disillusioned with ,the People's 
Front. How,consistent!. Originally,' in order to 
~nsure order and ,avoid the outbreak of class 'war, . 
the PCF refused to enter the Bhiin government. . And 

. now the PCF requested' entrance into' the RP, govern
, meqt because that might help to ensure order and' 
prevent the. workers frpm' fighting agmn.st the gov
ernment. Nevertheless,·the PCF 'was snubbed cold by 
the RP and the SFIO and refused a seat on the cabi
net.' The PCF criticized them for thiS, but it never 
stopped giving them its full support. 

1 ' • 

War and Peace 
, . 

There are two furthet points about the line of 
the ,PCF in this periOd which w.e PluSt address' befolY 
we conclude. ' I . 

First, . there . 'is the issue of .imperialist war and 
the question of peace. ' , 

Iri 1936, the PCF was in straightforward refonnist 
positioqs on this front. Its basic slogans ,were: 
'Not An Armed Peace, But A Peace Without Arms" and, . 
"International Coll!lboration Through The League Of 
Nations For peade And' Collective SecuriJ;y". What 
craven illusion mongering at a time when an anti
fascist war had already broken out and' was being 
waged just across the mountains In neighborIng 
Spain, to say nothing of the fighting, in Chlna or of 
the looming general world war! What' is more, their 
peace . agItation did not mention French imperialism 
and it did .',' not oppose" French colonialism. ' . 

But in 1937. the PCFwent from bad to worse, or 
worse to worst. In that' year' we find it supportiilg 
budget appropriations for armaments in the ,name of 

. the need to defend France. ·And the PCF, which had. 
• alread:9' become silent instead of agitating in favor 

of the liberation' struggle in the French colonies, 
began to advocat~., that the colonies' should retain 
their "close relations" with the French nation lest 
they should faU into the hands of the Naiis. This 
was not agitation asking the oppressed people of the 

colo¢es to unite with tl}e French proletariat on the 
grounds of waging a common, struggle against t,he 
French and Axis bourgeoisies, 'but merely a rationale 
for urging the' colonial masses to accept continued 
domination by t11;e French bpurgeoisi~· 

Another Proposal foc Merger with the sm 
. Finally, in July of 1937, the PCF called for an 

openly liquidationist merger with the social-dem'o
crats. To ~chieve this merger,' the PCF made no' 
demands on the SFIO. The PCF was' completely willing 
to accept the social-democrats as they were. 

It is rather the SFIO which oemanded' th'at the 
communists recognize, as preconditions for merger: 
t')democracy throughout' the party organizations; '2) 
sovereignty of the French party' from all inter
national organizations; and 3) independence of the 
French parlaY. from all governments. . 1 

These were, of course,' catchwords for eliminating 
democratic centralism, breaking ties 'with the CI, 
and throwing up obstacles ,to support for the Social
ist Soviet, Union. NeYertheless, Thorez replied, 
"D'accotd!" (Agreed!) These demands, said Thorez, 
are ro roadblocks; in f~t, the PCF has always stood 
f9r . these things, and stood for them more firmly 
than "even the' SFIO! • Let usuni.te immediately. If 
we can't arrive at a merger agreement on the nation
al level right· away, then by all means let us have 
the local organizations stflrt holding their meetlrigs 
together without delay. [The. PCF and SFIO proposals 
for merger are part. of the reference' materials that 
wlll be prinfed in a future issue of the 
Supplement. ] 

This proposal for merger, with the SFIO eventually 
failed. With, the public trials in the Soviet Union 
against anti-Soviet conspirators, the SFIO, and 
social-democratic parties throughout Europe, 're
coiled against the, communIsts. Merger talks in 
France. !ind most other countries, collapsed after 
this. " , 

~ the RevolutIon8ry Petspectlve 
""I; , • • , 

• 1$' , 

To sum up, the line an~ SlCtivities of the PCF in 
the period from 19~ to 1937 confirm that the orierr 
tati<?n provided by~e 7th Congress of the Comintern 
abandoned. . the revolutionary perspectlve~' 
, The new line 'pl~ced preservation of the status 
'quo' before all else and revealed a deadly fear· of , 
any radical d6velopmerits. From the new line, . the 
socialist revolution and the class perspective sim
ply CHsappeared."' ~> . 

, . , 
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-BACKGRaJND rcrES --_/ 
ON THE FR~NCH, WORKING CLASS, MOVEMENT 

. \ IN THE 1~30'S 

I ' The following" n9tes are compiled· from a study 
done by comrades of' the MLP on the working class 
movement in France during the 1930s.· ,ThIs study 
involved a survey of the Comintern journal, the 
Communist ".International; a study of the collected 
works of Maurice Thotez, the general secretary of 
the French Communist Party (PCF) during thIs period; 
attd a. study of I several books" both pro-CI and 
strictly bourgeois. . . , 

These notes outline the developments in France -
dUring the 1930s. Although these notes are by no 
means complete, tRey provide certain background 
iruormation that may help C<;>Ti1rades to underst~d _ the 
conditionS in which peF began 't<;> change- its Une and 
to see the signIf.icaQ-ce of the different turns In 
the Hne of the PCF which are expJained. in the 
accompanying speech presented to the 2nd Congress of 
the'MLP. ' , . 

----- ... ---'--------------~------::------------

L The BeginnIng of the 19305 

Franc;e entered the 1930s as a modern monopoly 
capitalist country. It· was not as highly indus
trialiied as Britain. the United States or Germany. 
The majority of the - French population was still 
rural; andE>ver a third of the populatIon were st111 
peasants. At the ~me time, petty Ind~ predomi.;. 
nated.. Of the 11.8 million 'employedl in Industry 

, some 11.8 million worked in' establishments of' 5 'or 
less workers. Nearly half of the establishments" 
were in 'flict single' handed. . " , . 

The part 'or" the "industrial' proletariat concen':' 
_ trated· in shopS of over 500. worke~s numbered about 
1.5 million •. The two French trade union centers~ 
the CGro led by the PCF and the reformist CGT asso
elated with the social democratic party (the Section 

. Francaise de l'IriternationaleOuvriere or ~FIO),' 
each had a few hundred thousand members. 

_France was dominated by a strong finance capit81-
1st section. . It was a major imperialist power. By 
1930 the French capitalists invested '15%i of the 
French' national wealth in other countries. At the i 
beginning of the 19305 FranCe had 'the largest' stand-

· ing army in Europe. 
· The world . capitalist economic crisis which broke 
out '-with a vengeance in 1929 did not immediately 
affectFrance. But py late_ in' 1931 France too . was 
in the grips of the -economic crisis. Between 1931 
and 1935 unemployment tripled. Between 1931 and 

- 1934 wages· were cut by an average of 24%. As well, 
· an agrarian criSis broke out, ruinipg broad masses 

of the small and middle peasants. . 
,Side by side with the economic cris~s. France 

begaJ] to be gripped by a political crisis. The 
... working class movement beg~'to develop and, after 
, the. early years of the I 19308, step by step the PCF's 

influence grew. 
(Note that in December 1920 at the famous Con.

gress of Tou_rs, by a large majorIty, tpe. SFIO had 
voted to affiliate to the 3rd International. and form 
the PCF. The reformists split off and continued 
under the name of the SFIO. In the next decade, 
through the process of transforming' itself into a 
fighting party aqd tl1e vicissitudes of the class 
struggle, the· ~CF lost nearly half of its numerical 
strength. The onset of· the Great Depression did not 
immediately result in growth for the Party. Accort;i
ing to Maurice Thotez, who was the PCF general 
secretary for much of the 1930s. memMrship declined 
frolI). 39,000 in May 1930 to 30,000 in March 1932. In 
the 1~32electiohs PCF votes declined to 800,000 
from the 1,085,000 votes received in 1928. After 
this, PCE membership and influence agaiIi . began to 
grow.)'· .' ' 
_ At the; same time a series of fascist leagues 

emerged aJjld, with the direct assistance of the bOur
geoisie and the various governments, a royalist and 
,fascis~ movement grew. -

And, as . we snaIl see, one government after an
other collapsed and the government ministries fre
quently changed hands' from one party to another .. 
===:6================================~===~========= 
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1934 .. 
In this turbulent situation, na~ional elections 

were held in June 1932. They revealed a turn to the 
left. The liberal bourgeois party, the Radicals 
(RP), backed by the social democratio party, the 
SFIO, again wori BOwer. 

A few remarks on the background of the liberal
social-democratic alliance: 

. The famous Radical Party leader . Georges Clemen
ceau had become premier in November 1917 in the 
midst· of Worlel War I. He pursued a tough war poli-: 
cy, arresting all opporients of ~he inter-imperialist 
slaughter. He negotiated for France the infamous 
Versailles Treaty, . which imposed an unjust, oppres
sive yoke on the people of-the defeated countries. 
In 1919 the' Radicals suffered a major defeat in the 
national elections, falling from 172 to 86 seats in 
the Chamber of Deputies, and went into disintegra
tion. The "left" wing radicar,' Herriot, was elected' 
president of the RP and somew,hat rejuvenated it. An 

. RP-SFK> alliance won the 1924 elections. But durlng 
a financial crisis in. 1926 the RP broke the alliance 
with the SFIO and formed a government with the 
coaUt.ion of right-wing parties known as the Union 
Natlonale (UN). In 1928 the RP lost the elections 
and a UN- government was formed.' The RPnearly 
disintegra ted again. But Daladier, posing to thy 
left, . took over the presidency of· the RP from Her
riot, took the RP out -of the gqvernment and played 
the role of "opposition". In this situation the 
alliance with the SFIO was reformed for the 1932 
elections. But in order to avoid being discredited, 
the SFIO, which fully supported the RP in parHa': 
ment, refused to enter the government. . 

The Radical government 'Was unable to deal with 
the situation. One government after' another col
lapsed only to be replaced with another RP-" govern
ment. Between June of 1932 and February of' 1934 
there were six new Radical governments. _ 

The working class moveme9t developed and began. to 
put strong pressure on the capitalists and thegov
ernment. A large number of militant strikes broke 
out in 1933. These included strikeS of the Dunkirk 
dockworkers, the Citroen workers, and the water 
transport workers who closed down the whole system, 
and a general strike of the workers in Strasbou,g 
and of the state employees who were fighting govern- \ 
ment attempts to cut their wages. ,In January of 
1934 alone we find 15,000 people delPonstrating in 

. Calais in support of the' demands of the unemployed; 
25,000 Paris _ chauffeurs (drivers) striking under 
CGTU leadership; and 5O,ooQ workers demonstrating in 
Paris and a number of towns against attempts to cut 
the· state employees wages. "As well, an antiwar 
movement began to develop. 

. Besides the workers, other seCtions of the popu
lation began to go into motion. 'Peasant mass ac
tions began against the fall in prices. And a booad 
anti-taxation movement developed among the urban 
petty bourg~oisie. 

Reactionary leagues also proliferated and were 

unl~ashed against the growing workers' movement. 
The leagues tried to take advantage of the mas~ 

-disaffection with the "left" Radical government to 
gain influence among the masses. The largest of the 
reactl9nary organizations was the Action Francaise. 
This was a royalist group which worked against the 
parliamentary system and apparently for the restora
tion of the monarchy. It was formed at the time of 
the Dreyfus affair in the 1890s by uniting all of 
the various reactionary groups. From 1929 onwards 
it grew and began to play a major role: ' 

As well, several fascist leagues sprang up. A
mong these were: La Croix de Feu (Cross of Fire), a 
semi-military group . which claimed to be an. organiza
tion of ex-service men; Jeunesse Patrj.ote (Patriotic 
Youth), formed in 1924 explicitly to "combat the 
revolutionary danger", whj.ch formed shock troops for 
street fighting; and Francistes, . an openly anti-

. semitic organization that flaunted its contacts with 
Hitler and Mussolini and wa~ composed largely of 
gangsters and lumpen~ • 

In. Prelude to the' February DayS, -1934 

In December 1933 theStavisky' affair w.as public
ly exposed. Stavisky was a high .class gangster who 
embezzled, witli the assistance of the police, judi
cial organs and hundreds of politicians (including' a 
crowd of Radical ministers), 500 million francs from 
small depositors in social insurance banks. Al
though such exposures had taken place before, this 
one unleashed a great outra-ge.' . 

The workers becaine even more agitat~ against the 
Radical . government. -The PCF stepped uP !ts agita
tion againJt the -Radical~ and the SFIO support' for 
the Radicals. 

At the same time,- the Action Francaise -seized on 
the situation to call for the' overthrow of the 
parliamentary republic. It was joined by some of 
the fascist. leagues and, with the support of the 
police, organized daily demonstrations' in Paris 
under the slogan of "Down with the Thieves". This 
.reactionary movement waS directed against the par
liamentary regime and especially against the "left" 
bloc that ,was in power. 

At the end of January the Radical premier Chau
temps, who was implicated in the Stavisky affair and 
i~ Stavisky's death on January 9th, resigned. He 
was replaced by Daladier, another Radical leader. 
This . was the 6th Radical government since June of 
1932. 

To give the impression that he .was fighting a
gainst the reactionary organizations, and to shore 
up support from the SFIO, Daladier dismissed the 
Paris Perfect of Police, Chiappe~ Cbiappe was a 
protector of Stavisky; he was a patron of the reac
tionary organizations; and he was notorious for his 

"repression aga~t the communist and oocialist work
ers.. To appease' the reactionaries, Daladier merely 
rewoveq Chiappe and promoted him to' Governor of 
Morocco. In reply, however, Chiappe refused Dala
dier's . offer and thr!3atened "to app'ear in the 



,streets of Paris." , ' , 
On February 6th, the royalists and fascIsts or

ganized a large ,demonstration in Paris under the 
slogan of "Long Live Chiappe,· Down With Parliament!" 
Armed demonstrators attacked the' Chamber of Depu':" 
ties.' This demonstration was an integral part of 
the' plan fora coup which' was 'openly 'talked apout by 
the fascist leaghes and involved Chiappe, ana the 
militarists from the General Staff. 

Dal~dier did nothing to' stop the reactionaries. 
Troops were massed, but they were .ordered .not to 
shoot. According' to a later government inquiry, the 
reactionary attack. on the Chamber was only stopped 
when rankHmd-file troops violated their orders ~d, 
opened. fire against the reactionaries. ' , 
" In parliament, Daladier' got an overwhelming, vote' 
of confidence.' As well, the SFIO leader, Blum, 
offered, to join the government arid defend the repub-' 
lic, switching the previous policy of the SFIO t.o 
stay out of the governmen~. ! ,'But Daladier refused. 
On February ,7th, Daladier publicly refused to "se
cure . order by m~ns. that, would involve' sanguinary 
repressions and fresh bloodshed", and he resigned., 

The Union Nationale seized the initiative to form 
a government of "national unity". Gaston Doumergue 
headed the new government. It included cabinet I 

'members extending from ultra-rightists to, _ on the 
"left", the Radicals (Herriot was made Minister of 
State, ,but this was reported to be without power) 
and a Neo-Socialist (a split from the SFIO). The 
Radicals called this the government of "truce". But 
obviously the rightists were in control. I Marshal 
Petain, the honorary representative 'of· the General '. 
Staff (who would, later head the Nazi puppet regime 
during World War m" and the reactionary Tardieu 
were given promInent positions. ,In the days that 
followed the government showed its colors with heavy 

. repression ' against. the 'work~rs' demonstrations.. ill 
a, short while, the Doumergue government began pass-' 
iilg decree' laws, that is, laws put in place without 
parliamentary approval and which ,imposed austerity 
measures on the w;orking masses. 

IV. The. February :Anti-Fasc1St: Battles 
\ ! 

Let us' return to the' Februflry 6 demonstration 
which, ~took place at a time, when the Radicals were 
stilI in power. ' 

The reactionary, demonstration on F~bruary 6 not 
only aimed to change the government, ,but al&? aimed 
to smash' the revolutionary movement. In this it 
failed. Jnsteac;l, a powerful anti-fascist movement 
emerged. ' Apparently, . there' was a big spontaneous 
upsurge, that ,grew daily,. as thousandS, upon thousands 
of workers and youth poured into the streets of 
Par\s and other cities to battle the fascist leagues 
and to protest against ,the Doumergue government. . 

On February 6, the Parisian workers in the thou-. 
sands demonstrated against the reactionary organiza-' 
tions and the Daladier government. The PCF called a 
demoJ;1Stration.., AI though' the PCF' demonstrators' aJ>-:' 
parently fought the leagues in some cases~ they were 

, .' 
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somewhat disorganized and conf~ and apparently, 
in other cases, got mixed' in with reactionary demon-. 
sttators in a 'general antl-:-governmentcrowd. . 

Accoixling to a' CI journal article~igned by' Bere: 
"However, in the period' immediately pre

ceding the faScist attack of February 6, the' 
French Com'munist Party to a' certain extent 
underestimated the sporadic intensification 
of the' political situation, the upsurge of 
the mass movement on the one hand and the 
growth' of the fascist, forces, on the other. 
Because of this underestimation, . the Party 
press· revealed a mistaken tendency to confine 
the struggle against fascism hito a mere 
ideological struggle, obviously 'underestimat
ing the importance of the anti-fascist demon
stra.tions in the streets. . On February 6, the 
day \ of the fascist attack, it was the Commun-
ist Party alone' that called upOn the workers 
to demonstrate against the fascists. But the 
effects of its underestimation of the acute- .' 
ness of'the polttical situation were felt 
also in the insufficient preparation and 

,conGentratiop of the ,demonstrations it organ
ized. The result was. that instead of acting 
in serried anti-fascist, ranks,' the proletar
ian counter~monstrators in many caSes got 
mixed up with the faScist crowd. It was also 
this underestimation of" the fascist forces' 
that prevented' the Party from changing front 

'with the· nec~ quickness, at the moment 
'when the forf:es of fascism grew bold, took 
the offensive and gained the upper hand over 
the cowardly Daladi~r 'government. Il'J.stead of 
turning its front against the attacking fas
dsts and simultaneously ruthlessly exposing 
the assistance 'rendered in the "victory" of
the fascists by the "left" government, the 
French Communist Party continu~ for som~ /~ 
time to concentrat~ its attention on the 
struggle against the measures and' Ministers 
of the capitulating government and failed to 
stress suffi9iently its helplessness and. 
,<Japitulatitmist tendency before the fascist 
attack. ' 

"Neverthelj3ss, after' February 6, . ~he 
French ColjIlmunist' Party succeeded in nearly 
overcdming, all the~e shoJ;'tcomings in" the, 
course of the struggle". \' ' 

On February 7 and 8,' militant anti-fascist demon-' 
strations took place in Paris, -Ly~ns, Guller, Dijon, 
Monlusson, etc. Nearly everywhere ',street fighting 
took plabe agaiflS!: the reactionaries and against the 
police., The PCF was at the head of the demonstra
tions In Paris ap.d in the maJority. of Q,ther cities. 

The' SFIO, having lost its alliance with the Radi
ca"Is and" faCing the workers' upsurge against the 
fascist leagues and the government, went into the 
"oppOsition". The "left" wing leaders, down to the 
more· centrist Blum, began to posture more to the 
left. They began to praise the" Soviet Union;' some 
even talked of the dictatorship of the proletariat 

\ 
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in France; and 'they began heavy unity mongering:', 
The SFIO proposed a "truce", or "non-aggression' 
pact", with the PCF. 

The Actions of February 9 

Both the PCF' and the SFIO called for demonstra
tions for February 9. The PCF also called for a 
general strike for that day. A meeting' was called 
of the PCF, ,'SFIO" and the CGT to work out -joint 
action. The CGT leaders refused the Feo/uary 9 
actions and instead called for a 24 hour general 
strike for February 12. No agreement could be 
reached. The PCF continued' its work for demonstra:'" 
;tions on February 9 and also called fur participa
tion in the February 12 general strike. The SFIO 
Cancelled its call for February 9 demonstrations and 
joined theCGT call for February 12., 

In, working for the Febru8ry 9 actions, the PCF 
countered .the maneuvers of the SFIO and CGT leader
ships, which were done under the banner' of "unity", 
with a call to all PCF organizations and the CGTU. to 

"Immediately, without delay, to establish 
contact with the lower organizations of the 
General Confederation of Labor and of the 
Socialist Partj (SFIO) with a view to imme
diately organizing demonstrations, strikes 
and all activities necessary for the defense 
of theproletariat-. " ' 

As well" the regional organizations of the PCF were' 
called on 

"To make an official proposM to every SO" 

cialist section to, organize a joint demon
stration on Wednesday and to 'organize a 
strike. " 

Despite - the SFIO and CGT sabotage (among other 
things, they called on their members to speno the, 
'day at the socialist premises), the February 9 ac
tions were a' success. Tens of thousandsdemon~ 
strated in Paris. ~' Doumergue banned the action, and 
again there 'were sharp street clashes with the fas
cists and the police. Many thousands of' rank-and
file socialist workers joined the demonstration. 
2,000 socialist 'workers joined ranks in whole .col
umns and many youth from the J eunesse Socialiste., 
(the SFIO' youth organization) joined the" street 
fighting. 

The Genecal ~trike 00 February 12 

The' SFIO and CGT leaders - also tried to sabotage 
the February 12 actions. Blum and CGT leaders, 
including ] ouhaux, visited Doumergue in order to 
come to an agreement to adapt their actions to the 

, general course of the government of "national uni
ty". J ouhaux, speaking of the results of these 
negotiations, said: . 

"We do not want to add ap.y. more disorders to 
those, the authors of which have exposed • 
themselves; what we want is not street demon
strations but firm and cOOl determination of 
the toilers to bar the way of the rebels." 

(PoI>ulaire, February 10,1·934), " 
Among other things, the CGT leaders reduced the 

, 24 hour general strike on the railways to a one, 
minute suspension .of traffic. As well, the SFIO' 
invited Radical Party representatives to particlpate ' 
(which some did, mainly outside of Paris). In gen
eral, the SFIO couldn't call off the action, but· 
they'tried to restrict it, to tone it down, and to 
aim it at "defense of the republic" through "peace-
ful" means. '. 

Nevertheless, the PCF played a ,big role in turn
ing tp,e' day into one of militant mass demonstrations 
against the government of "national unity" and the 

,reactionary leagues. Four million workers partici- , 
pated . in the 24 hoUr general strike, and one and, a ' 
half million joined the demonstrations. The PCF 
slogans were "Put Chiappe in prison"; "Disarm and 
dissolve "the fascist organizations";' "Down with the ' 
government of national unity"; "Long live the' So
viets"; and "Soviets in France". The slogans were 
widely taken up. Even demonstrations organized by 
the SFIO tqok up the PCF slogans and the call for 
"Soviets in France" was partimlarly popular. 

In organizing for the February 12 acthms, the 
PCF not only called on the masses of workel"$, but 
also formed joint committees with some organizations 
of the SFIO. CAle example is an appeal for a· united 
front for the general strike issued jointly by Re-" 
gional Committee of the Communist Party and ,the 
Socialist section of the 20th district of Paris. It 
read in part: 

"We declare that we do not call upon the 
workers, to make a 'peaceful protest' in de
fense of the bourgeois republic. We' decided ' 
to fight against this policy of the lesser 
evil, which in Germany resulted in the advent ' 

'of fascism." 
Following February 12, the PCF continued to or

ganize mass actions. On February 17, for example, 
200,000 demonstrated in Paris entirely under PCF's 
leadership and sloganS. This was a funeral, demon
stration for those killed in previous clashes. 

Certain "general features of the February days ' 
were pointed out in the 'CI journal article by Bere. 

There were a number of new developments. State 
employees en masse participated in the generaL' 
strike for the first time. ,All post and telegraph 
employees, ' wi):hbut exception, participated. 'Small 
shopkeeper~ and artisans joined ,in. A number of' 
remote towns', witnessed revolutionary demonstrations 
for the first time. In a number of Ilocalities Arab 

'workers demonstrated side by side with French' work-
ers. 

The mass actions had an exceptionally turbulent 
and militant character. Barricades were set, up and 
street fighting took place in Paris, Lyons, Mar
Seilles, Nice, and other places. In Mulhausen the 
prison was stormed. In Algiers the town hall was 
stormed. 

The united front tactics of the PCF were very 
0' successful. The CGT and the SFIO were' pressured by 
'th~ masses into joint participation with the PCF and 
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the CGTU.· Still they'. tried. to keep their columns constitute the first· step toward organic fUsIon of 
separate. But, except ina few cases,. this was' in ; the two parties.;'-·· . ," , .' 
vain. In· May, . the 'SFIO held, its congresS in Toulouse. 

There waS a rapid growth of the PCF's political It reflected the I growing pressure from the base 
influence over the .masses. The PCF's newspaper, ,. pushing the SFIO to the left· and' for unity with. the 
I'Humanite,' increased' its distribution .by. three-, PCF. A resolution was passed calling (Xl, the Second 

" quarters, . reaching 600,000 daily in the' period of International to iqvite the Third lnternational for 
February 6 to 12. The J~seComllJunist~ (C0lD:mun- unity talks. But' about· a thIrd of the delegates 
ls~ Youth) grew by 3,000 members in the month ?r two voted in, favor of, a stron,ger resolution that, the 
followIng February 6. (From 1932, the SFIO's JeuIl-". SFIO iminediatelysend. a delegation to Moscow toseiek., 
esse Socialiste dI:opped in membership from 11,800 to an agreement between the SFI0 and PCF at the Comin- . 
8~ 000.) '. I ' "I.' tern level. . Another . resolution was passed tit favor 

The crisis of social-democracy became severe. ' .. of the &FIO cooperating with the PCF peace organiza- . 
They vlere unable to stopt4,e mass movement against tion, (this had been rejected previously).' Again' 
the fascists and the government.' Despite the SFIO's nt~arly a thlr.d of the delegates wanted a stronger 
"left" phrases and maneuvering, the workers ~gan to sta,dd to' join the PCF -backed peace organization.' 
lose trust in ~he ,social.:,<Jemocrats' willingness or. Another r~soli1tion was pass~d to support, in elec-
ability to fight the fascist, forces.,'·~ workers in tions, only those' candidates who signed a formal! 
the reformist and socialis,t organizations 'began declaration' against the Union Nationale. But ;again, . 
protesting 'the sabotage of revolutionary activities; 'a third of the ,delegateS SUPporte91'"'8 strongeri::eso-
and .there· are cases of 'whole unions,like the rall-· lution, reJecting ~upport for any candidate who be
way 'workers, refUsing to ,pay dues.. longed to apolitical group' that had' supported, or 

endOr~ , the' Poumergile govenunent. In other words, 
. ,V. FEhUary 1934 there' was,' growing, oppositiort to the Radicals and 

to t;be UnIted Front Against Fascisni Agreement neo-socialists, who, were in the DOUlnerguegovern-' 
Between the PCF ana sm in July 1934 . mep-t, " and increasing pressure for 'an agreement With 

; '.' . '.,,""' " th"e PCF.· " 
From Februaryt:b.rough, June the ,mass UpSurge a- Foll()wing the conference, ,Thorez analyzed that 

gainst the reactionary 'leagues and againstthel,Dou- . the SFIb was 'diSintegrating. . The bl;lSicdivision was 
mergue govemm~t continued. BetweeI;l mi~-Febroary. . between the mass' of member! ,-who favored unity anl • 
through' June there were 22 street demonstratiortsand " the leadership wp.o opposed UiIlty. Among the .1eader-
930 public meetings in Pa~isalone.,_.· ship th.ere. was division over how to maneuver, to 

Among the'. prominent actions the, followiI,1g could extricate themselves from this difficult situation. 
be mentiooed:.March 4 - 200,000' workets,demon- The ReF task, accori::lirig tQ Thorez, was tofaciIitate· 
strate in Paris at the funeral of' a Paris worker the, passageofth~ social-democratic workers' over to ' 
killed by the police in an earlieracti~rr against· communism and ,to prevent their going over to fas-

, fascist the Jeunesse Patriotes; April 20-- tens of cism. . ' . 
thousands of state eriJployeesand' others deqwnstrate qn May 30;, a L'Humantte article declared th8t the 
at the city 'hall against. the policies of the·' Doumer-" PCF' was in ~avor, .Of negotiations with, the SFIO 
gue government f 1 despite a government' ban ,of the leaders.. The 'article kept up the PCF's. harsh words 
action; widespread demonstrations, took place oil.· May for the SFIO leaders. In June negotiations of some' 
Day; the aniliversary of the Paris \Com~une of 1871 sort apparently' took place. But on June 20, the 
was another day of broaddemonstfations; Jt1pe "10 --:- . SF-IO ~eadershlp decided to brea~ off any ,further 
mass actions were' called J>D·the anidVersary of ,the negoti~tlons appareI}tly. on the groUnds. that the PCF 
assassination by the fascists, of the Italian social;.. 'was still· calling for. severing t;p.ei workers: .from tl!e 
1st, Matteotti. ' , ". , . '; SFIO leadershjp~ '. 

In all of the above actions, both' the PCF an~I ." F)qm .June 23 to 26' ~e) Ivry ro,nferellQe 'of the, PCF . 
SFIO, along' with th~ unions an.d other left organiza- took place. Thfs' conference marked the begin¢ng of 
tionS;, took part. The rank-and-file workers fr6in' " the turn to the right on the part of the PCF leader-
the . different organizations appear to have, been, ship.' This"conference iS'discussed in more detail' 
consIstently coming out . for jolntactions and pres- in the speecp. on th~, PCF Iwhich is also ,'ih 'this 
sure mounted for a united front~ As. 'well "unity. issue of the Workers' Advocate' Supplement]. Here 
pacts" between, local' sections of .thePCF ~and the we will mention only ,that the,' defense of the'Repub-
SI':10 proliferated. '., . .,' lic (as the demOCratic struggle) and. petty-bourgeois ' 

One inaDtfestation of the mood can pe \found .in, a nationalism' began' to be promoted. . As well, the 
statement of La Bataille So¢iaUste. the paper ot c;bnfereilcedeclared for reaching an agreement with 
the leaders of the "left"-wing of~he SFIO, which the SFIO leaders "at an costs". i .' 

was strongest in Pads. The. March 15. i~ of', ,the In July negotiations between the PCF and the.SFIO 
paper' was devoted entirely to the question of unity., began •. On ,July 2, \.the PCIi' hel!i a public meeting, 
In one article the "left" sociaJ.: ... democra~t¢' leader invited the SFIO :leaders, declared that the PCF 
ZyromSklw;rote that "de ,.facto"!, u~ity at the base .... would end ~$ words "against the SFIO~ and both PCF 
wooId soon be achieved on a local basis and· w6uld aOd .. sm ,Speakers decl~ from the platform theIr 

I 
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desire for unity. 
, On July 15, a meeting ironed out the remaining 
general, differences on the pact. The PCF gave 'up 
its demand that' joint action should extend, to strike 
action. The SFIO demanded' the independence" of the 
trade unionS' from' political parties and that there
fore the agreement could not include' strike action. 
The PCF agre€d. The PCF also dropped its demand for 
the continuation of public controversies over the 
aims and doctrines of the two parties. The PCF 
agreed to 'negotiate the details of the program for 
unity based on the SFIO outline, which, is described' 
as follows by one author: ' . 

"l) Mutual good. faith and 'the cessation of 
all insuits or recriminations. '2) The'ne
cessity of defending democraltic' Uberties' 
and an appeal' to. all persons willing to join 
in this, defense. 3)' The rejection of a 'SY5:" 
tematic recourse to violence'and ,the '" diminu
tion of the excessive number, of manifesta
tions that only l~ad workers 'through )dis
iIlusionment to indifference.' 4) The super-

'vision of all joint activities by a coordina
tion committee consisting of representative, 
from . both parties.'" (Quoted from French So
cialism in Crisis by John T. Marcus, pp. 
75-76) , 

On July 27, a pact for united"action is con
cluded.' It calls for a joint nationwide campaign 
that aims at: • 

, "1. The mobilization of workers against 
fasCism and the dissolution and disarmament 
of . fascist leagues. ' 
• "2. The defense of democratic liberties 
and -- to defeat the present reactionary 
coalition in parliament' -- the dissolution 'of 
the cham1:5er with new elections on the basis 
of proportional representation._ \ I 

"3. ' Action against the government's rule 
by decree. ' ' 

"4. A cooperative battle against Nazi, 
terror in Germany for the liberation of poli
tical prisoners; especially the CoriuTIunist 
Thaelmann and the Socialist Seity." (Page 78 
of French Socialism in Crisis. This is also 
quoted in a September 1934 article in the CI 
journal, but the abqve seems to be a better 
translation.) , 

According to MaI'C1us' acoount;' the program was to 
be achieVed by means of the following policies:, 

"1. J oint meetings, manifestations and 
street demoIJ,strations but only at the best 
'psychological moments'; the protection of 
these meetings through 'auto-defense' (self
defense) and mutual assistance, particularly 
during riots hy fascist forces. In opposing 
the government, an appeal to all democrats 
would be made, regardless of party or politi
cal opinions. 
, "2. Each side would; tefrain, for, the 
duration of the pact, from insu.1ts or attacks 
on any militants participating in joint, ac-

tion; outside" their ~ommon, meetings, each 
party would retain its entire freedom of 
propaganda and recruitment,but their common 
meetings would be 'exclusively devoted to ,the 
common goal and not transformed into o::mtro
verslaldebates on doctrines.' 

"3': Each party would agree to discipline 
its own members who failed to abide by the 
pact. " (French Socialism in Crisis, pp. 78-
79) /'. , 

An unsigned article in, the S~tember 1934 issue 
of the CI journal, entitled "The Struggle for the 
United Front in France",' hails and tries to justify 
the pact. ' Admitting \ thSl-t the pact was not' all that 
was wanted. and, in particular, ,that it would have 
been good' to have an agreement for united action on 
a wider scale and with more effective methods of 
struggle, the article says: 

"But oUr Fr~nch comrades have not yet been 
able to bring this about. The socialist 
lead,ershad already ,broken off negbtiat-ions 
on one occasion, . and it was only due to the 
pressure which the masses exerted on the 
Socialist Party, only due to the npttCeable 
growth of the influence of the Communist 
Party, to the efforts and concessions ma{:le by 
our 'F;renchcomrades, cencessions in the in-

, terests' of, the united, front, that nonetheless 
an agreement' has been reached. It is plain 
that the united front organized with the 
partiCipation of the lea.ders of the Socialist 
Party made concessions essential on the part 

'of the COmmunists. If And it adds' later: "But 
ili' spite of the fact that the agreement cost 
tbe:French CommUQists very dear, it is never
theless a positive factor, not only for the 
French proletariat, but also for the entire 
international working ,class movement." 

It is noteworthy here to mention that this arti
cle daims' that the SFIO made a concession to the 

\ P~F "to adopt certain methods' of' the class' strug
gle". Apparently this means that they agreed to 
joint . demonstrations. Th~ article goes on to admit 
that., the PCF made' the concession that in joint 
actions it,' would "li~it itself merely to methods of 

'struggle which ~. acceptable to the latter (SFlO)." 
, . This I apparently me.ant that, besides dropping 

strikes, the demonstrations" were to be kept "peace
'ful" and the number of them to be limited. ,In other 
words, although it is claimed that the aim was to 

- build .tq> the anti-fascist movement, the agreement is 
actually for the most wishy-washy actions, limited 
in number, and most of all directed toward joint
electoral, ,work against -the Dotimergue. government. 

,VL Toward Alliance with the RadIcal Party --
, ,Mid-19M to the Election of> 

_thereOpIe's Froot Government In May 1936 

In" September, 1934, 'the Doumergue government 
proposed a constitutional reform that would allow 
the goverD.merit to dismiss parliament. Radic8J. Party 
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leaders, while continuing to sit in the government than the Radicals, if' only ·the government would 
and support it, came. out. against the constitutional, "struggle to protect democratic lIberties" . and deal 
reform to give some appearance of "opposition"~ " with the crIsis. The SFIO leaders were less' ititer-

In· the same.' mqn,th Thorez stepped. up propaganda ested in an agreemen.t. TIre . Radicals broke off the 
for alliance with the French '" "r;niddle classes". . In a negotiations and: instead agreed to, the Union Nation-
September 9th L'Ht:unanite article he says that~ most ale government of Laval. . I , . 

of the demands of the "French middle classes" are . Laval took power on June 7. : He passect addition~l 
"the specific demands c;>f Communisin".. decree . laws for. ~usterity measures and other' reac-

In October, Thorez pro~os.ed that· . the Radicals tionary measures., On June 21 the committee for the 
cosign· joint. PCF~FIO 'propOsals for deIllJ)Cl"atic re- . People's Front was formed. On July 3 the Radical 
form of the government to be debated' in the Chamber. '. Party agreed to participate in the committee. 
As well, Thorez atteilcted the Nantes co~ of the In July, the CGTU and the CGT agreed to merger on --. 
~adieaI6, . which began Cktober 24, and deliyered a . the conditions that .the PCF dissolved its fractions 
speech proposing a: "People's Fro~t for UIx:rty, Work -:am agreed 'to trade. union neutra,Uty. . (In September 
and' Peace"'- For the 'most part the Radicals appeared each union center ,held conventions aI\d endorsed the 
to remain uninterested~ At Nantes they contin,ued, merger.·;In May 1936, they held a unity congress.) 
the '. game, of supporting Douinergue, while' opposing On July 14, B~tllIe Day, a demonst~tionreport-
constitutional reform. . ed to be 500,000 strong was held in Paris against 

, In' the Cktober canton elections, the PCF picked . the: 200. families (the richest of the. rich) ,and 
up 16 seats, the SFIO picked up 2 and the Radicals. against the danger of wfir. Both the Marseillaise 
formally lost 17., Radic~1 leader Herriot adm.tted and the Internationale were sung. It was considered 
that they really lost··, 50, but figure juggling re- a big success for the People's Front. . 
duced .their; loss to only 17.. The 7th CongresS' of the CI was held in July •. 

In November, the plenum of the Central Committee' In Q;ltober,the first meeting on merger was heid 
of the PCFendorsed' the tactics of alliarn;e with the I by the SFIO ,and the PCF. Talks continued in Noyem-
Radicals..As well, the' PCF proposed negotiations ber. (The text of the SFIO proposal for merger, ' 
·for merger with, the 'SFIO into a single party. [For submitted November 21, 1938, and df the PCF .reply . 
more .on .this,see, the speech on the PCFelsewhere in proposal, subniit~ed on December. '29, 1938, are part -
this issue of the~ Supplement.] . . . ,of the ,reference' materials that will be printed in a. 
• On. Novemper 8, the D~umergue government col- I future issue of the Supplement.] .' 

'~- la~sed, partly due tCNthe pressure· from the Radi,:,.· On January 11, 1936, the program of the People's' 
cais.. It was. replaced by what ,was considered a' Fropt was published. [ThIs progr~ is' also 'part of 
slightly' more moderate .. government headed oy Flandin. the reference materials that will be prill ted, in a .. 
. The Radicals Supported . this government •. The SrIO . future issuEi.l The PCF, SFIO, and. most of the RP 
apparently gave' it Some kind of conditional support. adopt this' as their~election ~rogram.,.· . 

ill December;' Radical Pl,lblications began to. dis- On January 18; the executive committee of the 
. cuss the possibility' ofallhmce with the PCF, but Radicals met and decided, that Laval's methoc:l& were 
rejecte'd . that po~sibility largely on the. grounds "contrary to doctrines" of the RP. Herriot left the 
that the IPCF" was against "national defense", which government. Daladier, . who had been aPpearing pub": 
was a major plank .of the Radicals; ~ Ucly with the PCF and SFIO, for' example at the July 
. On February 10, '100,000 people demonstrated in 14 demonstrati9n, was elected chairman of theRP~ A 

Paris tocommerriorate the dead of the. .February days. few days later, all the Radi9al mini$ters'resigned 
of 1934. ' . and the Laval government fell. 'It was su~edect by 

In May, municipal and·sonie natiomil elec,tions a' government headed by Sarraut.· (lncidenta:lly, this 
took place. The Radicals lost .a few positions. The was me govemmeqt .that ratified the VrancO-Soviet 

'SFIO also lost six. . The PCF won 43 elections. and. 'Pact.)' . , , . 
became !the largest party in. Paris and the department In April, theCGT and CGTUformaIly'amaIgamated 

·(that. is, . province or region) of the Seine. In into the CGT.. The, first:unity congress of the CGT 
. May, the.PCF ~ the SFIO set up a' joint commi~tee was held in May. At the time of amalgamation the 
to discuss merger into a single ·party. " CGT had about 600,000 nLembersand.the CGTU had about 

At the beginning of June, the ,FIimdin . govetnme9t300,OOO. By the end of 1936, with· the. great upsurge 
- cQllapsed. On the 'eve, of its collapse, May 30, in the workers' movement, the unitedCGT had grown 

Thorez announced in. the Chamber: ; . to 5 million' members. . " 
"We are ready to bring you ,our support, Pres- \ At the' end of April and the beglnnlDg of May the 
ident Herriot, if· you, or any other l~aderof ' national. elections were held'. The People's Front 
your Party 'wish to take over the direction of won the elections, taking 378 of the 618 seats.' 
a .Radicalgovernment ••• that would really . Blum-headed the new government which assumed office 
apply . the poliCies of the RadiCal Party." , 'on J una: 4th. . 

. The Radicals entered into negotiatiOns with tbe SFIO' 
and the PCF to set up a. new government. . According 
to one account. Thorez ~ to enter a. governmerit, 
eVen if it inCluded mInisters even more "moderate" 
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vn. }be People's Front Government' At ItS Height: 
Jwte 1936 -, Jwte 1937 

I.1beStrike Movement 

, ,May 30, the largest strike movement in French 
hiStory began. At' its peak, over one millionwoJ;:k
ers were on strike. simultaneously. The predominant 
form of struggle was occupation of the .factories~ 
including in numerous' iftstances . the imprisonment of 
management for t~e duration of the strike. ThiSW;as . 
an extremely .powerful and concentrated struggle of, 
the French working class~ Alexander Werth, a .' bour- . , 
geois journalist who wrote favorable books on the, 
Peoply's Front, claims that' the struggle was largely 
spontaneous 'in its' origin and' in its I:1xtension. \ 
However, the PCF claimed credit for starting the 
strikes. 1udging: from the fact that a large number: 
of .the strikers were non-unionized; it I would appear 
that .. the strike grew through a spontaneous upsUrge 
of the workers~ " . 

The electidn of the PeopleJs Front no doubt had 
.' its impact. . The ,rank-and-f~le workers expected a 
'great deal from the People's Front and were excited 

, bY; the strength that they had shown in the elec-
tions. . 

. On June 4, Blum'assumed office. Within days the 
government negotiated. the Ma,tignon agreement between 
the national manufacturers' association and the CGT. 
The agreemenf'EmtaUed: i a)a guaranteed. right to 
Collective bargaining; b) recognition of . the CGT as 
the bargaining agent for striking workers; c) 40 
hoUr work week with no cut in pay; and d) two week 

. paid vacatioI1 annually. 
These measures were ratified into law by parlia

ment. But the agreement had a1so called for wage ' 
. increases to be negotiated; ,these were delayed and 
in ,many cases eventually deriied by the employers. 

It is notable' tllat the strike movement .continued 
aftetthe conclusion of the' Matignon agreement, 
which was signed June 7. On June 8, nearly. half a 

,million coal minels came out on strike in the/north 
of France. On tl:J.e9th, the insurance employees 
resorted to the stay-in strike, while 100,000 tffi{-

: tile workers came out for, a 1(1)/0 wage incr~ (which 
they presently got.) On the 10th stillmore of the 
Paris dress-makiIlg. establishIQents were struck, and 
on the 11 th tht;:l Paris hotels and restaurants were 
struck. ' The movement continued at least to the end 
of the month 'before it SUbsided.' ' 

'Indeed, stopping the movement after the agreement 
Wias signed required the combined efforts of Blutn's 
government, 'which stationed troops before the; fac
tories,the trade union leaders, and ,the leaders of 
the SFIO and the PCF. On June 8 the front page of 
L'Humanlte called on all strikers to resume' work. A 
~o\frgeoishistorian by the name of David Brower 
d,escribed . the PCF activities to bring an end to' the 
strike: 

/. 

"The Party leadership decided finally, to 
. take special measures to meet the critical 
situation. . They were loslng' control of their 

, 

'- - ~ . . 
followers and could see, that the country was 
in serious 'danger of. grave internal disorder. 
They began by obtaining from the secretaries 
of the Party . cells in- the ~aris regibn, 
brought together in a meetIng on June 9, an 
expression of. 'confidence' in their policies. 
The next day, L 'Humanitepublished an appeal 
to the workers to 'ohserve 'vigilant rigor' 
against any' suspicious . elements. seeking to' 
upset the 'tranquil disclpUne' in the fac..: 

. tories. Finally a special meeting of the 
Party members from th~ Paris region was held 
on June 11 in order to give Maurice Thorez 

. the opportunity to outline the new tactics. 
The General Sect. rejected completely any 
revolutionary hopes which the great strike 

, movement might have raised within the Party. 
I 'To seize power i now' he declared, 'is out of 

the question.' H~ pointed out that the fuiddle 
classes and ,the' peasantry were not on the 
side of the workers. ' Showing the Comintern's, 
concern for. french~nity; ,lie warned that' 
nothing must, be done to i 'dlslocatethe cohe-' 
sion of the masses.' The strike movement had' 
to be. limited to the 'satisfactlon of the 

"demands of an economiccb,arapter.' Therefore, 
the workers 'must know how to end (a strike) 
as soon' as satisfaction has been obtained.' 
Even 'compromise was necessary' if all the 
demapds have, not been accepted yet but if 
victory Ihas been obtaineg on- the' 'most essen
tia~and .impprtant demands'.,' He.' called on 

.the/metallurgical, workers of Paris to end 
their strike ~nd disavowed Communists who 
intervemoo. in strikes. The Communist Party 
was ,thereafter Unequiy06aUy' committed to the 
peaceful settlement of the conflict. Its 
motto, proclaimed in bold headlines on L'Hu-, 

. manite front page on Jun~ 14 \was: 'The Com-
munist Party is Order.'" • 

''From that moment on, the Communist lead
ers' worked, to end the ~strikes. On June 13, 
the CC,presided over. by the Gen. Sect. of 
the Metallurgical Federation, . Ambroise Croi-

'zat, approved Thorez' call for, an end to the 
strikes in order' to avoid campaigns of fright 
and panic. The day before, the Paris Associ-, 
ation of MetallUrgical Unions had accepted Ii 
compromise settlement. This example was 
followed' by' several other major unions in the 
Paris region.' .Within a few days,- the majorl- ' 
ty of strike.s in the capital had been set-; 
tIed. Calm had been restored at last, thanks 
in large part to the authority of the CP 
?mong the Parisian workers." (Bro.wer, D.' The 

'. New,. J acobins.} 
We cannot testify to the absolute reliability of 

Brower's account. But his quotes from Thorez are 
accurate' and the main lines of. his account follow 
what we already know directly from Thorez and other . 
PCF' sources.' Brower fills in some interesting de-: 
tails,' in pa:rticular the sugge~tion of resistance. to 

I,· ' 



,. 
the PCF leader's ·"tactic" among. the rank-and-file· 
cadre for- several days. Brower's account confirms 
that the PCF was indeed, quite active in suppressing 
the ~trike movement and that. Thorez' later boa~t, 
that thePCF called for the full force of the law to 
be applied aga~nst the extremists who wanted to 
continue the strikes, was accurate. 

It is clear' also that· the PCF. Jeaders' actions to 
suppress the strik~ movement was motivated by their 
desire to maintain· the People's Front, and particu
larly, the alliance with the Radical~ The PCE was 
now 'siding with the People's Front government a-
gainst. the mass movement. . 

2. Were the Fascist Bands DJssolved? 

The organized strength of, tn-e fascist groups in· 
France declined in 1936 as compared to 1934-35.. The 
role of' the PF government in this .is not entirely' 
clea~ -

. In December, 1935, under the rightist government 
of Laval, fascist militias. had already been "out
lawed" - i.e. prohibited in words. Duringthe 
spring. of 1936 Blum was assaulted by a fasci~t 
group, and the caretaker cabinet installed after the 
fall of Laval and before . the elections of the PF 
government took some' meaSures against fascist gangs. 
When the PF government assumed office, in June of 
1936, th~ government ordered the dissolution of \' the· 
Croix de Feu.· etc. ~ .. I 

OHe source indICates that the fascists readily 
evaded the order to dissolve merely 'by changing 
their mimes, because the government. never implement
ed the law. It is for certain that the Croix de Feu 

- -- renamed the· French Social Par.tY - continued to 
organize large meetings and to engage in violent 
clashes with the police and the PCF 'from time to 
time. Thus it would appear that the fascist move
ment had ebbed due to the strugg1e of the French 
masses; neither the PF government, nor any other 
government . .in this period, took any serious measures 
to really suppress the fascist organizations, but 
the organized strength. of the fascists was declining 
in 1936 which- is also whefl various token measures 
were taken . against the fascist bands, including the 
ineffective order to dissolve from· Blum. What is. 
for sure is that the ,~F government cannot be cred!t
eo with dissolving the fB:,sclst gangs. 

3. The ·Spanish Civil War and "Non-Interventlon" , -

The Spanish Civil War broke out one month follow-
, ing the elections in FranCe. Within a week, Blum 
suspended all sales of armaments to the Republic, . 
even sales in. fulfillment of contracts concluded 
long before ··the hostilities began. 

Soon, Blum launched his campaign for "no:n-:inter
vention" in Spain. It is important to emphasize 
that Blum was an initiator, leader and organizer of . 
this campaign, which was a. classic Ftance of $0-

cial-democratic "opposition" -- i.e., collaboration 
-- with fascism. Blum's scheme called for all 'gov-
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ernments to be "neutral" in the Spanish conflict and 
for. an . international embargo on all armaments ship
ments to Spain. Blum organized· all those govern
ments which might have been subject to· pressure to 
send arms to the Republic to participate in the non
intervention pact. . Hence Blum supplied· them with 
the argument they needed as to why they did. not send 
arms - as supposedly a means to forCe Germany arid 
Italy . to stop supporting Franco. At any rate, that 
was the absurd p~mi~ of Blum's scheme. In Septem
ber - he organized an international conference· which 
the Soviet Union attended and which created a com
mittee to· organize the embargo of arms. (The Soviet 
Union dropped out after several months and then. 
denounced non,..intervention as a fraud.) . 

The PCF organized independent support for the 
· Spanish Republic from the very beg!nniIig.· And, 
until December 1936, it opposed and organized oppo-: . 
sitionto Blum's "non-interventionism".' The PCF 
consiJ)tently organized material· aid' -- including 
volunteers-- for Spain. In the initial perIod, at 
any rate, - it organized a mass solidarity movement. 

In this work,· a great deal of the PCF 9rgaiuzing 
was directed toward pressuring the Blum government 

· to change its stand on Spain. In September thePCF 
began to organize "political strikes" -- . hour-long 
protest strikes, actually -- in favor of government 
aid to the Spanish Republicans. Mass meetings and 
demonstrations were organized for the same purpose. • 

While it. organized this mass opposition to the .. 
Blum government on the question of Spain, the PCF 
continued to support the People's rront government 

· overall throughout this period. Indeed,· it was 
. right in September - when the campaign· for aid to 

. Spain had started in full swing - that PCF vOted in 
· favor of devaluation of the" franc· in order not to 
split the People's Front. (See below on d~valuation .. ( 
of franc.) , Ev~n Il}ore, when the SFIO and RP ~gan to 

. threaten that continued, active opposition to non
intervention by the PCF would lead to a split, the 
PCF called off the protest strikes. . Other means for 
mass pressure on the .government however w~re· 6>ntin-
ued for a brief period. In December .,..... as rightist 
pressure on the Blum government incr~ - the PCF 
caiIed off these mass pressure tactics as well and 
stopped all criticism of Blum's non-intervention 
poliCy so as not to embarrass the government. 

The PCF . did continue to support the Spanish Re
pUblicans after the. campaign agaInst non-interven
tion ended in· December 1936. But it appears that 
its work in support of the Republic never . again 

· reached the intenSity it assumed in this initial 
period. . I 

4. French ColOnialism 

Under Blum, the' People's Front created a Commis
sion of Inquiry into the Colonial Question. This 
was tlle only thing that the soclal-democratic SFIO 
and the raving chauvinists of the RP would agree to. 
We have no evidence of what it inquired into or 
what, if anything;' it found out through its. inqUiry • 

. .... . 
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Nor is there any indication that the PCF carried out 
independent work of'its own in this period on the 
colonial question. . . . . 

After Blum. resigned, there were several cabinets 
of Radicals and Socialists which the PCF supported 
and continued to call People's Front governments •. 
One of· these violently suppressed numerous struggl~· 
of the African people, and particularly an uprising 
in Morocco in November 1937. We have not found any 

. evidence that the PCF supported. this suppression, 
but they continued to. support the government which 
carried it out. It is certain, however,. that the 
PCF supported the suppression of the organization 

. ''North African Star" in the same year~ 'Previously, 
the Comm.rtnist Party of Algeria had supported'. this 

. organlzation fbr its ppposition to. French colonial
ism. When it was suppressed, the' PCF claimed that 
it was playing into the hands of the fascists by its 
anti-French agitation. 

Without being able to speak about this org?Oiza,.. 
tion and its activities, we· can still see that' here, 
is a case of the PCF applying its new lin,e that. 
struggle 'against French colonialism weakens the 
fight 'against fascism. 

'I 

5. Eoonomic Program of the PF Gl~ent 

The measures which .the People's Front government 
took soon after coming I into office (sometimes refer-
red to as the "French New Deal") included: I 

a. The Matignon agreement 
b. A 20· billion franc public 'works program to 

provide jobs. (The bill for it passed, but no 
action was ever taken to implement it after it was " 
passed: and.the ''Pause'' buried it for good.) , 

c. Establishment of a Wheat Office to forestall 
bankruptcy of small and middle' peasants by insuring 
higher prices for farm produce. We. have no statis
tics on how many bankruptcies it, aUegedly prevent
ed, but the line was to save farmers at the eXpense 
of the workers, not the' bankers. 

d. "Nationalization" of the armaments industry. 
e. R'eform of the Bank of France by changing the 

method for selecting its Board of Governors - i.e., 
. the French government had a hand in choosing -them 
now and votes were spread to a wider seC~ion of the 
bourgeoisie. . 

The "nationalization" of the armaments industry 
-- long a demand .of the SFIO - is the only measure 
about which we do not know enough to comment on its 
signHiCl:lnce. The other measures -- excluding tJie 
Matignonagreeinent, onwhicl1 see above '- are typi
cal liheral bourgeois reforms: either to make the 
workers pay under the guise of giving relief' to the 
people (Wheat Office) or to m~e the institutions of 
the financial el~te more "democratic", while main
taining them and continuing their policy of squeez
ing the working masses (reform of the Bank of 
France). I ~ 

In September 1936 the People's Front government 
dev.alued the franc. 

Devaluation had been promoted since 1934 by a 

prominent rightist politician, Reynaud, as a means 
to 'cheapen the cost of production (cut wages) and 
solve the export deficit . problem. Other rightist 
politicians supported "defense of the franc"and an 
open attack' on the 'workers' wages. In fact, the 
latter line was the one pursued by the French bom
geoisie until the strike movement of suinmer .1936 . 

. made it impossible. Then, more and more capitalists 
spoke out in 'favor of devaluation to recoup losses 
due to wage increases. . 

WI;1en Blum first assumed office, he had opposed' 
devaluation, but he switched by September in the 
face of extensive pressure from the right. The PCF 
continued to denounce devaluation as a measure for 
robbing the workers' wages at the same time that 
they voted for it I in the Chamber in order to main-
tain the' unity of the People's Front. -

The "Pause" was officially declared by Blum An 
,February 1937, when he announced that the People's 

Front government would no longer even attempt to 
pursue. the economic reforms called for in its pro
gram ,and' that, rather, austerity measures were re-

. quired to solve the growing fiscal crisis of state 
finances. In June 1937, when Blum failed to win a 
vote granting him authority to stop the flow ~f 
capital from the country, ,the Bfum government col
lapsed. 

On the. other side, since the devaluation of the 
franc in September, the strike movement was on the 

\ upSWing. When the "Pause" was announced, the 
strikes increased and the workers also organized 
demonstrations against the Blum government. The 
poliCe shot down five workers outside Paris who were 
deII/-0nstrating against the ''Pa~''. How this motion 
was organized and what role the PCF played in it is ~ 
not known.' , 

-. , 
vm. . The People's Front Drags O:l and Collapses 

:- jWJe 1937 to the Fall of 1938 

-On June 21, 1937 the Blum government resigned. 
It was succeeded on the following day by a new "pe0-
ple's front government" headed by . the Radical Chau
temps. The SFIO again held seats in the government • 
The PCF offered to enter this government. But the 
RP and SFIO rejected the offer. The PCF, neverthe
less, continued' to support the government as a gov-
ernment of the People's Front. • 

On March 13, 1938 Blum returned to head another 
) ''People's Front government". Radicals and' Social-
ists formed the 1 cabinet, but the PCF was kept out. 
Once again the • PCF continued to support the govern
ment. Blum's cabinet only lasted a month, res1gning' 
on April 8 when its financial reform bill was once 
more rejected py the parliament. 

On April 10, Daladier tormed another government. 
Neither the SFIO nor the PCr were given positions in 
the cabinet, but both continued to support the gov-
ernment.' , 

In' September.' Daladier accompanied Britain's 
Chamberlainl ~6 meet Hitler and Mussolini in Munich, 
where they concluded the notorious Munich pact. 
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sisto In <ktober, the Daladier government abolished the 
40-hour week. In November, the Radicals formally 
broke their alliance with the SFIO and the' PCF. 
This marked the formal end of the People's Front. 

So much for the myth of how the, Popular Front in 
France stemmed the fascist tide in France of the 
1930's. . 

After the collapse of the last People's Front 
government, the government in France fell into the 
hands of a liberal-center coalition. With the out
break of World War. II, this regime banned the com
munist press and arrested activists, dismissed muni- ' 
cipal councils with a com~urust majori1;y, and' dis
played, the .iron fist against the working masses, 
while leavtng the COUlltIy open to the German. blitz
krieg. And it may be noted that France did not fall 
in a few· days to ,the Nazi blitzkrieg because of. 
overwhelming German military superi~rity -- the 
French armed forces were large and equipped with 
modern weapons - but . beCause - the French general 
staff was' reactionary and lacked the desire to re-

As a final note, w~ may add that during the war 
years, the social~mocratic and liberal leaders did 
not prove, to be militant anti-fascist fighters any 
more than in the :Popular Front years. Indeed, a 

. number o( prominent.liberals and social-democrats 
entered th~ service of the fascist pro-Nazi puppet 
government that was set up in part· of France (the 
other part. of the countIy was under direct German 
administration). The social-democratic party went 
into pieces under the weight of its capitulation to 
fascism, and it was only gradually re-organized .by 
social-democrats Who wished to resist· fascism, al
beIt in a refonnist fashion. <> 

-.~===============================================~~============================ 
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ON THE. SEVENTH CONGRESS OF TH~ CONnNTERN 

B~ 00' a speech at the Second Congress of I the 
MLP, USA in Fall 1983. Edited for JX.1blication with 
additional material: added. '-. . 

. . -----------------------------~------------
Comrades, . 

This speech is to present some preliminary views \ ' 
:of the Central Committee on the seripus problems 
with the political line which was adbpted at the 
Seventh World Congress of the Communist Internation
al in July-August 1935. At this time a distinctly 
new and different orientation. :!Nas gJ.ven to, the coII\':' ' 
mu~ist par,tiesof' the world from that of the first, 
six cr Congresses. . The 1934-5 period, cu~minating 
at the S~venth Congress~ appears to be' the turning 
point when a baSically wrong line began' to be· put" 
forward on a whole series of very fundamental Is- . 
sues. , ' 

Our study of the a iixllcates that the Oline, given 
in the first six: congresses, from 1919 to "1928, was 
both consistent and Marxist-Leninist. This is also 

CI and a hannful illfluence' on the heroic' communist 
work of leadhig the anti-fascist struggle.--ed.l 

This talk will have four sections! 
.. ***The historical setting of the Seventh Con-

gress and the tasks it faced. " 
***'The demagogical style of Dimitrov's speeches, 

which serve to conceal just what is being advocated. 
'.***Five major subjects wh.ere the political line 

is. being changed for the worst and .se~ious errors 
are made. 

a) on fascism; 
. b) on social-democracy; 
'c) on the united front;· 
I d) on war and peace; 

I e) on the attitude to national reformism in 
the oppressed ,nations. 

1. 

\ . 

*** Some . points in conclusion. , 

Ql the Hlstxri::al SettJng of the 7th QgIess . . 
am. the 'Tasks It Faced I 

true of the "Sixth Congre~s period" from. 19~8 to ' The Seventh Congress was held when the situatioo 
1934, although certain problems can be observed In internationally was sformy from all directions and 
the work of the CI' at this time. was marked by the off~nsive of. fascism. The Seventh 

Of course, there were weaknesses and prOblems Congiesswas 'faced with this new situation I and had 
throughout th~ period 'of the CI. It could not be to take account of all the changes that had pccurred 
"perfect", even when it was basically correct. The in the world, and in' the growth arid development of 
CI wasn't composed of holy,. infallible ones, but of the communist parties,· since .. the last congresS.. 
real, living people working ,under the. conditiQns of What were some of the main. features of $e world 
rapid changes and the sev~re !demands of stor~y. revo- situation in which the Seventh Congress met? 
IUtiooary developments. . "Perfection" is rot' aemand- a) Beginning ~n 1929, the capitalist world was 
ed, required or sought. But .what is required is plunged into' deePJ global ecopomic crisis.' Un-
that communists hold" fast to Le.nJnism and fight for employment grew eooI1I).ously. Livitlg conditions WCi)rs-

the revolutionary stand' of the proletariat. _ It is 'ened for the working people all over' the capita.list 
impermissible to violate principles, but ',this 1s . world. Trade fell, and the economies of the oppres-
what was done at the Seventh Congress.. . sed nations also were sent into stagnation and pa-

This report is mainly; just an exallli'Q,ation of.. a ralysis.· In response, the struggles in defense of 
number of basic problems in the Seventh Congress the vital interests of the laboring masse~ mounted 
Report· of Dimitrov and other' Seventh. Congress mate- as the 1930's wore on. . ' , 
rials. It is intenged for 'Preliminary discussion . b)' The bourgeoisie' wa$ going' over, more· and 
here at the second Congress, and it i~not' recom- more, to fascism to crush the revolutionary working 
mended that- any decisions o~ this· matter be. taken class movement ~ prepare for . war. 'IbiS was most 
here at the Congress. This .preliminary discussion, clearly seen ill Germany, where the bourgeoisie in-
should serve ·to facilitate' further study: and consi- stalled Hitler in January 1933. 

, deration by the whole Party and the 'CC after the I . c) The,menace of another world. war began to loom 
Second Congress. Of course, this hnplies coming to \ closer with the advent of the friiDkly imperialist 
some definite conclusions at' a later dafe~ It' is and openly aggressive Hitlerltes. \ to power in Ger-
important to tread cautiously _ in' such important many. ,As well,' Japan had invaded and. occupied Man- • 
matters. When we take a stand, W~ are firm. about. churia 'in' 1931.~ opening a' period of deeper and 
it. We have to fight like hellcats to defend our deeper ihcursionS into China. Shortly' after the 
line and it is best to unfold the inevitable strug-' Seventh O>ngress, in Cktober 1935, Italy would hr. 
gle In such a way as we k.nOw what we are doing; . draw vaqe Etl\iopia.This ·would be followed' by German 
maximum blood from our I enemies; clean' up the debris remilitarization of theRhlneland in 1936, the anti-
t~at history has left in our path In, the quickest Comintern Pacts of 1936 and 19.37, the German-Itali~ 
and most· systematic ,fashion; and not have to ~ck inter,v¢ntion in the Spanish qvil War, Japan's' alI-
down on things due to some 1ll~~dered posl,tion.' out inhsion of China south of the Great Wall in 

[Since the Second Congress and after a Wty-wide 1937,,' Germany's annexation of Austria in 1938 and 
'discussion, the comrades, of, our' party voted' to corr-" Czechoslovakia ln 1939, Italy invading Albania in 
c;iemn the "new tacticai orientatioIl" of the 7th' Con-I, 1939, and'the outbreak of World War II with the 
gress as a bagkwardturr. irl, the' development of the German invasion of Poland on Sept. '1, 1939. Thus 



. the' Seventh Congress, was held at' a time when the 
events leading. up, to World War n were beginning to 
unfold. . , . 

d) .. In, the SOY-iet Union, great.victories of S<r 
cialist cOnstruction .were being ~on by' the wbrkIiJg 
class' and peasantry. . While the entire capitalist 
world was'Iangulshlng in ecooomic crisis and rilJ.sery, 
the socialist', Soviet Union alone was Immune from lts. 
effects and~ on the contrary, was achieving big 
advan~es In' lndustrr . and agriculture., I~s pqUtlc~1 
am 'cultural achievements. also were a be~ The 
contrast between the two systems' was sharP, and the 
working people of the world. were being attracted 
like never before· to the' ideas of socialism. So'" 

~ , 

ciall!!m was clearly proving Its. superiority to. capi-
talism.. .' , . 

e) There was an. impulse of 'the masses to the 
left and the prospect. of the further ' radicalliation, 
or revolutionization, of the working class. The· 
crisis had disproved the theorieS of the social
democrats aI:>oqt the garden path to socialism through 
Steady am gradual improvement of the workers" lot 
under capitalism.. The MarXist theory 9f capitalist 
crlsiswas again proven correct and the necessity 
for reVOlution was being dramatically lllustra~ed. 
The social-democratic leaders faced the danger of 
expo$lg themselves more and more: as servants of the 
bourgeoisie through tMir obstructiono( the strikes 
aM other struggles. of the working class .... , movement .. 
Many communist partieS, on the other ~nd, • had c0n

solidated themselves. further 8nd. w~ fighting hard 
to establish themselves as the true leaders of the 
masses. . 

. f) Under, the pressure of these, and :other devel-
opments, international' soclal--democr-acy. was In the 
throeS of' crisis. " The installation of German fas~ 
cism. provided a glarIng exposure of the. Soci81-
Oemocratic Party (SOP) of Germany, the leading party 
of the Second' International.· The staId· of the SDP~ 
had proved. to be an "all-round assi~tance to the 
Hitlerites In their drive to power, prInclpally by 
undermining the fightIng.' power of the workbig' mas&
es, by chaining the working class to a coalition 
with the bourgeoisie, by Identifying th~. working 
ciasS movement in the' eyes of the masses with the 
,oppressive measures of the German bourgeois repub-
11c, by upderminlng th~ mass aqti-fasclst struggle 
and by' rejecting every a~l of the Communist P:arty 
to rise. b1 reVolt ag8Inst f~m. The more revolu.;. 
tionary-mlnded social-<;lenlocratlc . workers were draw- i 

log closer: to' the communist. parties" . An impulse' 
toward the anti-fascist' uQited; front could be Sl!'E'n, 
despite the objections and blockage by the lea4ers 
of the social-democratic parties and the reformIst 
trade uni~. This . w~ ttile, for example,in. Gar
'many, in the fall of '1932, just prior to Hitler's 
install~tlon as head of state,' and then ,f.terwards 
under fascIst rule; In Austria after the crushing of 
the anti-fascist uprisIng, of February' 1934; . arid in 
France, Great Britain,' etc. in' the wake o( t,he~ 
events.' . 

g) 1lf liberation movein~ of the opp~ and . 

, . 
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dependent peoples was fighting tenacIously In sev-
. eral countries. .' In the first place tl1ere' 'WB$ China.' 
In 1934, the revolu'~ionary forces were in a dif.fl ... · 
cult position. After' de(eatlng numerous encircle
ment and suppresSion campaigns, tbeRed Am'ly broke 
through the ring of. KMf troops (the Kuomintang. was 
by then a reactionary. b.<>urgeols nationalist organt':' 
zatlon led by the pig Chinese exploiters audin 
control' of the central OtInese government) and 1;legan. 
,the Long March to tOO Northwest. of.' China.' In OCt.' 
1935 .. they reached. their destination and aet up '8 ~w . .', '.- . , 

.'. 
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Soviet region. nits was to be the base from which 
they could make a Comeback throUgh 'stepping into J:he 
forefront of the fight against the Japanese irivaders 
and could hold out and strengthen their position 
against the Chinese reactionarieS. In I~dia, , the 
anti-colonial, anti-imperialist movement assumed 
massive proportions in the' early 1930's, with the 
worki~ class and Communist party playing slarger 
~e~~ , 

In Latin, America, ,mass actions against foreIgn , 
imperialism swept' through ,Argentina, BrazU,' Yln.le,' 
and ~lsewhere. Large strikes also occurred in the 
earl~30's. "The communist parties were ~wing iii 
strength and ·playing ,an important role in $a,' antl-
imperialist movemerl.t~ " 

h) Amid all, of this, the, key issue was that, as 
the workers' revolutionary movement and the', national 
liberation movement 'grew and devel~, as the USSR 
became a stronger socialist base area, the botir:-· 
geoisie was throwing up fascist reaction to crush 
the revolution by outright terror, violence and war. 

The clearest example of this was provided by the 
events in Germany surrounding the Hitler Party',s 
'rise to power. The Nazis succeeded in setting' up 
their undivided ,rule and in dealing the Communist' 
Party and working class movement heavy blows. '1l1i$ 
was a big defeat for the working ,class. 1'lW KPD 
(Communist Party of Germany) was' probably the 
'stro~t party of the a, except for the Communist 
Party of the Soviet Union. It was ,large, with an 
experienced leadership and a developed' syste~ ,of 

. mass organiiations.' It fought opportunism In its 
ranks !lnd was tactically skilled and flexi~le. It 
wasn't immediately smashed by the Nazis upOn their 
coining to ,power, but was nevertheless dealt heavy 
setbacks and was unable to play a decisive rofe in 
the' Comi~ events in Germany. ' 

As well, Germany was a first-:-rate power" despit~ , 
its -defeat in Worl9 War I. And Hitler made few 
attempts to conceal his 'plan for imperialist, expan
,sion inc hiding his obsession to miUtarfly crush 
Bolshevism in ·the USSR. . 

Hitler had the poorly disguised encouragement or 
sympathy of much of the, bourgeoisie in the the U.S., 
Great - Britain and France (e.g. in terms of' financial 
backing), a, support which was to become ~dalous 
in the 1938 Munidi agreemen,t, in which Britain ,aDd 
France turned their ally Czechoslovakia over to 
Hitler in order to encourage him to inv.ade to the 

'East, i.e., to the USSR. " 
Thus, in' 1935, Nazi Germany - and its partners

to-be (J apan and Italy), in the Anti-Comintern Pacts 
of .1936 and 37 - was emerging clearly as the spear,.. 
head of an international capitalist offensive s-

,_ gaiJist' the soclalist revolution, the national' liber
ation movement and the socialist Soviet Union. 

Thus - despite the fact that: capitallsm was 
collapsing in crists, that soci~l-democracy, was 
facing the ~t of disintegration whUe the ':com
munist parties were working hard to gain influence, 
that an impulse of the working masses to the 'left 
was occurring and the liberation movements arid com-

munist parties were active and fighting in such 
important oppressed countries as Olina and India -, 
it was not tliecase that the revolution would devel
op from victory to victory In a straIght line. The 
working class could nOt always, be on the offensive 
and 'never b~ on the defensive; it would not, just 
register vIctorIes without also sufferIng temporary 
defeats, even severe defeats, and without suffering 
torments from bourgeois oppressioo. ' 

TQe situation }Y~ that, in, response to the grave 
cJ8nger of revolution to their class, ~ bourgeoisie 

, was utilizIng all its forces ,of reaction I:\nd' vio
,lence to drown socialism and the revolution in 

b.1ood. And this f~scist offensIve was not ,without 
its temporary vIctories, for example in Germany, 
Austri~ and, later, in Spain, as well as temporary 
succesSes ,in its foreign aggression" for example, in 
~anchuria, EthiopIa and elsewhere. By the outbreak 
of 'World War n, the fascist blight had spread over 
a' huge part of mainland Europe, both in Eastern 
Europe and Central and Western Europe. 
- The forces of, labor and socIalism were racing 
toward a big clash with the forces of capital and 
fascIsm. Would, the social-<lemocrat:ic coalition with 
the bourgeoiSie lose' its hold on the' masses- and the 
radicalization of the masses proceed fast enough , fpr 
the ~volution to prevail? In Germany the race was 
tf'mporarlly lost, by the working' class. But this 

• raoe was continuing throughout' Europe. There was 
tile' graVe threat of more fascist dictatorshipS being 
es~abUshed in important countries such as France. 
1ltere were also revolutionary' factors that were on 
the rise. , Both si~ were marshalling forces and an 
International battle, royal was shaping· up. 

The Seventh Congress' had the task of orienting 
the ,world communist, movement about these prospects. 
,In the ,wake of' the German, Austrian and other e
vents,it waS necessary to provide a ,major, authori
tative analysIs of the recent developments, includ
Ing the setbacks; to adjust the CI's tactics to - the 
new situation of the 'world fasciSt offensive and to 
the particular ways in which the working class was 
rising to action; and to correct shortcomIngs in the, 
C~s previOUS work that it had become aware of. ' 

But the 'Seventh Congress did not sImply make 
adjustments in tactIcs to deal with the fascist 
offensive and, to in general ensure that the CI's 
policIes were In -correspondence with the new situa- . 
don. ,I _ , 

'It did put stress on the fight against' fascism on 
a world scale, which ~as 'absolutely essential. And, 
of course, this had to be done in accordance botl;t 
w:ith the' overall world situation and with the degree 
an,d particularities of the development of fascism 
from cOuntry to country. To not have put stress (lll 

the anti-fascist struggle at thIs time would have 
been to, be ,asleep at the wheel, with disastrous 
consequences for the rev,olutionary movement, lind 
would have led to Immediate severe defeats. It 

, would hBve been to neglect the major world clash 
that was in the making. -

'The problem is that, while correctly bringing to 



the fore.' the anti-fascist struggle, the CI also 
introduced new, impermissible' changes. 'on· various 
major questions· of political line, changes that 
violated' Leninism, and flagr,antly so. Changes. that 
damaged the revolufionary organization and struggle 
of the worIq.ng masses. and severely I undermined itt 
immediately in some cases and in the long run' every-
where. . . 

2. 'Demagogy of the 7th ~ 

One of the mo~t'disttirbing things! abou(Dimi
trov's Report is that you cari't discuss anything in 
it without also discussing the demagogy used in the 

. presentation of virtually every point. A ;wide" va .. 
riety of tricks,. subterfuge and misleading infer

. Emces make it difficult to' grasp w\lat. Dimitrov· is' 
really saying. . 

For examp'le, we are discussing what is- new in. 
Dimitrov'& ~hes. Dimitrov does many I times refer 
to the fact that something new is being proposed in 
the' , tactics and. orientation. But the way I in' which 
this' is done, Dimitrov~s method, leaves the ~eader 
actually unclear' as to what it is that is actually 
new; what the new is replacing, and why this is 
being done. , 

Is the discussion of united front tactics new? 
No, the Cl had been discussing united front tactics 
since the 'third Congress. 

. Is the' united front ag8inst fascism new? No, the 
CI . in . the Sixth Congress period and previously had 
spoken of and fought for the united front against 
the attacks of. fascism many times. '.. 

. In general, Dimitrov. hideS from the reader' what 
is distinctly new: the rejection of previous as
sessments and of major conclusions of Leninism. 
This, is done in many different ways. One method 
Dimitrov uses is paying lip servIce to the previous 
'line, while actually introducing something differ
ent. For example, ,in one breath he seems' to uphold 
the . view, that social-democ:racy was, respopsible for 
paving the way to fascism in Germany, and then many 

" pag~ later he in fact retracts' this assessment .in 
an underhanded, lndirect fashion. " '. 

Dimltrov also utilizes failsafe~ loophole-type 
clause,s. 'For example,' he . denies the existence of 
"left" 'sociBl-<l.emocracy (which continues the. Social
democratiic treachexy under the cover" of hypocritical 
'''left'' phrases), a long-standing, important assess
ment by' tJ:xe GI of one of the trends -in social
democracy - \ and then. later refers to "left" so-' 
cial-democratic demagogues,· as if to say ''Who me? 
Deny the' condemnation o~ 'left' 'social-democracy? 
No, see page such and such!. There's nothing new 
here, orthodoxy is being. upheld." 

He also makes a big fuss' in presenting· some 
previous· views, as· if these were some brilliant new 
discoveries, with the idea of creating a' definite 
effect." I . , 

. Dimitrov is even very indirect, you might even 
say . cagey, I about saying that he. is introduqing a. :new 
tactical line :(and, in' fact; the changes are' much 
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more than: just tactical). . Not until page 95· (of the. 
old,. standard, New Century Publishers' editiqn), at 

. the beginning of the "Speech in Reply to the Discus.,. 
'·sion", does 1").e openly say that he is "revis~hg our· 

policy and tactics". '. ' 
And while creating a big mystery about· wh!3.t ~the 

ne)V line actually i_, Dimi trov does not present a, 
clear assessment of what was wrong with the old 
poliCies that are being replaced, that is, with the 
Sixth Congress petiod's (and previous) strategy and 
tactics. There is no careful assesstnent of what was· 
right ana wrong wid:! the old orie~tation. Instead,' 
he. create& the atjnosphere, or mood, tha.t it' con
tained a lot of garbage ,and shpuld be forgotten as . 
quIckly as possib1e. . " . . . 

.' For example,. he positively rails against doctri
nairism (dogmatism) and seqtarianism, referring to 
cut-and-dried schemes, Ilfeless formulas, phlegmatic 
(sluggish) . r~asoning. stereotyped. practices, phrase
mongering, pedantry, scholastic tinkering, mere. book . 

· knowledge~ abstractions, bare appeals for the· prole-i 
tarian dictator¢1ip,' and so fQrth. While undoubted-
ly there were "left'" and sectarian. errors that ' 
needed to' be corrected in the past, this .did not 
.re·quire painting. the past as if it Were just . one 
fooliSh" mistake after another. As well, there Were 
opportunist, righdst errors in the different' p&rr 
ties, but Dlmitrov shows little concern for· the 
qIfficult struggle against rightism that" was needed, 

· merely mentioning~he danger of opportunism 'in· a 
.. paragraph or two in a routine, obligatory, ho-hum 
spirit. What is more, Dimitrov drops previous as-

· sessments concerning the nature of certain sectarian 
errors and the need to fight the underlying concep
tions that give rise to them , such as: that· ,the' 
"left" sectarian error of denigrating the sJ,:r~ggle 
for partial demands was often based on the, under
lying rightist conception that could only conceive 
of the 'use of refor-mist rqethods in the struggle for 
partial 'demands. 
. And when Dimitrov descends from the world of 
swe~ping,. gerteral criticism to the activity of a 
particular party, (1) he tends to caric~ture, ot 
exaggerate the problem, and (2) ,he raises old exam
ples of errors as if these we~e Ilew discoveries; . 
when in fact most of these errors were caught by the 
CI when it was pursuing the previous. orientation and' 
had been duly criticized and' corrected. . 

In addition to creating 'mysteries as to wbat ·the 
new line is and what' the old, line was, Dimitrovalso 
repeats a number of things, which' give his Report an 
aura of orthodoxy, but wh~ch subsequent, history 
showed were not central points to his Report and 
were 'later dropped.; ~or example, he refers to the' 
necessity for the proletariat to organize soviets in 

- . setting 'up its state rule.. Perhaps it is just to 
call these things window 'dressing, . or perh~p.s the' 
line was ..still in transition at the Seventh CongresS 
and: these things. were dropped in the ftp1:her push to 
tIte. right after the Congress. . . . .' . 

In regard to all !:his demagogy, and more, sexeral 
points follow: . 

., 
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(1) There is eclecticism galore in Dimitrov's 
speeches. But this is not the eclecticism' born of 
confusion, but is the insertion of contradictory, 
points to throw the reader off the scent of the 
departures from Leninism that are being introduce<i. 
And all of this subterfuge raises your eyebrows .. 
Correct views don't need a disltmest p:resentation to 
win their place in the world. 
'(2) It is necessary to compare the ideas of 

Dimitrov's Report to the actual practice of the new 
orientation to see what is the actual line and what' 
is just camouflage, just orthodox-sounding" plirases 
for window dressmg. In this direction, some study 
of the French Cot:nmunist Rarty in the mid 30's' haS 
been done and a \report will be presented on this. 
[See the articles' elsewhere in this issue of' the 
Supplement on' the experience of. the French Communist 
Party In implementing the rtew line.l Of course, the 
whole question of Mr. Earl Browder comes up in this 
way too. (Browder's revisionism corroded the revo-

lutionary line of the CPUSA beginning in the mid-, 
. 1930s and eventually destroyed altogether its com
munist Character. For a brief description of this, 
see Resolution III.A "The History -of the Fight to 
Build the Political Party of the Working Class'" iri: 

, the Documents of the Second Congress of the M~P, USA 
in the Jan. 1,' 1984 . issue. of The Workers' Advocate • .] 

(3) It is clear that Dimitrov takes' ~ . non
Bolshevik approach to summing' up the experience of 

. the CI and to defining the coming tasks. The . Bol
shevik approach would be to construct a balance 
sheet of the strengths and weaknesses of the o~c!. 
policies and practices as shown by the actual re~ 

. suIts in practice. The revolutionary movement and 
spcialis,m had advanced; . the communist parties had, 
not only maintained themselves _ as revolutionary 
parties against rightist pressures, but were fight-, 
ing hard for the masses. The bourgeoisie had un
sheathed the fascist sword in order to fight the 
revolutien, a9d it had dealt the proletariat some' 
definite defeats and was mounting its most seVere 
challenge 'to the revolution. At the same time, this 

\ . - - . 
fascist offe,nsive was itself a \sign of the instabil-
ity of the bourgeoiS order,' and the grave dashes to 
come; while requiring great sacrifice' and the exer
tion of every ounce of fighting capacity by the 
working masses, it would also call into question 
bourgeois rule itself. How effective had the tac-

I tics and orientation of the CI in the last period 
been in -c. preserving and increasIng the fighting 
strength . of the communist parties? What changes 
were needed in mobilizing the widest sections' of the 
masses against fascism? To what degree were thOse 
defeats that had taken place inevitable given obj~' 
dve factors, i.e., the strength of the contending 
forces, and to what degree could the defeats be' 
..attributed to errors in pOlitical line rn,ade by the 
CI and the communist parties? 

Dimitrov takes a completely non-oorious approach ' 
to these issues. ' , . 

First,' an absolutely euphoric assessment is made 
of ,the objective situation. The. difficulties are 

glossed over. The basic view is that everything is 
just rosy. 

Second, so therefore, if the objective situation 
is so favorable, was. the. old line of the CI and the 
Executive Committee of the CI (ECCI) said to be the 
source of the setbacks that had come up? Well, no, 
not . this ei ther. 

Dimitrov, a member of the CI leadership, avoids 
doing any self-criticism of the previous policies of 

. the CI and ECCI. . He puts all the blaine for the 
setbacks on individual parties, particularly the 
Communist Party of Germany (CPG). And he does so in 
extravagant language, clearly exaggerating the er
rors that were made and the difference they made to 
the struggle. So the impression is that the ECCl was 
perfec~.. \ 
" 'Bqt this-is a, contradiction. Why' is the CI 
"correcting" it~ entire line in order to deal with 
the mistakes of those "left" sectarians in the CPG? 
The view is actually that, '''The line was fine: but 
'we are' forced to <XlITect and change all of it. II An 
honest approach, on the other hand, would be to 
discuss openly the strengtOs ,and weaknesses of the 
views and activities both of the CI leadership, such 
as the ECCI and Stalin, and of the individual' par
ties. 
. Our view is, that the CI had not made major errors 

of principle, but' had a definite problem with tacti
cal inflexibilities. These should have been cor
rected-, while persisting in the generally correct 
line. In . fact, the world was in a situatiop. where 
tp have persisted with certaIn wooden tactics would 
have meant you were dead in the water. They had to· 
be cOlrected. ' 

, It, is pOssible that even. with these improvements, 
the bourgeoisie might' have been able to infHct 
additional temporary defeats on the revolutionary 
forces. Dimitrov's euphoric assessments about the 
impending establishment of revolutionary unity with 
soC~al-derilocracy against· fascism, about the preve~ , 
tion of a new imperialist world war 'via peace agita
HpQ, and so forth, amounted to closing one's eyes, 
oj-attempting to close the revolutionary movement's.' 
eyes, to the real situation. It was like advising a 
canoeist to shoot the rapids with his eyes close~. 
But though the coming period woqld be a difficult' 
one for the revolutionary proletariat, and there 
would be both victories and painful defeats, the 
prospects were. stilI that the coming ,trial of 
strength would result in the growth of the revolu
tionary working class movement and turning the ta
bles on the class enemy_ The Leninist line would 
have strengthened the prol~tarian movement and also 
prevented the fruits of the anti-fascist struggles 
from having been thrown away. . 

Let'$ now examine some of the ,significant <g?Or
tpnIst deviations advanced at the Seventh Congress 

3. On the, lcIsue of Fascism, Itself 

3. First, there are the wrong views put forward 
on questions closely associated' with the analysis of 
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fascism itself. Under this category there are I three, m~sses, including backward masses still unde~ the 
t~pics to be' taken up: influence of, various illusions,into -socialist con':" 

1) the wrong i view that denies the bourgeois strudtion, into 'defense agairist' imperialist,:' inva;" 
class basis of fascism,' and promotes the liberal' sion, etc. 
bourgeoisie a~ fighters against fascism;. ,Similarly a capitalist governinent ai~s to !}illy .. 

2) the wrong view that detaches' the~ . anti- all the' capitalists around it. And so does ,'that 
fascist fight ,from the socialist revolution; and. particular variety. of capitalist governme:qt, . the i 

3) the wrong view of catering to. petty'-boitr- fascist regime. ' In Germany and Italy the, fascist 
geois 'prejudices, including, petty-bpurge'ois- nation- regimes succeed~d ip. rallying the bourgeoisie as a . 
aIism, in the ,fight againstfalie1St. ideology. class afound themselves. It maY')lappen in ,ether 

. '" fascist i dictatorships that the bourgeoisie, itsel f is \ 
.A) Fb:;st, '. on the class basis of fascism. spUt into. different factio~s aDd 1s not as org8:n- '. 

ized' as in Germany. Nevertheless, in all cases, one. 
To begin wIth, it can be noted that Phnitrov's 'can. only understand politics by seeing what class' 

Report not pn1y demands that the communis,ts btiry the ,1ntere.sts are being served ,and which cIassesully 
hatchet with the soclal-democrats, but also demands, 'to which ~ide~, . ":.' .' 
alliance with the liberal parties of the bourgeoi- However" the ordinary interpretation of'Diml-
sie. He abandons the previous' line of. the' CI of trov's quptation, reiterated many' tittles since by 

. fIght.ing the soe1al-democratic ·coalition with. the right, opportunists of all shades, is that; ,~hebour-
bourgeoisie rand instead demands that the' liberal geoisie is split into., fascist and an.d .. JasCist 
bourgeoisie be rega,rded as one of the basic anti":: wIngs, and the iSsue is the struggle' betWatni these 
fascist forces. True, unlike what he does wIth,' two wings of the bourgeoisie. The fact that. the' 
soclal-democracy, Dimitrov does not quite dare open- bourgeoisie as a whole iriclines in one direction, or ' 
ly say that he is for alliance with bourgeois par- the other and works to aCcompliSh its class airris~ Is' 
ties - nO't by the name of, "bourg~ois parties." obscured or forgotten. ' >, 
Instead he prettifies the liberal. bourgeois partie!!, ;.-Once ,the class issue is thrown aside, one can 
such as the French Radicals'which he explicitly understand nothing. WhY' did fascism spread in the 
names, as parties 'of the petty:-boorg~i$ie. •. 1930's? Because suddenly 'one sectipn of thebour.. 

In order to create a .theoretical basis'.for pret- geoisie 'became a .little stronger than the other, 
tifying the' Jiberal btlUrgeoisie as. anti,-fascist upsetting the. equilibriu,m? ', . 

. - ,fighters, he has to frnd a way to negate the class . HogwaSh~ The bourgeoisie was moving to, attack 
~truggle. . In, essence, his view is that th~ class therevolutlon,which scared it. This didn't mean 
struggle against the bourgeoisie, ceases to. be, the that all the bourgeoisie, unanimously, decides' "We 
issue as soon as the issue of fascism arises, at need a Hitler.". But it inclines ,"ore and ll!ore' t6 
Which time the basic issue is supposed to be contra- the method of the big stick (which it is never -far 
dictions among the bourgeoisie. from), it fosters fasCist groups and" rinds \tltt;}rti 

Dimitrov says that fascism is, ~e rule of the useful, the liberals ' either lose support iIi the 
I "most reactionary, most chauvinistic, most bourgeoisie or : themselves incline. to,reactloil '. (or 

imperi&list 'elements o'f finance' , capital." .. botlI), a' se9tion of the bourgeoisie longs dol', the-
(See the' section. of Dimitrov's ReportJeotit:- fascist .eoup, etc. If, a fascist coup is" attempted . 
l~ "11le Class Character of Fascism."} before the bourgeoisie as a whole is convinced of 

Now this is true if,. you are talking about, for.. the need for it~ it. 'may be suppressed by thebQur-' 
example, Hitler's party being the most reactiOnary" ·geois state.' Hitler's beer hall putsch in Bavaria 
,party among: all the capitalist parties in Germany. . ln1923 waS/quickly sUl?pressed by the authorities 
But Dimitrov then goes on' ito pretend that the most'(bu,t they only tapped the fascIsts ,on the wrist· 
reactionary elem~nts of, f!nance capital necessarily because one had. to exoect such' minor indiscretions~ 
have severe contradictions with, the, triass of the . as attemptIng to overthrow the gOvernment at' a tIme 
. j:,xploiters whose interests they deferld. . ,when the bourgeoisie was f9,Stering underground ar~, 

The fascist .government ,is indeed the rule of ~ mies and, reactionary paramilitary fotces' as .>the ' 
most bloodthirsty, mo~t r~actionary, ejlements, a German bourgeoisie was at' that time)~, lIn other 

,government which, how~er, if it is to consolidate cases, the ruling bourge.oisie may not, suppress 'the 
itself and have a certaln durabiq.ty, rallies the . coup itself, but it may stand aside if, the masses 
bourgeoisie around it. rise to wipe out the coup. At other times, the' 

Any government is the, rule of certain ele~ents. bourgeoisie rallies with enthusiasm' around'. thefas-
If . it consolidates' its power, it is 'because 'it cist . coup.. But even then, mlder' the fascist regime, 
rallies definite classes around it.· . For ex'ample, if the bourgeoisie' sees that the' regime is' totter--
one'could, say. that a communist government is the . ing, due to the upsurge 'of the masses or due to 
government of the most resolute, most class-?on-, mlli~ary i defeats, a bourgeois opposition to, fascism 
scious, most revolutionary elements, a government may emerge with the aiQl.'.of eiisuring that the 'down-' 
which, however, if it is to be stable, rallies the fall of the fascist party Goes not endanger '.the' rule 
whole working class mtIUI1d it. A true dicta~rship of capital. , . ' .'" 
of the proletariat 1nust .be able to rally the· "forking'. I . Dimitrov's analysis, . while. paying lip ser'vic~ to 

J, 

,. , 
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class terms, actually wipes out the class baSis of 
fascism and substitutes a Vulgar conception of" sOme 
elements' just happening to be fascist and some j1.:lSt 
happening ,to be anti-fascist. In the S'eventn Con
gress itself, this is an ideological basis for' alli
ance with the liberals. 

Germany 

Thus Dimitrov suggests that "fascist rule, th~ 
rule of Hitler's Party, did not have the'support df ' 
essentially the entire German big bourgeoisie. He 
suggests that fascism was not, the rule of the' capi
talist dass, but only of a section of them. He 
implies. that there is another section \ of, financ~ 
capitallsts, presumably the; liberals, who are pro-' 
gressive, who. are staunch opponents of fascism;, and 
fUrthermore,the working c:;lass should .accommodate its 
struggle to ,what is acceptable to these liberals. 

Elsewhere in the text, Dimitrov refers to fascism 
as beil1g based' on simply "finance capital" or "the 
bourgeOisie," Qut this is not stressed. This is an 
exl;lmple of the. eclecticism-by-design mentibned ear
lier; an example of an orthodox loophole inserted to 
cover· his tracks. , 

Dimitrov's I unstated, but implied, conclusion 
about the alleged splits in the bourgeoisie is' not, 
backed up by a Shred, of evidence. And it contra-, 

, dicts sharply ttte experIence ,of Germany, where be
fore the nazi takeovet 'the entire, big bourgeoisie 
more and more looked to the fascist big stick to 
beat the revolutionary movement -- some thinking 
that they could' subordinate the nazis to traditional 

,conse:r:vative rule, while others being more for a 
'faSclSt'r!regime '- and after the "nazi takeover, they 
. ranied behind it. Even the Social-Democratic, Par
tY"servantof the bourgeoisie .that it was" appeased 
the nazis. . 

Dimitrov does not say that he' is referrJng to 
Germany or any particular country for that' matter. 
,But the whole world would have to assume that, he is 
doing so - inasmuch as the German events were dorni~· 
na.ti~gworld' politiCS -at th~ time.. Now it is \con-/ 
ceIvable that the bourgeoisle could be divided' over 
whether or not to go over to fascist forms' of 'nile. 
Later we deal more with the Social,..Democratic PartY, 
which doesn't particularly like open fascist rule ,..
but hates the revolutionary working class movement 
more" than it ,fears fascism. This sort of stand may 
alS6 be fouDd among, the bourgeoiS liberals~ , And the 
working ,class movement is often faced with having to 
have 'flexible tactics to deal with, the liberals or 
the social~democrats, when they have influence on 
the masses, and are posturing' against the reaction, 
and rot, just say "down with the liberals." There is 
the example of the tactl~' Leni~ used with respect 
to the Kerensky regime of "socialist" opportunists 

'during the KornUov revolt in 1917. But this still 
'does not deny 'the basis of' fascism in the class 

interests of the bourgeoisie, nor the fact that the 
big bourgeoisie as a whole was more and more inclin
ing to reaction in Europe at that time.' 

i, ' 

- Dimitrov was not trying to sum up the German 
events, 'I as the whole world might have assumed, when 
he d~fined, fascism as the' rule of one section of the 
big bourgeoisie. Instead, ;, it looks like he simply 
set out to create' an . opening for the view that 

, variQas 'bourgeois political trends are an anti
fascist force for the w:orking class. to ally witn. 

Dimitrov never' says precisely who the other sec
tions of finance capital are: less reactionary 
elements who are 'neutral and indifferent about fas
cism? Liberals? Traditional conservatives? Pro
gressive anti-fascists? But he implies that this 
"other section" are staunch anti-fascist fighters 
and allies of the worl~ing class. 

Severe Struggles Within, the ,Brurgeoisie? 

The, main way he does this is to conjure up a 
"~v~re struggle" within tha' bourgeois camp before 
and after the rise to power of fascism; such a 
severe struggle that sometimes it breaks out into. 
"armed, clashes". Without saying so in so many 
words, the impression is created that one side of 
these clllshes must be an Important anti-fascist I 

force to be dealt with. He says 
" ••• fascism usually comes to power in the 
course 0,£ a mutual, and' at times sev~re, 
struggle against the old bourgeo.is parties, 
or a: definite section of these parties, in 
the course of a struggle even within the 
fascist camp itself-.;.a struggle which at 
times leads to armed clashes, as we have 
witnessed in the case of Germany, Austria and 
other countries." (From the section of his 
Report entitled !"The Class Character of Fas
cism". This image is created again in the 
section "Fascism--a Ferocious but Unstable 
Power" where he states that fascism "lends 
the conflicts that arise among the bour
geoisie the character of sharp and at times 
bloody collisions, ~ •• ") 

, But it is one thing for fascism to come to power 
, during' a political crisis, it is' quite another to 

paint a picture of the liberal bourgeoisie taking to 
arms against fascism. For example in Germany, there 
was no severe struggle between ,. fascist· and anti
f5lscist sections of the 'bourgeoisie during Hitler's 
rise or after it. There were varioos economic and, 
political contradictions between this, or 'that' sec
tion of the bourgeoisie, including disputes over how 
much and how fast to fascizethe state. But on one 
thing they were all agr~:' the task was to find a 
way to defe9t the revolutionary movement, and it was 
their right to use terror ,and violence against the 
masses. 
\ As to Dimitrov's talk of armed crashes between 
such mythical forces, this is' a sneaky triok. There 
was an armed clashes in June '34 in Germany between 

, two different sections of the Nazis (anti this took 
place at the time when a section of the stormtroop
ers were becoming disillusioned with the Nazis' 
failure to carry out the radical steps agains,t big 



i capital that they had appeared to promise). Arid 
there was an "armed clash in Austria in July ';34 when 
the pro-Italian, fascist head of state Dollfuss was 
.assassinated py pan-German Hitler fascists. It 
seems as if Dimitrov is ~magogical1y trying to con
jure up the year-<>ld memory of such armed clashes 
and attribute them, by way of suggestion, to pro
and anti-fascist sections. 

Not only this, but Dimitrov says the working 
class should utilize these mytl1ical, severe, anti
fascist struggles in the same breath as calling for 

. the mobilization of the broadest strata. So the 
whole' mood is created that, there are important bour-

I geois anti .... ;fascist forces, engaged ·in a seyere 
struggle against the transformation of the ~urgeois 
democratic form of rule to the fascist form of rule, 
and that the prol_etariat must unite with the~e 
forces against the fascists. And in the context· of 
the constant diatribe- against left sectarianism in 
the Report, the idea is. necessarily created that 
only self-satisfied sec~arians, would refuse to do 
so. 

Not Just With the Llberals. •• 

As we have 'said,when Dimitrov talks about the 
struggles between the different elements of the 
bourgeoisie, he does not say who the good section of 
the bourgeoisie are supposed ·to be and .ds>es not 
identify them as the liberals. In, fact, the fights 
among the pourgeoisie that he list~ often, involved' 
other forces: the fight between homegrown Austrian . 
fascism and German nazi fascism; the fight between, 
on the one hand, those reactionary bourgeois who 
believed that a reactionary republic or the local 
monarchy could wield the big stick for· them and, on 
the other, hand, the pro-nazi forces on the other; 
etc. ' Thus a rationale appears to have been created 
for alliance with any part of the Dourgeoisie that 
happens to have a contradiction with the most· visi-
ble enemy of ,the moment. . 

This ,appears to be related to various maneuvering 
by the Soviet Union and the local communists ,that 
took place later in Eastern Europe as ,fascism col
lapsed at the end of World War IT. Deals were con
cocted with various exploiting forces, many of whom 
could hardly be called liberals - some; were actual-

'ly in the ruling regime or were the ruliOg regime 
until the last moment when, seeing the defeat of the 
AxiS, the advance bf the Soviet Army .and the growing 
activity of 'the local pop~ation, ,they were ready to 
make Jast-minute deals to disassociate themselves 
from the 'rapidly falling Axis war' machine. One 
result was that pro-fascist King Michael of Romania 
received'the highest Soviet wartim€l medal, ,the Order 
of Victory, because he did not order resistance to 
the Red Army when it marched In. Later he was final
ly forced to abdicate his throne on Dec. 30, 1947, 
and he promptly fled'Romania. Comrade Enver Hoxha, 
in his book The Titoites, denounces ~he giving of 
honors to King Michael as "impermissible opportunism 
on the part of the Soviets." (See page 518.) But 
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Envet doesn't even ,raise the question or' 'where such 
stands could have ,come from. 

But Certainly With the LJberals 

However, at the time of the SeVenth Congress, 
Dimitrov was mainly aiming at the li~erals. His 
theorizing on the class basis of fascism seems to be 
an attempt t0l>1:JSh' the international communist move
ment skipping down the primrose lane' Qf Iiberal
labor, reformist P9litics. 

As well, study of the experience of the Communist 
Party of France after ,the Seventh Congress tends to 
strongly confirm that this hidden meanIng of the 
Seventh Congress Report. was in fact the "insIde 
dope." The CPF's stands were_' promoted as the model 
of the application of the Seventh Congress tacticS. 
And, in, France the CP was cozying up to the liberal 
bourgec5iS ''Radicals'' (the Radical' or Radical-Social
ist Party) as part of the new tactics. Now the 
RadIcals, though increasingly gaining the hatred of 
wide masses for utter money-grubbing oorruptlo'n and, 
through repeatedly jumping into the arms of the 
parties to theIr right, were not a fascist party. 
And it would have been stupid to reject thIs dis-
tinction. 'But this didn~t mean the proletariat' 
should' jump into their arms either. 

Similarly, in the U.S., neither the Communist 
'Party's alliance with Roosevelt and the Democratic,' 
Party, nor Browder's entire arsenal of llberal."labor 
politic~ were criticized by the CI in, the latter, I 

'30s to our· knowledge. . . 
In> fact, ,Dimitrov 'hints more than onCe that FOR 

was quite a fine fellow for the working class. _ For 
,example, he stresses that " ••• the most reactionary 

circles of American finance capital ••• are attack
ing Robsev~lt ••• " (See the ~e 1t'Jbe, Struggle 
. Against Fascism Must Be Concretized") to' imply' that 
R~velt was not also" anti-working class, but prcr 
gressive. He also pointedly leaves out the presI
dency from a list of offices that a Workers' and 
Farmers' Party in, the U.S. would contest. (See 
sect:,ion A on the U.S. under "Cardinal' Questions of 
the United Front in Individual Countries.!') All 
this wasn't lost on Browder, to' whom a wInk was as 
good ,~ a nod. 

And since this line was, never repudiated, it 
seems tQ be the basis for .similar, perhaps iIlore 
open, conceptions advanced in the world communist 
movemellt in the years immediately after World War n 
(and before th~ death of Stalin. and the rise of open 
Khrushchovite revisionism). Our study of the post
World, War II period showed that there was a ten
dency to not denounce U.S. imperialism, but inStead 
to talk about various warmongers in Washington and 
other such formulations, letting the ruling class alP 
a whole off the hook and suggesting the' existence of 
reasonable imperialists to unite with. Thus,' there 
seems to be oontinuity from the Seventh Congress to 
the post-World War IT period on this issue. It alao" 
seems that this oPens the door to the Khrushchovlte 
theories about "two opposing power centers in Wash-
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. ington; the peaceful White House and the warmongers 
in the Pentagon. n . 

~Q, Dimitrov's 'wrong Views. on . the class basis-c;>f 
fasCi'Sm, his prettification of the liberals, his 
strong hints in the. direction of constructing 'a 
liberal~labor . alliance, 'lead to consequences with 
which we are quite familiar. 

,B) Detadllng tile Fight A&aIDst. F~ from .. ' 
~ SndaHst Revolution 

/. " 

B) Secondly, Dimitrov detaches the fIght ~ainSt . 
fascism from the', sociaHst revolution. He declares 
that the, fight 1 against fascIsm requires that work 
for the socialist . revolution be set aside (oF the 
moment and postponed to the indefinite future. In
st~ad the struggle against fascism is; supposed to 
require I stayl'ng within the framework.' of Qourgeois 
democracy, . putting forward the' strengthening' oftlle " 
bourgeois democratic st\ite as the goal of the strug
gle,. a,nd droppIng the communist exposure ofth.e 
natpreof boUrgeois' democracy as a class dicta
torship -of the bourgeoisie. This howe~r is a: sure 
formula. for· unden:nining the struggle, agaiIist fas::'; 
cism,' for that struggle must be ~ on ,the revo
lutionary mobilization' of the \ masses, ,and the fight,,:,' ,. 
ing masses inevi~a,bly flow' beyond the . bounds of, 
boUrgeois democraCy, while even the bourgeois-demo- ' 
cratic bourgeoisie and state strive ,to subvert'. and 
crush that revoluti.onary iJ:litiattv:e of the toilers. 

, , Dlmitrov' 8ays;'ln th'e "Speech In Reply' to, the 
DiscuSsion" 'in th~ 'section entitled "Attitude Toward 
BourgeoIs l)emoCr~cy" ,that: ".". 

. "... Now the fascist counter-revoll.\tionis 
attacking bourgeois democracy in an efforJ tq 
establish a most· barbaric regime ofexploita-" 

,-' tion and suppression of the toili~ masses. 
Now' the toiHng masSes in a' number of cfipi
taIlstcountries are faced with· the ,necessity 
of making a definite choice, and of..makingit 
today, . not between proletarian dictatorship 

; and hQurgeois' democracy, bu~ ~tween bour~ 
geoIs democracy and fascism.",. 

ill,an Dimitrov meant by this was ~t communi~ 
must fight against fascist coups even wIlen the. work":; .' 

'I ing masses are ,not y~t in a po~ition to carry that' 
fight all the way to the socialist revolution,so 
that their struggle will instead, for t,hemomerit, 
result only iri maintainIng ,or restoring bourgeois
democratic forms (such ';;\8 parliament) and various'· 
democratic' rights, then this . passage' would be un~ 
jectionable. It 'wouldn't be anything new, it· would 
be old, well-wom truths, but it wouldn't ~ wrong 
either.. But, it turns, out, Dimitrov means far more 
than this. He continues and spells out, especially' 

. using' the example of Germany b~t speaking in gener
al, that the communiSt part1es must drop the goal ·af 
the SOCialist revolpt~on in the warid situation and' 
epoch of the 1930's. He says:', \ . \ 

. "Besides, we have now a~tuatioi:t which 
differs from' that rwhich ~ted, for example; 
in the I epoch of capitalist stabilization. ' At 

J , 

that time the fascist danger was not as acute 
as it is· today. At that, time it was bour
geois 'dictatorship In the form of bourgeois 
democracy that the revolutionary workers were 

.. faCing ina number! of countries and it was 
, against bourgeois democracy that they, were 

concentrating their fire. ' . 
, "But could the Communists malatain this 

stand when'the fa~cist movement', began to 
raise its head, when, for instance, in 1932, 

. the fascists in Germany wi;lre organlzirig and 
arming hundreds. of thousands, of storm .t:t<;x>p
ers ag~inst the working class? Of course 
not. It was the mistake of the Communists in 
a number of' countries, particularly in Ger
~any, that they failed to bike into account 
the ch;;mges which had " taken place; but con
tinued' to repeat those slogans, maintain 
t:hose' tactical· positionS w~ch had been cor
rect a few years before, ••• " 

Here· he is I referr~ng not to the day-to-day tac
tics, bpt to the overall stand, previously main
tained, ,of working for' a proletarian' revolution, 
combatting illusions in abo;sie-<!lass democracy, and 
~xposing' thebourgeois-derhocrati«, state as a ruth
tess, ifconceale~ machine to enforce the dictator--
ship' of. the bourgeoi~ie. I , 

Hlsoppottunist Une of a~andoning work for the 
proletarian:' r~volt'1tton is consistent with his SU$
gesqng . that the lib'eralbourgeoisie ~re anti-fas
cist fighters' and a basic part of the' people's 

. front., After all, no section. of the bourgeoisie is 
going to be wi~dlye.p.thusiastic to play, ball' with 
forces aiming for th~ expropriation of their capi";,,i 
tal. . The price 'of fawning on 'the liberals, even 
thOse who say a word or two againstfBsclsm, Is to 
give up those "unrealistic socialist ideas". It is 
to gtve' up' anything that; goes beyond the' bounds of 
the parHamentary bourgeois republic. And it Is to 
keep within narrow bounds the social demands for the 
working class and its alHes as these demands' empty 
th~ moneybags of the bourgeoIs~e. 
, 'To elimin~te the perspective of the socialist 
revolution. from . the day-to-daY struggle Is to facil
itate the victory' of fascism •. ' It! means to turn away 
from the mass. struggle in I favor of captivating Ul~ 
Stons . about the power ,of parHamentary maneuvers and , 

\'paperconstitutions.· When: Di.mitrov centers the 
struggle against fascism on 1:4e bourgeois-parliamen
tary. talk shop,' it, Is a nI&jor revision of the Marx
istt:"Leninist conception of, the state and a replace
ment of strug~Ie. With parliamentary cretinism. 
'. The struggle against fascism Is ,strengthened the 
more the' socialist perspective is systematically 

'imbued, revolutionary methods are employ~', social 
demands are raised, etc. in 'tQe anti-fascist move- , 
ment. ThIs streiIgthens the fighting capacitY of the. 
workIng class, which is at. the core of the anti-' 
fascIst fight. The' proletariat niaynot always and 
everywher~ immediately raise' the slogan' "socIalist 
revolution" against fascism. 'It may confine itself 

,to raiSing I' anti-fascist slogans ·at times. But it" 



must base its tactics against fascism' on the strate
'gy of the socialist revolution. 

Furthermore, at a time ·of profound revolutionary 
. crisis, the only real alternatives more and more 
become either' a period of utter reaction {such as 
fascism) or\ the revolution. At sl,lch . times, the 
political deceptIon and democratIc illusions upon 
which the parliamentary system rest. become incapable\ 
of "holding the masses down. The remnants of boUr
geols-democratic rights and parliamentary forms are 

" utilized by the working class to organize' the revo
lutionary movement. ' The' bourgeoisie ,sees that, 
besIdes - deception, It. needs . a period of open. terror 
andvlolentrepression, a bloodletting to "teach the 
maSses . a lesson" and' decapitate their revolutionary' 

.. leadership, in order to preserve the old order anq 
capitalist property. The pourgeoisle pr~pares its' 
tools or' repression -- it fascizes the state, be,efs 
up its military' -and police, oq~anizes street' gangs 

. and ,murdersquadS. At the crucial' moment it su&-
pends }ill . so-called constitu~ional . guarantees, 
sweeps aside parliament (or reduces it toa complete 

::.shell) .. and strikes the blow. 
This does not mean that fascism. or social revolu

tion are always the only possibilities, , even in a 
t,ime, of x:evolutionary possibili ties. If the fight 
against fascism has some success . but is l!topped 
half-way, there' is t!:tepossibility it will result' in 
a bourgeoiS:-<iemocratic regime. But the proletariat 

. cannot base its tactics on . the goal of stopping the 
revolution half-:way, on the goal of bourgeoiS demo
cracy. 'The proletariat cannot wage a serious strug
gle, requiring mass enthusiasm and' Sacrifice, .' while 
deciding in advance that it will be hoodwinked. or 
will lose the fruits of its victory or will estab~ 
Ush the same old order that. gave rise .to the need 
to .fight fas'cism in: the first place. 

Not Constlbruoos, but Definite ~. Fcrces 
Fight FascisDl . 

Dimitrov's wrong line rests on a wrong assessment 
of the relationship of bourgeois, democracy to fas-

. cism. Both the' parliamentary· system and the fascist. 
system are wielded by one and the Same ~bourg~isie. 
· It is' not the bourgeois-democratic constitution that 
fights fascism,' but definite class forces. And the 
bourgeois-democratic state itself, its bureaucracy 

· and 'military, are generally nests of. reaction . which 
fasCism: relies on in its assault on the masses and 
.in its fascist coup. Without the preliminary fas
cizationof the state, without suppott fr.om within 
,the state machine and from the bourgeoisie, (and 
· without the role of soqial-democracy and' liberalism 
in paralyzIng the working masses) fascism could ' 
hardly come to' power at all. - I 

In the Sixth Congress periqd, there was a correct 
appreciation of the fascizati6n ~aking place in the 
boUrgeois-democratic states and of the fact that the 

, revolutionary crisis leads to' the question being put 
starkly: ,bourgeois. reaction or' revolutiOn. But the 

· CI in this period tended 'to be somewhat rigid in its 
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understanding of what it meant' to expose bourgeois' 
democracy· and combat bourgeois-democratic. illusions 
and to maintain the standpoint of the socialist 
revolution. 

Dimitrov, h,owever, is even more rIgid at the 
Seventh Congress, but from the other direction:' 'be 
puts a co~plete wall between 'the fight against' fas- . 
cism and' revqlutionary work, and on this' basis he 
draws. the conclt1;Sion of damning to hell. the strategy , 

. for soCialist revolution (at least for the present 
,.epoch). 
. The fight against the fa~cist offensive; against 
austerity. measures, pay cuts, anc~· unemployment; 
against political reaction and terror;, against the 
imperialist war buildup and military adventur~ and, 
against the racis~ and chauvinist campaigns of the 
bourgeoisie must be pursued as part of the prepara
tions for the socialist revolution. Not 'eleCtoral' 
illUSions, _but the mass revolutionary struggle, can 
defeat fascist coups,· and only depriving the bour
geoisie of political power can remove the threat of 
faseism altogether.,',. ' 

This does not mean that the electoral struggle 
could be ignored by the .communist parties in the 
1930's, or pursued only half-heartedly. It would 
have. been absura to allow the fascists to waltz into . , . 
power through elections. But even proper utiliza
tion 'of elections Is impossible once olie. abandons' 
the revolutionary mass struggle, and illusions that 
the bourgeoisie will allow things to be s.ettled by . 
constitutional means at a moment' of crisis are noth..., 
iog bue parliamentary cretinism. It' is notable. that . 
the nazis had reached their height and were on the 
way down, electorally, when- the bourgeoiSie, fright
ened that the nazi party might be diSintegrating, 
poured out additional financial aid and had other 
bourgeois parties take part in installing Hitler 
legally in power. . ' 

. The ,embellishing of bourgeoiS democracy, which·. Is 
Dimitrov's replacerqent· for,. work for the revolution, 
is also a theme that cotp.es sharply into focus in the 
post-World War II period. .For example in -France and. 
Italy, the post-war constitutions were described by 
the communist parties as something that went. beyond 
mere bourgeois' democracy. ' ~ 

1heExperieooe of the·· Antl-Fascist Struggles 
of the 1920's 

Finally, let us examine Dimitrov's attempt at 
historical argument. He says. that the old line, the 
struggle for proletarian revolution, was acceptable 
in the 1920's, but no longer in the 1930's. The,' 
question arises: did the working class .face the 
,threat of fascist and militarist coups in ,the 
1920's? If so,and if it was able to fight them 
while- maintaining the stand for proletarian revolu
tion, then Dimitrov's whole argument falls on its, 
face. . ' '. 

Dimitrov refers to Germany. He states· that 
"In Germany, they [the revolutionary workers] 
fOj.lght against . the Weimar Republic, not be-' 
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cause it . was a republic, but because it was 11 ' . pretended to· champion the anti-capitalist sentiments 
bourgeois republic, which was suppressing the of the masses~ Through, . these means it sought to 

. revoluiio.nary movement of the proletariat, 'channel the discontent of the backward sections of 
especially in 1918-1920, and in 1923." , the masses, particularly elements from the petty-

So' 1918-1920 in Germany is a time when the old bqurgEl/i>isie, peasantry', and labor aristocr!lcy, into a 
tactics were correct. But what happened in 1920? " reactionary mass movement against the working class .. 
In March 1920 the monarchist landowner Kapp and Con~equently, the proletariat's struggle against 
variouS reactionary generals threw aside the sOcial- fascism and the fascist movement required ~ relent-
democratic government, which offered no resistance, less struggle against the fascist demagogy. , 
and proclaimed a military digtatorship. This was But Dimitrov gtves bad advice foJ;' this struggle. 
known as the "Kapp putsch". The workers were faced, The 'nazis promoted fanatic,al hatred against . other 
with an immediate choice between ',military dictator-, nationaliti~s, and virulent racism and anti-semi-
ship and struggle. A general strike of· the workers tism, :while also promoting the chaUVinist myth of 
of Berlin brought down the would-be dictators. But,., 'the German "maSter race". In combat against this 
due to illusions in the social-democrats and the fascist ideology, the' Communist Party ,needed to 
bourgeoi:Kiemocratic order, the workers' siinply re- vigorously uphold proletarian internationalism; . to 
stored the bourgeois republic. instill in, the masses the fraternal friendship and 

If the communists were right to. maintain the solIdarity of the toilers of all nationalities based 
stand for socialist revolution in 1920, despite the on their struggle 'agalnst the 'common enemy. The 
nec~ityto deal ,with ~e Kapp putSGh, why wbwd Communist Party was faced with the task of promoting 
they have, to abandon the revolution in order I to th~ unity 'of the ,Germantoi~ers with the workers of 
oppose Hitler? If illusions in bourgeois-d€lmocracy all lands in pursuit of, the common revolutionary 

'in 1920 misled the German workers ,in the fight· goal. ' , 
against the Kapp 'putsch, So that they failed to root Dimitrov however does' not present this orlenta
out German 'reaction and instead simply reestablished' 'don. Instead he stresses, essentially, thai: the 
a bourgeois republic, ,then how did th.is fail to be a, Communist Party's propaganda should compete with the 
danger facing the anti-Hitler struggle? ' , .. '. fascists over ,who were the true' nationalists, the, 

The Kapp putsch is, in fact, Similar in many ways true upholders. of the general national interests --
to / the Kornil9v revolt in, August 191 ~ of tsarist ,at a, time . when not national 'struggle but class 
generals in Russia against the bourgeois-democratic struggle was before the German working masses. Di-
J'<erensky government. Here we have an example of how mitrov ,drops many, many hints in this directiorl. 
the Bolsheviks. handled the struggle against reac- This is done under . the pretext of combatting nation~ 
l<ionary coups.' , The Bolsheviks we}e fleXible in 'al nihili~t errors. But Dimitrov gives no examples 
tactics but didn't abandon their basic stand' for of such errats in this' section,., perhaps b~cause, as 
ix:ialist revolution. ' They pushed forward the mass ,we suspect, there were no significant examples to 
m.obilization against Kornilov, which caused his 'give !. , , 
collapse" and 'correctly' held that tWs mass ,upsurge. ,However, in an earlier section of'the Report, 
revitalized, not Keren!>ky's, bourgeois-democratic Dimitrov makes a criticism of the Communist PartY of 
government, but the revolutionary ,movement. I Ger!p.any for allegedly failing to do correct work in 

How does Dimitrov handle this ,history? He simply' opposition to the heavy eJq)loitation of the German, 
.ignores it. He blandly temarks that ~'At that time masses by foreign imperialism through the repara-
the fascist danger was not as acute as it is 'today." tions burden imposed by the Treaty of Versailles., 
Tell that to the I~alian workers, who also faced a· (See the' latter part of the passage entitled "Is the 
fascist co'!p in the early 1920's but lost, ,due to ',Victory of Fascism Inevitable?") But this criticism 
the treachery of' the social-democrats and the re-' seems odd in that: 
formist trade' union, leaders. If the German and 1) It is' so harsh. The errors made in this 

'Russian workets hadn't fought successfully against direction by the CP of Germany do not seem to have 
reactionary coups, they too would have, suffered the' ~beenas lar~e as Dimitrov sa:ys. Dimitrov is so 
torments of reaction in the 1920's as did the Ital~ ,emphatic that it, is easy to forget that the CP of 
ians, Bulgarians, 'Poles and others. Germany 'traditionally fought on this ~e (and the 

'''national Bolsheviks" in Germany had even gone. too 
/ C) Catering to' J¥tY-:-~ Prejudices far on this is'sue)~ From Dimitrov's grand manner 

\ one would hardly s~t ~t Dimitro'v is referring 
C) Dimitrov also introduces.a flabby spirit of ,simply to slown~ in produCing one particular "pro-

catering, to petty-botirgeois prejudices' in his Re- gram, for social and national· emancipation" with 
port. This shows up clearly. in the chapter "The regard' to a particular election campaign. 
Ideological Struggie Against Fascism~" ,2) Dimitrov Implies that this was a central 

Fascism in Germany and elsewhere, while relying error of the German CP ,that was a major reason why 
on open terror to repress, the working class, also the nazis were able to seize power. But the errors, 
utilized an entite arsenal of nationalist demagogy that were made related to events in 1930 only and, 
and social demagogy. It made empty promises to I were already criticized by the CI and the CP of' 
reliev~ the economic distress qf the masses and, Germany in the 1930-31, period, well before the cru-



elal moment and fully four' years previously. . -' 
3) The reparations payments, the main burden on 

the masses from the Versailles .l'reaty, were stopped 
by the Hoover mpratorium' in July 1931, again foUr· 
years prevIously. . 

Despite'this, Dimitrov seems to be .calling for. 
the continuation of a major agitational campaign 
against· the Versailles Treaty, ' But virtually all' 
that remalned of it as far as Germany was concerned 
were the following provisions: 

1) PQSSibly' spme of the ban, on German rearma
ment, but this was becoming something of a dead 
letter. _ Of course, If the I pr6letariat seized' power 
and' faced an invasion by counter-revolutionary 

- troops, this might be an issue. But agItation on 
. this question during Hitler's reign could hardly be 

of . benefit to the' German communists. 
2) . There were also various territorial ques

tions, such· as the loss to France of Alsace-Lorraine 
(which may well have- been in accord with the pro
French. sympathy of this area which had been stripped 
from France In the Franco-Prussian war of 1870-71), 
the prohibition against Austria uniting with Ger
many, the Danzig and Poli§h Corridor questions, etc. . 
But merely listing these questions 'reveals that the 
issue wasn't nationalist a~itation on these ques
tions but InternationaUst ?gitation. One should 
not compete with the nazis on nationalist' fervor for 
a Greater Germany, but debunk. the blaming of Ger- / 

. many's problems on workers of other lands. 
. 3) And there were other Issues such as Germany 

losing its colonies. But the working.' class could 
not fight. for their return! -

To lay stress on the Versailles Treaty under 
these conditions is more than strange. (This is 

. indeed one question whe~the 1930's were different 
than the 1920's .. ) Yet this interpretatioq, of Dimi

_ trov's Intent -is apparently, ,born out by the .subse
quent practice of the CP of Germany, which it seems 

> kept up· a certain propaganda stress against the 
Versailles TreatY long after the Seventh Congress. 

In addition' to the many hints for competing with 
the fascists in nationalist terms, perhaps what is 
even more noteworthy Is what Dimitrov fails to say. 
He gives no' call for, and does not even mention, the' 
struggle against ~he rabid anti-semitism of the' 
nazis. (In th~ Abridged Stenoi¥"aphic Report of. the 

. Seventh Congress, only '-the German delegation raises 
this question and refers briefly to the actions they 
had organized against anti-semitic pogroms.) This 
is Incredible. Anti-semitism was a huge issue in 

. Germany by this time, as well as in France and 
throughout Europe. How, can the fascist mass move-: 
ment be defeated if one doesn't combat the preju
dices of the masses swept .up in the fascist dema-
gogy? . 

As well,' Dimltrov, in his. preoccupation with 
upholding the . national idea and heritage, . even fails 
to call for combatting the' Hitlerltes social dema
gogy - their "anti-capitalist" pretensions.: But 
the mass support of the fascist movement Wa& due ,in 
large part to the false econo'mic promise'S Hitler 
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made to the peasants, crushed petty bourgeoisie, and 
so on. It is strange not to point to Hitler's weak 
point here and not to call for agitation exposIng 
that not a single mark (German 'currency) of the 
Krupp or Thyssen monopolists or of, I. G. Farben . (huge 
German monopoly .which the nazis; before seizing 
power, had at one time pretended to denounce) had 
been touched by the "national revolution." 

. Furthermore, when discussing his five conditions 
for Jorming a united party with the social-demo- . 
crats, Dimitrov makes no mention· of the need for the 
social"'<iem6crats to. support the fight for the liber
ation of the. colonies of one's "own~ bourgeoIsie. 
Yet the importance of this condition for a proletar
ian r~volutionary party was stressed as point eight 
of Lenin's 21 terms of admission into the CI •. 

. Thus, in this section of Dimitrov's Report; we 
can see definite tendencies ,to,ward petty-bourgeois 
nationalism. Furthermore, a key element of. petty
bourgeois nationalis!p is to put aside the struggle 
against one's "own" bourg~oisie, pInning the blame 
for the masses' exploitation mainly on foreign pow
ers, on the lack of "complete national sovereignty 
and independerrce", etc. Petty-bourgeois national";' 
ism in particular is. a major theme in the line of 
the international communist \ movement after World War 

. II, when every petty-bourgeois nationalist, democra
tic, and pacifist. prejudice is trumpeted to' the 
skies. . . '-, 

The . Seventh Congress Report gives a big hint in 
this direction. 

4. Ql ~ AttitUde Toward Sodal-Democracy 

4. There are the wrong views put forward on the 
attitude to be taken toward social-derriocracy. 'I 'There 
are four basic topics on this to be taken up,' and"on 
each point Dimitrov contradicts the previous posi
tion of the CI: 

. A) • The wrong view that social-democracy no long
er supports the. bourgeoisie and has become pro-
working ·class. . 

B) The prettification and cover-up of the pro-
fa~cist role of social-democracy. . ' 

C) . The wrong View, that tp,e "left" phrasemonger
ing treqd of social-democracy no longer exists. . . And 

D) The ~ong per~tive for the communist par
ties to work for merger with the social-democratic' 
parties, not· to wipe out social-democratic influence 

I In the' working class.. . 

A) Has SocJaHJemocracy Beoome PrO-Workiog Claa? 

A) Dimitrov suggests that soclal-democracy has 
lost it's character as a' buttress of !?ourgeols rul~. 
There are no referen<;:es to social-democracy as 'a 
bot.irgeois ~orce. There are many refe~nces to it as' 

, a pro-working class forye, and as usual, many of 
these are in the form of strong hints. This is a 
crucial issue from whlch many other w~ conclu
sions follow, so it deserves discussion in some , 
depth. 
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Dimitrov is ~ little more direct in denying that 
social-democracy is a bulwark of the bourgeoisie 
than he is in changing th.e line on ,some other is':' 
sues. In'his "Speech in Reply to the Discussion", 

, he says, in the section "'The Role, ot Social-Democra
cy and Its Attitude Toward the United Front of the 
Proletariat, " that it is, ' 

"increasingly ,difficult and in some countrieS:,' 
'actually impossible for SOcial-Democracy to 
preserve its former' role' [already • past tense] 
of bulwark of the bourgeoisie." ' , 

He says that "failure to understaQ,1l this is par.,., 
ticularly harmful in those countries in whicl1 the 
fasciJ;t dictatorship has deprive,.d social-democracy' 
of its legal status."' (EPlphasis added) In other 
,words,it is harmful to see social-democracy as a 
pro-bourgeois force in non-fascist countries, and 
particularly harmful' in fascist' countries. Dimitrov 
is saying that in both fascist .and non-fascist capi
talist states, social-derp,9cracy is no ,longer a pH
la:l" for the bourgeoisie. 

Dinhtrov basically admits that the analysis of, 
social-democracy as the bulwar~ of the botu'geolsie, 
was, correct prior to the rise of German ~ascism' to, 

, power. 'But after this, the situation supposedly 
changes. Why? There are' three reasons given, !ill 
,bogus. ' 

Is the LaIxr.Ar:lstocracy GOing Over 
to Class Struggle? ' 

I He says that the social-democratic parties are 
based on the labor' aristocracy, which due to the 
economic crisis is, essentially, losing its "privi
leges alildo ceasing to exist. ' The forrp.er privileged 
workers are therefore breaking off their alliance 
with the bourgeoisie and going over' to class strug .... 
gle.~ , He ,says that: . " 

" 

"In the first place, the crisis has thor-:
ol.@lly shaken the position of even the most 
secure [section] of the working class, the 
so-called aristocracy of labor, lipon which, 
as we know ,s6Cial-Democracy relies' for sup-

• port. ,This section, ,'to(;), is peginning. more 
and more to revise its views as to th~ expe-, 
diency of the policy. of class collaboration 
with the bourgeoisie. " '(Ibid.) 

This ,is a lame argument from. all ·directions., 
There are views like this being pushed today., 

The cWP [Jerry Tung's now-defunct Maoist and lliqui
dationist group] says that, be~ause' of the crisis 
and Reagan's' cutbacks, the social: basis for reform
ism' is oontracting; they claim that reformi~ goes 

. away (becomes progressive) under' reaction. 'But' this 
is '10<J>,1! wrong now (as it was in 1935)., For example, 

, OQ,e of the. main' things under discQssion at this, ' our 
Party's Second Congress, is the' activation of so- . 

,cial-democracy under Reaganite reaction. ' 
In adqitlon, by 1935 the leadership of the' 50-

cial-democratic parties' was not just based on; the 
labor aristocracy ... or even the trade imiohbureau
cracy, ils Dimitrov . says" but, had become quite,bour-

I \ _ I 

,geoisified, with lots of rich petty bourge~is, pres
ent and former governm~t officials and police' 
chiefs, and so on. ThuS, even if the labor aristoc
racy was· going over to class struggle, . tJ:i1s wouldn't 
prove that the social-democratic leadershlp was 
doing so." ' 

But the lal:>or aristocracy was not entirely ~ 
ing to exist, which Dimitrov hints at and implies in 
his, argument. In some countries it was probably 
being' reduced somewhat, due to the crisis, but not 
~liminated.... Dimitrov demonstrates 'on this point an 
lqCreditily cavalier attitude .to~ard Leninism,. one of 
the cardinal points of Leninism being his proof of 
~he existence of the labor aristocracy, whose' bloc 
,With the bourgeoisie was, the social basis fllr· oppor
tunism in the working class movement. Dimitrov's 
argument tends, to wipe this out, surreptitiously, 
without, serious discussion. 

Furthermore, among those elements of th~ labor 
aristocracy b~ing deprived of their privileged posi
tion, two opposite responses to this haq been summed 
up by the CI previously: on, the one hand, the 
tendency to go over td struggle against the bour
geqisie; on the' other hand, the tendency to go into· 
,a 'frenzy of imperial~st chauvinism in' a frantic· 
effort to regain the lost privileges. This is siml~ 
lar to what the Third' CongreSs of the CI said about 

. what the petty bOurgeoisie, does when it waS being 
crushed. \ 

Dimitmv's arguments about the labor aristocracy. 
are an'example of turning Lenin's teachings into 
their. opposite. I He transforms Lenin's teaching on , 
the ~connection between opportunism and bnperialist I 

. superprofits on its head, from a teac\ling on the 
necessity for struggle ·against opportunism into a . 
rationale for oomplacencY. . Because of the itnpor
tance of the Leninist teachings on this subject, a 
few ,more ,words, may be in order. ' 

Lenin, discussing ·the·collapse of the Second' 
International~ asked· for the reason of ~the temporary 
victory of opportuniSm. In "Imper·ialism' and the \ 
Split in Socialism" and other' articles, he noted 

. that Marx and Engels had; already pointed to the 
connection Qetween the long sleep of the British 
working class, movement for several decades in the 
latter nineteenth century and\ Britain's monopoly 
pQSttion at that titne with respect to' world markets 
and colonies. Lenin pointed out that the major 
imperialist powers had all, Obtained a sOmewhat sitni
lat situation in the twentieth' ~ntury. He explained 
how this. fostered 'and strengthened bourgeois labor 
parties~ and he. also pointed to the countervailing 
tactors that ensured that the domination of oppor
tunism would only be' tei:nporary. 

But thiS did not mean that opportunism had been 
unknown to the working class mov~ments of France, 
Germany, Italy, the United States and elsewhere 
.prior to the rise of imperialism. One . need only 
recall / the long struggles of Marx and Engels their 
.whole life long, and Lenin's use of this example 
ag~nst' the, opportunists. Need one .recall 'the var
ious varieties of opportunism: \ petty-bourgeois 

" . , 



socialism; ,Proudhon and Louis Blanc in pre-imperial-:-
1st France; Lassalleanism (to say nothing of liberal 
trade unions and religious trade unions) . in pre-' 
imperialist 'Germany; Bakuninist anarcrusm in Spain; 
and so forth?· Hence if there really were no more. 
superprofits in the fascist countries ,(what e~actly 
was the· plunder of other, countries, of minoi"ities 
and of the. majority of the' working masses other' than 
superprofits?), it would by no means mean the auto-

'matic end of opportunism. Oimitrov, who loves to 
preach against overestimating the speed of'revolu
tionization of the masses, against revolutionary 

\ phrases, 'and so forth, is' here once again making' the, 
most fantastic' estimates .of automat,ic revoIution-
ization. . . 

Thus, Dimitrov's argument that social-democracy 
is no longer a bourgeois force because the labor, 
aristocracy is being wiped, out is an incredibly 
euphoriC, and .wrong, argument. 

The SociaI-Democratlc Wtxiters Are Beooming 
Radicalized - aDd Heore So Are . the Leaders? 
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parties and unions' was preserved. Even among the 
German Independents, (who were already a split off 
from the (jff~cial social-d~mocrats)., the leadership 

. split the party after the v;ote to merge with the 
. communists and. did its best to sabot~e1:he revolu
tionary stand demanded by the "rank-and-file: they 
reconstituted a reformist Independent Soclal-Demo
cratic Party and finally merged it back into the 
official "Social-Democratic Party. 

Dimitrov's final Bfgument is that social-democra
cy; under fascism, loses its' former position in the 
bourgeois state and, in fact, is being persecuted by 
the fa1'cists. He points out that 

" .... the bourgeoisie in a. number of countries 
is • •• qepriving. Social-DemOcracy not only of 
-its previous position in the political ,system 
of finance capital, . but also~ under certain 
conditions,. of its. legal status, persecuting 
and even suppressing it." He concludeS that 
this compels the social-democratic leaders' to 

Dimitrov's second argument for saying social- I take up the fight against fascism. , 
demOCracy has changed to a pro-worktng class force, ,Jt is true thi:it German fascism quickly dissolved 

" is that the social-democratic workers ate ,becoming the Sodal-Democratic Party and deprived 'it 'of its 
radicalized. Now this conclusion from the 'radical- seats in the Reichstag (parliament), although this 
fzation of the. rank' and file is really lam~~ The was not done, or done immediately, in' every fascist 
radicalization of .the social:-democratic workers is, state. As a form of political rule, fascism tends 
in large part, the process of them splitting with ,toward one-party dictatorship, toward' a political, 
~ocial-democracy and going qver'to the communist - monopoly which is independent of parliamentary com-
party and its, independent working class program. It binations and coalitions. , .. 
doesn't prove a thing, in itself, about the social-, But did social-democracy disapprove of this 
democratic leaders 'or soc~al-democratic parties, ~ enough to take up the mass struggle against the 
ceasing to be opportunist. \ ' fascist rUle of the bourgeoisie? History shows .that 

Dimitrov's logic is interesting., This critic of· many social-democratlc workers did, but the leaders 
"exaggerating the revolutionization of the masses" were a' different story. They disapproved of. being 
believes that this re~olutionization can even sweep ,deprived .of their· parliamen~ary positions and· their 
thei leadership .of the social-democrats with it -- legal ,party status, but they .much more disapproved 
the only th'ing that can't take pJace is for 'the M waging a'real fight against fascism and the 
masses to leave the social-democratic parties. finance capitalists who back it, disapproved mu~h 

It should be noted' that it is possible in some more of -the militant working class and its revolu-
cases for social-democratic parties to turn to. the donary struggle for socia1ism~·' The vast bulk of 
left as their 'base does. Such things have happened,. \ the social-democratic leadership either capitulated 
as ,is shown by the' example of the Independent So- -to fascism~ went passive or tried to constitute a 
cial-Democratic Party of Germany, whose majority flimsy nonrevolutionary opposition to faSCism, and 
voted in 1920 to merge with the 'German Communist this was made irieVttable by piior decades of fierce-
Party. ,ly loyal service-to the, bourgeoisie and just as ' 

Nevertheless, the fact is that in the Itlajorityof,.. ' fierce . opposition to 'the revolutionary working class 
the cases the socialrdemocratic parties remain re- movement. ' 
formbt despite the turn, to the left of the rank-, What about. th,e' persecution of thy social-demo-
and-file., After World War 1,- the rankl-and-file In crats by the fascists? The facts indicate ,that many 
one social-democratic party after~ another. had been' social-democratic leaders capitulated to the perse-
radicalized. But what happene9? In the U.S., when cution and sought to save their positions 9Y adopt-, 
the left-wing of the S()cialist Party won the elec- ing open fascist ideology and politics. And a sec-
tions for national officers of the Party, the right tion of German social-democratic leaders did just 
and center .. used the' police to throw out the left that and joined the nazis. To highlight thiS, 11s-
delegates 'and take over control of the convention. ten. to Leipart, the' head of ,the refOi'qlist trade 
They expelled entire regions of the party. ' In gen- tinions of Germany. He wrote, just. prior to the 
eral, in unions and parties, the social-democratic dis~olution: of· the social-democratic trade' unions I 
leaderships 1lSed the most dictatorial expulsions and (called the "free trade unions"), begging Hitler: . 
suppression to ensure, the reformist· character . of . the "The spcial tasks facing the trade unions 

I . 
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must be carried out, no matter; what the gov-
_ ernment regime may be ••• tlley are prepared 

to collaborate with the - employer's' orga¢za
tions ••• recognize government control. ••• 
They offer help to the government and- parlia
ment [i. e. the Hitler-controlled Reichstagl 
with their knowledge andl experience." 

And listen to WeIs, leader of the Social-Democra
tic Party of Germany, speaking in the Reichstag, 
just before the SDP was dissolved: 

'trhe social-democrats are those who helped 
to promote Hitler to __ his pres~nt position. 
,... The social-derilOcrats fully subscrIbe to 

. _ the program' of foreign policy outlineq by 
Hitler ill his declarations. " . 

, Another section of social-d~mocratic leaders. was 
forced into the underground, OF into exile, but what 
it did there was to carry on as before, underinining 
the anti-fascist struggle. 'After all, there was 
heavy persecution of the radicalized social-democra
tic workers, . and some social-democratic leaders had 
to posture against fasCism to prevent the,m from 
going over to the. Communist Party. Thus, - neither 
the persecution nor prohibition of t1).e SDP i-esu!ted
in' it changing its class political charayter from 
bourgeois to working class. 

And given the importance that Dimitrov gave to 
the example of FranCe, . it may be ~ful to see what 
happened to the French social-democrats and -Radi- _ 
cals. After its faUto the nazis in World War II, 
France was divided into one area directly admin- . 
-istered by the Gennan nazis and another region ad
ministered by a puppet regime whose capital was 
Vichy. Numerous prominent social-democrats and 
_Radi~al~ . participated in the nazi .puppet Vichyre-' 
gime. The French social-democratic party, the SFlO, 
fell apart with the fall of France to the nazis. 
The majority of its Pflrliamentarians voted on 10 
July 1940 to give dictatorial powers to Marshalll 
Petain, as he labored to set up the pro-nazi Vichy 
regime, and promiilent ieaders accepted positions '. in 
the Vichy government, including Paul Faure, who had 
been Secretary of the SFlO, Spinasse, who had been 
minister of commerce in ~lum's Popi:1lar Front govern-· 
ment, . and the trade union leader Rene, Belin. 

True, the_ SFIO -- like other parties and trade 
unions -- was suppressed Slnd various- leaders were 
arrested; but, Dimi·trov to the contrary, this did 
not eliminate the treachery of social-democracy. 
'The SFlO went to Pieces, some leaders going over -to 
fascism while another section of leaders eventually 
began to reorganize the SFlO under an.other name and 
resist fascism, albeit in the reformist manner' hand 
in hand with the French and Allied 'bourgeoisie and 
as ananti-communist buffer ' to' . prevent revolution. 

And this type of treachery was not unique to the 
German and- Frencl1social-democrats. One can recall 
the Conciliation Pact, of the Italian Social-democra.! 
tic leadership with Mussolini, or the filthy colla
borationist activity of the Albarfian bourgeois' na
tionalists {sllch as. the' Balli Kombetar} .in Albania 
eluring first Italian 'and then German occupation in 

( 

World War II. 
_ . Of course, the stand of the so.cial-democratic 

. party leadership' is one thing, and the stand of the 
rank-and-fileworker -is another. Because the so': 
cial-democratic workers were more aqd more interest
ed in fighting, fascism, the issue was raised sharply 
of the _ communist parties dealing with the maneuvers 
of the reformist leadership and with various dissi-
dent local social':'democratic .'organizations. But -
uttUzing united front tactics' and perhaps making 
various concessions to those workers truly moving to 
the standpoint of class struggle would be for the 
purpose of winning the workers away front social
democratic reformism and the leader$. , wb,o' upheld this 
reformism,' not to prettify SOCial-democracy as a 
born-again pro-working class force. 

Dimitrov implies that the' social-democrats In the 
non-fascist countries saw the fate of Gerl'Ilan social-

. democracy under Hitlerite fascism and that' this woke 
them up to th.e persecution, sup~ression, etc. that 
they would suffer under fascism, In this way ~_ 
social-democrats are supposedly compelled to. become 
genuine fighters against fas~ism. 

While the Soci~al-dem.ocrats in, Europe and America 
may have shouted against Hitler and politely criti
cized "Oermansocial-democraqy's capitulation, this 
wasn't because they had decid~d to become' fierce 
anti-fascist fighters. No, this was a pose to es
cape being tainted with the crimes of German sociaI
democracy {and because they' were servants of their 
own bourgeoisie, which had -contradictions with the 
German bourgeoisie}. In fact, Germany was the clas
sical country of, soeial-democracy and the German SDP 
'was the acknowledged leader of the Second Interna
tional. In general the social-democratic parties i) 
had their leaderships based in the same $)Cial str&
ta as the SDP of Germany; - ii) had' been in alliance 
with their own bourgeoisie for decades; iii} bad 
fought communism tooth and nail for years; iv} had 
the same ideology· and tactiCS; and v} therefore were ' 
just as incapable _ of developing a serious struggle 
against the fascists. 

Vnder the somewhat changed conditions of the mid-
30's, social-democracy -not only remained. a stauitch 
bul wark of tiourgeois rule, 'but, specifically, - it re

, mained a force that acted to deliver the working 
class into the clutches of fascist terror and re-

I 

press~on~ 
. With Dimitrov's new line th,at ~cial-democracy 
was now a friend of the working class, the line to 
struggle against social-d~mocracy was, for all in
tents' and pui-poses, I wiped out. Cb sure, there were 
a tew orthodox statements inserted about the need 

- for a fight against SOCial-democracy, - but this was 
basically just eye "o/ash. Essentially, opportunism 
was now regarded as being, at the very least, a 
middle force to be united with. . 

B) Coverin& up tile Trearner, of SodaHlemocnq 

But to characterize social-democracy _ in this way 
runs into a roadblock. It had just proven its pro-, 



capitalist role in a most striking way in its com-
" plete betx:ayal of the working class to fasGism in 

Germany, Austria, arid elsewhere.' Dimitroy sidesteps 
thIs problem by covering" up the depth of this be
trayal and by saying that it would, neVer baye OCCUI'

red if. the . working class would have forced the 
soeial-democratic leaders to fight fasciSm. ' 

Thus, he, ~hifts the criticism .from the social
democrats to the working class, not forg~tting to 
also tar" the' communist parties . (especi~lly the Ger
man CP) with some of the responsibility for the 
social-democratic betrayal. He does this by ex?g
gerating the mistakes of the communist parties and 

. suggesting that, if it hadn't been for this, the 
social.:cIemOcratic leaders, would have fought. . , 
, Paraphrasing Dimitrov, 'he says "If only the work
ers I had . put' more pressure on the social-democratic . 

. . leaders, if only the Comn;lunist Party l;1adn't been so 
sectarian.. • • TIlen the social-democratic leaders 
WOUld have woken up, as they. are doing so today, 
once they had . a chance to see the disastrous conse
quence to "even themselves in the' policy of· not 
sternly fighting the fascists." (See the, section. in 
Dimitrov's speech entitled "Is ·the Victory of Fas':' 
cism Inevitable?") So,' in ,other words, - the -' 8O<;:ial
democrats had betrayed because ,they were confusea,_ 

" , not because . their political heart and soul was ip. 
holy wedlock with capitalism. I 

Instead of ramming the ,experience of social-, 
democratic capitulation. to fascism down the throats 
of internatJonal social-democracy, heightening' the· 

. crisis of the Second International, and winning t:Qe 
majority of the working class for struggle and com
munism, DimitroY lets social-democracy off the hook. 
He then goes on to say that, in the future, the 
social-democrats I may turn out to be glor~ous anti
fascist fighters; we'll have to wait and see. . 
. Actually Dimitrov's speech is, notable' for how, 

much he doesn't say about social-democratic treach
ery. There is not a word about the fastization of 
the state carried out. by, the s6cial-derilOcratic co
alition governments; 'about the social-democratic. 
police. chiefs such as iZorgeibal, who, had 33 revolu
tionary workersshp~ down in the streets in Berlin 
in the communist May Day demonstration of 1929; . 
about the social-democratic government of Prussia 
not just refusing to suppress the" nazi storm troop
ers, but actually protecting them while attacking, 
the Communist Party and prohibiting "the Red Front 
Fighters League; and not, a word about the leaders of 
,the SDP of Gertnany who meekly incorporated them-
sellies irtto the nazi dictatorship. ' 

In all these ways the pro-capitaUl:lt, . pro-fascist 
tole of sbcial-democraoy, is obscured and covered up. 

C) . Denrfug the &isteri~ of the "Left
PhraSemongering Wing of Social-Demogacy 

; \ 
Also serving to tone down the st\uggle against 

social-democracy· are Dimitrovfs views whi«h essen
tially deny the existence' of the "left" phrase
mongering' wing of social -democracy. Dimit:0v recog-
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nizes just· two • camps in social-democracy, not three: 
a reactionar.y section and a genuine Left section 
becoming radicalized. "Left" social-democracy dis
appears . from Dimitrov's Report. He d~n't recog':" 

. ni~e ,the danger ·of· that trend of "left" phrase
mongering soclal'"democratic leaders' whose role is to 
prevent the' workers from splitting from social
democratfc' refoqnism by sounding left and, holding 

'out the promise of' militant, revolutionary actions 
in the future by social-democracy, while continuing 

'.: t<\ oppose communism and the path of struggle. 
, Here's an example: ' 

"On the other hand, we emphasize the qe
cessity of seeing €he difference between the 
two different camp., of Social-:Democracy. As' 
I have already· ppinted out, there is a reac
tionary, camp of Social-Democracy, but along
side' of it there exists and is growing the 
camp of the Left. Social-Dempcrats ,(without 
quotation marks), of workers who are becoming 
revolutionary." (See the . paasage on the. 
"second series of errors, " in the· sectioh 
''The Government of the United Front," empha
sis as in the original.) . 

(And other statements make' it clear Dimitrov regards 
tIie Left section as including nO,t just the sobial
democratic rank-and-file, but also .leaders, indeed 
it is supp'osed to be the dominant' aspect of the 
social-democratic parties as a whole.) 

There 'are at least. three ,such . authoritative· 
Statements in his speeChes at the' Seventh Congress. 
Dimitrov ,does not fail, however, to insert. a seem
ingly orthodox loophole: "... we shall struggle 
resolutely against all 'Left' demagogues' ••• RI, (See 
the end of Section III' "Consolidation of the Commun.:
ist Parties and the Struggle for the PolitiCal' Unity 
of ,the Proletariat".)' . . ' .' 

At ~het Sixth Congress of the CI, "left" '80c1al
democracy was Sflid'to be "the most dangerous instru-

, ment in' the hands of the reformists for deceiving 
the revolutionary masses." In OU17 article of June 
'82 on the West European anti-war movement, we! 
quoted Stalin ,saying that: 

"Ih order that the, fight . against ; Social
democracy may be· waged' successfully, streSs 
must be laid on the fight against the so:" 

. called 'Left' .w~ng of social-demooracy, that 
'Left' wing which". by playing with 'Left', 
phrases . and thus adroitly deCeiving the work
ers, is retar~iing, their mass defection. from 
Social~Democracy. . It is' obvious tlu:j.t tinl~ \ 
the 'Left' Social-Democrats are routed it· 
will be impossible to overcome Social-Demo

.cracy in general." ("The Right, Deviat~on in 
) the C.P.S.U.(B.)," Works, Vol. '12, p. 23) 
Dimitrov casually throws the . previous assessmentt' . 

by the CI of "left" social-democracy. on the junk
pile" So, in effect; the communist parties are to 
buddy up to and unite with the "left"· phrasen'longen 

,who represent tll~ last barrier social-dem09racy 
throws, up to prevent the radicalized rank-aJld~fjla. 
social~emocratic workers from moving to revolutfoD.. 

11 
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ary positions. _ 
More .than this. Dimitrovstates that the CI no 

longer wants to fight social-d.emocracy and. wipe 'OUt 
its influence on the wor~ing. class, but instead to 
prop up the official social-democratic p~rties; left 
or not. On the' pret~t of opposing centrist schemes 
of creating new ~ti-communist parties in. between 

. the . cOmmunists and the socialists, Diinitrov defends 
the' organizatiOJial unftyof the, official refotmlst, 
parties. This is how Dimitrov turns the crjticis~ 
of "left" social-democracy on its head! . Listen to 
this: 

." • • • But" precisely because. we . are for unity, 
we shall struggle resolutelY. against all 
'Left' demagogues who will- try to make use of 
the disillusionment of the Social-Democratic 
workers to create new Socialist Parties. or 
Internationals directed against the CommUnist' 

. movement, arid "'"thus keep deepening the split 
in the working class." (At the end of sec-
tion III) • . 

Let's consider . the meaning of 'this. internation
al social-democracy 1s reeling" in severe crisis, as 
mentioned, earlier. Some elements of· the-social
democratic parties are· even giving speechessayiijg 
Lenin was right· in his dispute with Kautsky,' th,e 
ideological leader of social-democracy.. Under the 
pressure of the genuinely left-wing social-d.eJ11ocra
tic workers who were becoming revolutionized; '. a 

, . section . of . social-democratic leaders is compelled to' 
split - from the official social-democratic . parties 
and take up revolutionary posftions in words. They 
hoped to consolidate these splits short of the, radi-

. calized workers' joining the communist party. And 
then later' -they -could lead these workers back into 
the social--democratic pwty when the situation calm-
ed down. . 

This . had Peen the role of th~ 2 1/2 International 
In the early '20s. A"nothergood .example of .this 
was, in 1933"the role of' the Independent Lal:>or 
Party (ILP) of Britain. It withdrew' from the Labor 

. Party arid the Second International due t<;> pressure 
. from the rank-and-file membership. It passed a 

resolution to approach. the CI for joint work, aqd it 
was in unl ted front actions with the CP, of Great 
Britain. Clearly such splits, as those of' the IL? 
from the Labor Party, are inevitable in a period 

'when the workers 8{e becoming radicalized arid . need 
to be encouraged fu,rther, which the CI did do in the 
Sixth Congress peri9d. 

/ But there were two camps' in the ILP: . first, the 
radicaUzed workers, and second, the "left'" dema
gogues in the leadership whe:> proved time ,and again 
that they wanted to sabotage the motion to· the ,left. 
Dimitrov does not oppose the. "left"- demagogues and 
support the real movement to the left. No,. he 
opposed the "left" demagogues and calls. for a ~ove
ment to the right, back into the social-democratic 
parties. He . opposes the "'left'\, social-d.emocrats for 
splitting with the right social-democrats at all. 

Tt may also be useful at this point to recall 
once again the exaJllple 'of the Independent Social-

Democratic 'Party of Gerinany which developed as the' 
workers rejected the chauvinism of the official 
s oc 1 a 1 - d e moe rat s· i n W 0 rid War. I • 

The ;IIndependents" liaci split from the official, 
overtly x:eformist Social-Democratic Party of Ger
,m~y,; . (Fortunately, Dimitrov had not yet told them 
that it was wrong. to .do so.-) As the masses of 
workers became radicalized, in DeCember 1920 the CP 
of Germany and the· left-wing of the Independents 
merged into the' "United Communist Party of Germany". 
This was of tremendous importance to the German' . 
Working class movement, dramatically increased the 
size 'and influence of the CP of Germany, and did 
mu¢h to transform German politics. 

But even this example,. apparently the' one most 
. suitable to Dimitrov's view on ,the radicalization of 
the social-democratic parties, refutes Dimitrov 
every step oftpe way. To begin' :vv1th, this merger'· 
was only possible because the Independents had pre
viously .. split from the SDP; and Dimitrov denoWlces 
such splits. And merger with the communists was 
prepared'.by constant' pressure against the centrist 
leaqers among the "Independents"; this was a· com
plex process including even arguing. with them at· the 
Second '. CI Congress. .' ' '. 
" Furthermore, as, we have pointed out above, when .. 
t1:1e majority of the Independents voted for merger 
with communism, the diehard cent~ leaders did not 
become radicalized but did their best to keep as 
inany workers as possible from communism; they re-. 
fonped the Independents and eventually merged back 
to the social-chauvinist SDP. 

. The point here is, of course, not that' every 
centrist leader is inevitably' bound to remain a 
centrist all his life, but that the centrist and 
"left" phrasemongerIng' trend' does' not go away but 
must be fought. This '.struggleis precisely needed 
in order to take account of the radicalization of 
the social-democratic rank-and-file and help them 
pass over to revolutionary stands and communism. 

Thus ,it is pretty clear that Dimitrov wasn't just 
advising the parties to pay close attention to the. 
radiqalization of the ·social-democratic rank-and
file. On the contrarYJ he is floating a definite 
lirie not to.' win the working maSses away from social- . 
democracy, but to abandon ihis struggle. His pe-' 
rspective is to reinforce' the social-democratic 
parties and allegedly "unify" the workers, not by 
. destroyIng the influence of reformism, but by simply 
working with the reformists and,. as the highest 
goal, mergJpg with them into a single party. . 

D) 9'ganlzatIonal Mel"ger with 
. the Soclal-Democratic Parties 

.. 

. This whole line of' 'merger with the sOclal-demcr 
cratic pa!ties is elaborated iiI the section . "Politi..;. 
cab Unity of the Working Class" • And why not merge 
organizatlonaUy with the social-democrats? Dimi
trov has, already defined them as a working class 

. force. So; he says, this dual. leadership of the 
workers ~y the communist pa~ties and the social-
/ . 



democratic parties is haimful f and we should form 'a 
single party, . and the communist parties should tl;lke 
the initla.tive in the struggle fOF-· unification. 

Inasmuch as this marks a complete 18Q degree, 
turnabout in" the line of the CI; there was bound to 
be Consternation and . worry over such a "I'lew tactic". 
And so the; Seventh Congress presents all this eu
phoria hllout how 'great, .social-democ::racy has become· 
and so on and' so. forth. Dlmittov says' that the 
working class movement ori a world scale "is entering 
the period of closing the split in its ranks." \ In 

,the opening speech to the Seventh Congress, Wilhelm 
Pieck. says" 

"The era ·of the Second International in the 
ranks of the working class movement is over. 
The situation in the capitalist countries, 
the position of ,world capitalism, .which is 
unable to. find a way out of its difficulties 
or to allevi;ate the want and hunger -of . the 
masses,. shows that a new, rise,' a.new blOssom-:-
ing of reforynistn. is already impossible. " , 

This is Alfred E. Neumann-style "What, Me Worry?" 
politics. . ', 

Dimitrov gives five conditions. that W'quld have to 
be met before unification of a 'Communist party and a 
soclal-democratic party 'could be carrledout • .' ,Some.. 

, one might ,ask: What happened to· the basic ideas· in 
Lenin's 21 "Terms of Admission to the CI"? Dimitrov 
doesn't say. The five conditions given are OK as 
far as they. go; but insufficient. On top' of this, 
the '.' Seventh Congress gave the line of abandoning 
these 'conditions for the communist parties .them-;
selves.' HoW', could Dimitrov seriously be insisting 
on the rupture. of the soCial-democratic bloc with 
the bourgeoisie, as one ~f his conditi,ons for unifi-:-

,cation of, the communist and social-democratic pat
ties daims, when he was telling the communist par-, 
ties to form a bloq with tpe bourgeois liberals? 
. Even if you're trying to be cautious . in assessing 
this, it is hard not to see a turn in' the direction 
of liqtiidationism. . And indeed, in: discussjng' the 
posSibilities df trade un~on unity, DimitJ:'ovsays:-

, " ••• We are even prepared to 'forego the idea ' 
of creating Communist fractions in the ~rade ; 
unions if 'that is uecessary to promote trade 
union, unlty."(Near the' end of Section V) 

, . Thu~~ liquidating, party organization to achieve 
the 'united front is said to 'be a permissible con, 
ceSSion. Perhaps, under cert~ unusual conditions,' 
one might have to make even such a harsh concession 
as this, provided one, had a way to accomplish the 
purpose of the trade' union fractiqns in another way, 

. but the point is that Di~itrov seeS nothing' particu- . 
larly harsh in this conCession nor is he conc~rned 
with repairing the damage such a concession was 
making to the, structure, IlPd activities of the Com
munist . Party of France, which I made ,this concession. 
Instead, Dimitrov is bartering with social-demo
cracy. .He is selling.' off· the commtmist organization 

, piece by piece. He is not content to just raise the 
possibility. of concessions in general. No, for. 
starters, he glibly gives up a key type of party t 
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organiz'ation, and on a, world s~ale. The SodaI
democratic leaders. could only reply to such gifts: 
"And ,;what else?". +' . ", 

, Now, not every merger of a communist party With a 
social-demooratic party is liquidationlsm. This is 
clear from! the example we have used several times of . 
the merger of. the, Independent S,ocial-Democratic 
party of Germariy wlth\the CP of Gerniany. But Dimi
trov;. as his carefree .liquidation of' trade union 
frac~lons shows, is not talking about transforming 
organizations of radical workers into communlst 
organizations but in transforming j the'communist 
parties to suit .,soclal-dei:!Iocracy. There was no way· 
that there, was any prospect of global merger of the 
social-demoeratic parti~ with communist parties on 
a: correct basis at that time..Dimitrov's plan of 
merg~r, his abandonment of the perspective of wtrJ-. 
ning , the m!tsses t6 communism, his 'concept of' how to 
,eqd the spli~. in the working' class moVement,' were 
all on the liquidationist pattern. . 

Thus it appearS that Browder's -liquidation of' the' 
Communist party' of the USA's fractions in the trade 
unions was not' an individual deviation, ~lated to 
anything going, on in tqe'CI at that time. Perhaps, 
too, the dissolution of the CPUSA in 1944 did not 
appear so outrageous and did not meet much immediate 
oppositiop among party members because of the ideo
logical atmosph~, .. thatw8s strep by Step created or1 
the basis, of the line begun. at ' the' Seventh CI Con-
gress.) 'I . 

The eI ardently pursued tqeplan, for merger with 
I social-democracy after" the Seventll Congress. The, 

period of- . flirtation that ensued was I broken off 
later in the . 1930's when the social-democratic' lead
ers'seized the occasion of the trials, of the trot
skyites .and bukharinites in M0SC9w to launch, a wave 
of anti-communist hysteria. 

Only. a few mergers between cOmmunist 'parties and 
oocial-democratic parties . were achieved. . There was 
:qJerger;with 'the Social~ Party of Catalonia (which 
had been an autonomoUs branch in, Catalorua of the' 
Spanish soclal-democratic party, the ?SoE), ,with the 
social-democrats in the Philippines' and' Icelaij.<;l, in 
some places in Latin America, and in some other 
places there were mergers simply betwee11'the comrnun-' 
ist and soCial-democratic youth organizations and 
not the parties. There;was never any overall CI or .' 
,Cominform summation bf the reSult of these mergers 
of the 1930s. And no wonder.", Although it is qUite 
possible' ,that the results in different countries 
varied, , and ceirt:ainly each' has to be lrIvestigated in 
its ,own right, it is dear that the Seventh Con
gress' euphoric picture of' worldwide merger proved 
absuI1i. . .. 

Furthermore, the Seventh Congress line on merger 
with social-democracy was continued in the post ... 
World. War IT period. After World War H, there· was 
a series. of mergers of communist and sOOia1-democra
tJcparties in Eastern Europe. Comrade' Enver Hoxha 
complains in, v8r-ious. places that the communists did 
not' ,d,9. sufficient ideological, political ororlanl~ 

. 'zation81 work aftet- ~'m~ but: he neNl', ..... 
\- " 

". '.., \ . 

I 

I 
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ously discusses the experience of the mergers or the 
general lIne that led to them and guided them. (For 
example, see the paragraph in the, middle of Ch. 9' of 
.IUs book The Khrusbchovit.es that begins "As in Hun
gary, East Germany; 'Rumania and elsewhere, the Pol
ish party was forinedthrpugh a mechanical merger of 
the existing. par,ty with the bourgeois parties, so
called workers' parties. • •• " - page 86 of the, 
Proletarian, Internationali§m edition.) 

s. Wng VIews on 'lJ'nlted' Front Tactics 

under heavy pressure due to the work from "below". 
And, of course, it' was expected that th~ social
democratic party \ leadershlps would seek to sabotage' 
the implementation of any such agreements. Many 
examples bear out the correctness of these per~';' 
tives. 
. But ,no'Y, with Dimitrov, it is implied that t~ 
social-democratic leaders as a whole are willing to 
come to an agreement about mass struggle because of 
their own good will, ·because. they are moving to the 
'stand of the Class . struggle. And there is' certainly 
no mention of their goal' of seeking to weaken and 

/There were the wrong views put forward on the, destroy the communist parties. This of course cor-
tactIcs of the united front. There are several responds to the overall prettification of social-
issues here.' democracy at ,the· Seventh Congress~ Perhaps it· was 

As was said previoUsly, . what was, "new" about. the considered impolite, if not dow might sectarlan," to 
line of the' Seventh Congress \vias dot the united split the' workers away from reformism with the u-
front itself, nor even the united front against nitedfront· from below.' 
fascism. The resOlution 'on Dimitrov's speech, how- Previously, the united front was seen 'as a tactic 
ever, calls' for the application of 'to be applied to invigorate the mass struggle In 

"the united front tactiCs in a her manner, by defense of the Immediate interests of the masses. 
seeIcJJw to reach agreements with the organi:' Etection campaigns were not particularly stressed, 
zations of the toilers 'of various political ,but were treated <'in their relationship to tIle work . 
trends for joint action ••• " as a whole. . , 

PresumabJy what. is sUpposed to ben,ew lsagr~ments Now, to be sure, 'Dimttrov talks a lot about the 
W!lth "the organlzations" themselves,' that is,agree..: " united, front in the day-to-day struggle, but in 
ments from above. But again, th~ united front from practice the main attenti9n of the communist parties 
above, united front flgreements"with, the various seems to have become focused on election agreements. 
levels of the SbCiahdemocratic parties and :reform- And the election campaigns were not treated in a 

,ist trad6 unions, also w~·. not something new. The communist way, but as an ocCasion to feed the work-
CI had been talking about this tactic since the ing Class on paper declarations and high-sounding' 
Third Congress. . formulas that unite' the communists and social=:<lemo-

But In fact what is new in the Seventh Congress crats ,Qut mean nothing in terms of actual struggle. 
Is indeed the widerappUcation of. the united front The social-democratic misleaders c'an sign their name 
from above. . Indeed, the whole idea of the Seventh to all' sorts of bombastic, high-sounding vague 
Congress is' that ,such a~ments from above,", with statements. If the crucible of actual deeds -
the national leadership of, the sociaJ-democratic especially the mass struggle and also what the so,.. 

• (and llberal) parties, must be achieved at all. cial-democrats ·actually did in parliament alut else-
costs. QIly such agreenients from above, or work where - is left out, . there is no way to expose the 
wtth, the' immediate object of oQtaining such .agree..: social-democrats' hypocrisy by their 'actual prac-, 
ments, ,could IJOW. be regarded as united front work. tice. , . , ' 

Previously' the stress was on the 'urUted front A 'good example' of the results of relying on 
from below,. on the workambng the rank-aM-file. electoral struggle against fascism was the 1938 
workers. It was considered impermissIble to plU'sue Austrian plebiscite • 

. united agreements With the opportunist leaders. with~ Austria was ,then ruled by J)on-nazt'· fascists, who 
out simultaneously pursuing the united front from were opposed to union (which was known as "An-
below, the work ~mong the masses. And the success schluss") with Germany. The National 'Socialist 
of united' front tactics was tope judged ,by' their' (Nazi) Party, had been outlawed in Austria around the 
effect, at the base. . , time of the assassination of the dictator Dollfuss 

But now: ,everything is concentrated on concessions by na~is in 1934. Now, in 1938, Hitler was present-
am deals at the top. In fact, ~ere is hardly any ing ultimatums to the AllSt!ian governtI).ent. To. pre-
mention of the united front from below~ The united vent a nazi takeover· and' annexation of Austria by 
from from below is essentially discarded. When. the' Germany, the regime of Dollfuss's successor, Kurt 
term "united front" is used iil the Report,it is Schuschnigg scheduled a plebiscite on .the issue. 
used'to mean united front agreements with the oppor-' . The Social-Democratic Party of Austfia, also il
tunist leaders. Work at 'the base, or any, type of. legal, was allowed to come out in the open for a few 
work,' is to be evaluated on the basis of what effect, days to cam~ against Union with Germany. 
It has, on the process of '~eeking an accomodation Now' the great wonderworking po,wers of the elec-
with· the social-democratic party leaderships. . toral united front with,social-democracy could be 

Previously, it was seen that, in most cases, it! seen in practi,ce. The vote would certainly be a-
was pqssible to achieve .united front agreements with g8\nst Anschluss. The communists, social-democrats 
the 'opportu~f$t partJes only if. these parties, were ana even home-grown fascists {followers of Schusch-

\ 



nigg) would all vote against the nazis. 
The trouble was that Hitler knew this too, and so 

he invaded AUstria. Hitler devoured Austria, and 
the plebiscite wasn't held. Once again, electoral 
cretinism was shown to be an illusion built on 
smoke. ,'I1:Ie communist parties had, to fight on the 

, electoral front,but at the same time it was an 
illusion to believe that anything but the fierce 
class confrontation would dec1de the clash between I 
fascism and revolution. 

Previously the 'united front against, fascism Im
plied the simultaneous struggle to expose the so
cial-<lemocratic leaders and their unwillingness to .. 
lift a \ finger against fascism., The method and tone 
of this exposure' may change in accordance, with the 
united front taetics, but the content of this'expo
sure had to be maintained. Now, what occurs in ' 
general is the prettification of the social-<lem6cia-' 
tic leaqers who, _ aside from a few bad eggs, are 
pictured as staunch anti-fascists, on t~e ba~is of 
their paper declarations. ' 

Pi'eviously the united front was a tactic to unite 
the working class in the course of' masS struggle. 
It w~ to unify the working class by' destroylngf:he 
influence of refonnism and social-<lemocracy. -~ong 
the workers. Now, the united front against faS,clsm" 
is turned into a tactic to supposedly ,unify, the 
worklng class by liquidating the communist" .opposi- ' 
tion to social-<leniocractic treachery and reformism. 

[The speech, pr:oceeded to make ~me brief, remarks 
aboUt the questions of united front;' government and 
people's front- government which. are raised in' Dimi
trov's report" and 'which 'are' important for' the' subse
quent developments in-France and Spain and also 
those that took place rater after, World War ll. But 
this question was basically outside the scope of 1:4e" 
speech, and we omit these 'remarks because qf their' 
preliminary nature. , ' 

However, a short comment should be made about 
Spain. The experience of the popular front in Spain 
is more ooniplicated than iQ France, because in Spain 
the communists stood at the heart, of a ,heroic arn:ted 
struggle against Franco's troops. ,Unlike france, 
where the talk of struggle against fascism degeIi-

/ eratM into m~ewords, here the Communist: Party 
stood on the front lines of the anti-fascist I war.' . 

I NeveI'theless, ' the line of the Seventh Congress 
stilI exerciied a negative effect. ' The Communist 

, Party of Spain rallied about the banner of de~ense 
of t]:le J:>ourgeois Republic (I. e. refused to do any
thing that went outside the bounds. of a: bo~rgeois 
republic) and opposed giving the ,anti-fascist ,war 
revolutionary features in, order not, to! scare' die 
liberal bourgeois ~ Republicans. The irony 'of the 
situation was that the Republicans in Spain, -like 
the Radicals in France, were utter capitulat9rs; to 

"reaction, and the CP 'had to c;ievote time to pr~vent- " 
ing the RepubliCans in, the government from exposing' 
themselves in front of the masses' for, among'" other 
things, their defeatism. " , 

Thus in Spall1\. as in Frarice, the line' that' anti
fascist struggle requires st¥>6r.dinating' the movement 

," 
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to what is acceptable to the liberal boUrgeoisie, was ' 
proven wrong in practice. Far from strengthening. 

, ,the' struggle, this resttiction weakened, it. , 
The Spanish Civil War deserves a treatment' in 

some -detall, both because' of the valuable experience 
Of 'the maSsive revolutionary upsurge of the Spanish, 
communists and working masses and because the memory , 
of' the heroism. of- the anti-fascist fighters has been 
used to give a false luster to the line of the 
Seventh Congress. We will be examining the Spairlsh, 
Civll War. in th~, future.--ed.] , ' 

Wrong ~ws OIl'the Question of'War and Peare 
.. , 

, There are the ,wrong views put, forward ,on, the 
question of war in peace in Dimitrov's ClOSing 
Speech to! the Seventh Congress. The basic point, is 
that Dimitrov throws out reyolutidnary w9rk and the , 
revolutionary Leninist principles and tactics under 
a, number of pretexts and advances pacifist views in 
their place. As usual, this is all done' in the 
midst of demagogy galore. , ' 

'1n his Closing Speech, D1mitrov says: 
"Ours is a, Congress, of struggle for' the pre,:, 
aervation of peace, against the threat r5f 
imperialist War." And he says, 'We are now 0 

rai~ing the 'issue of this struggle in a new" I, 

way." (Emphasis as in the original), ..'. ' 
And what, according to Dimitrov, is the old' way 

which ,is being replaced? The old way is suppoSedly 
__ "the" fatalistic outlook on the question of impe
rialist war emanating .from old Social-Democratic 
notions." , Nobody likes fatalism, but what is he 
talking about? '. ' " 

"It is true that imperialist wars ar~ "the;, 
'product of capitalism,that only the,:ov.:~,. 
throw of capitalism will put an eru:i: tQ : I¥l " 
war; but/it is likewise true that th~ toiling ;.'0, 

masses, can obstruct imperialist war, hy their 
militant action." But of course Dimitrov 

, didn't JUSt mean "obstructing" war,' Ercoli,' 
explaining the new line at the' Seventh Con- ' 
gress, stated that with the new ,orientation 
of the CI "it is even poSsible to prevent, ~ 
outbreak of a new .imperialist wEir. ~ ,(Erco- '., 
Ii's reply to the discussion- on .his ,report :on 
"The Preparations for Imperialist War and. the 
Tasks of the, er' Abridged, Stenographic' Pro
,ceedings, 'p. 496), '",',,' ,,' 

Now, praQtically speaking, this -assessment'; is 
ridiculous. The forlJler views of theq were not 
fatalist, ,while' in the situation facing the Seventh 
Gongress it was absurd to give anyone the impression,' 
that, gigantic clashes ,weren't in the, making. , 
, World' War II was already drawing near, Soviet 

,cIiplo~acy and the ~o~ of the Seventh Congress 
themselves ShOWed that everyone knew that thts W'~ 
so, and notl~lng short of proletarian revolutions in 
key European countries could prevent this, and no~' 
lng but the development of the revolutio~ move
m~nt could affect, these coming clashes. Unless 
there was reason to believe that the proletarIan 
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revolutjon was imminent J:)efore the, w~, ,w~ the~ . '(much less social-democratic fatalism) in ~y' of thq 
would, be --and war there already w'as in Chfria former, Leninist views of the a on w~~ Dimitrov 
(J apanese invasion). . The aggressive, events leading is creating bad feelings, about the Marxist-Leninist 
to the outbreak: of World War H.were under way, by thesis that war is inherent in capitalism and that 
the, time of the' Seventh Congress;' \Th~ fasc1StSdid 'to eliminate war one must organize' the revolution to 
not use much of a disguise to' hi,sle their desire for overthrow papitaIlsm; his' aim is to justify pacifist 
expansionist war. It was quite cleat that a. hu,ge ,arid, liberal methods, of agitation on the· question of 
world clash-waS impending. . . .,. '., ,,: war. ' 
, , 1hus"the question facing the Seventh COngress was' And just to' make sure you don't miss the point 
to provide or,ientationto deal with this 'situation. ' that the· old Leninist views no longer apply, Dimi
, Iristead, the i world movement- is t91d ',- hey, -tf.we' ,'tro" g<les" on to say 

really get going now" we can avoid these Clashes! Itfoday the world is not what it was'in 1914." 
P,t.11 we have to do is abandon revolution and unite "His point is that whereas when Lenin was alive 
the people ·on pacifist appeals. . Why, hadn't I the during World War I, the only way to deal with capi-
"peace ballot" itt Britain ,"mobilized eleven J11iUion. talistwar was to fund the revolutionary movement, 

-p(:lople," ErcqIi told the Sevent):1 Congress, in his now, the socIalist forces, are so strong that we can 
Reply ,to the' Discussion' of his report on imperialist ,allegedly preserve peace and prevent war without the 
war? So what if the "peace ballot," organized by ,re~olution' by simply yelling '. for peace. Most of 
the pacifists and "the Friend$ of the League of Dimitrov's comments on the question of wat and peace 

. Nations", had notlrlng to do ~ith revolution, didn't, are dediCated to backing up this idea that now 
signify at all that these 11 million people would Le~nism is supposedlYI !outdated. 
ris.eup . in struggle;' and only signified that the . How' was the world of 1935 different from 1914, 

. peOple longed -for. 'peace~ (See the Abridged Sterio-' ,acoordirlg' to Dim~trov? ' 
graJ?Nc Report of the Seventh Congress, pp. 496;"7. ,a) In 1935" the' Soviet ~my existed. This is 
The pacifist nature, of the peace ballot is. described, true,but could this prevent a war between, , say, 
by Ercoli himself. in -his Report, see p. ,433.)', ,'~any 'andF~e? Did it prevent Japan from m-

,mdeed, the oppOrtunist vi~ws in l?imitrov's ~. vading':M~uria prior to the SeVeI:!th Congress? Did. 
are elaborated in depth in Ercoli's' speecht;o the ,it even,eUminatethefascist plans to invade the 
Seventh Congress entitled "The Preparations for Soviet Union? It is· aqstn"d to, say the Soviet' Army's 
ImperialiSt War and the Tasks bf the CI," and \m the existence' coul<1;civiliie imperialism, especially at 
Resolution, on tPls speech. . Ercoli was the name used ,,' a time when that imperIaIISm' was planning a trial of 
by TogUa~ti, Who later become, well known as a ,st~engthwith the Soviet Army., 

. founding father of Euto-revisionism. In his speech b) In' 1935, the working class ha~ its communist: 
it is,statedstraightout that , " . parties, whereas in 1914 there was only social-' 

;,"the,struggle for p,eace becomes our <jentral derriocrac~ But to deny the existence of the revolu-
'slogan In the fight against war.'" . tionaryworking clas~ movement in 1914 'is absurd. 

There is the can for the. "united front of all who .. It is ev~n' mote absurd when the plan for 1935 is 
wan,t to defend ~d p~rve peace." (He was refer-.. alliance with .those same social-democratic leaders 
ring td all who w,ere willing to give ~hepeace and 'tJ;ends which paralyzed most of the organized 
slogan, . not those who actually built the, revolu- ',working class in 1914. , \ . 
Uoriary movemen,t against the imperiaHsts.)' There 'c;:) In 1935 the' oppressed peoples of the colonial 
are numerous, calls to, "fight together for peace~"aqd semi..,col~nial countries did not regard' their 

. "fight tomainta~n peace," and lots. more peace- liberatioIl,' as a' hopeless cause, whereas before 1914 . 
Peace-peaCe chatter. 'And it is stated that, rather, they did. ' ,Someone forgot to tell Sun Yat Sen about 
than fatalism, why, . . '\ this' iIi. 191,4. ' 

"our struggie for peace... 'has every chance • d) In 1935 the people. hate war more - whereas 
of being successful," J~e., in preventing in 1914 the people supposedly loved war? ' • . 

. war, without revolution. (Abridged' Steno- e) In 1935 a number of big capitalist countries 
,,' graphicPr~. p~ 415)," , ,,' " alleg~r'didn't want war, 'because they were afraid 

. i Nowhere does Dimltrov or Ercoli do. anything but of losing out in a new redivision of the world. But 
throw cold water on the basic Leninist view that ,one ~ tIle preceSs of the non-fascist imperialist states 
,must60mbat the ~er ,,'of war by buridiIig a revolt,l-' appeastng German.y and encouraging Hitler's mili
tionary movement for the overthrOw of . capitaIbmt., tansm, ~ directing it toward the USSR was well 
Lenin stressed that the struggle for' peace without' tmeler 'way. This cannot be described as "not wanting 

. revolutionary struggl~ is a hollow and false phrase,' w.e~~" ' 
and that. the '. revolutionary struggle 'for . socialism, is 'fhtlt>' tltere was absolutely 00 ground for throwing 
the only. way to put an ,end to the horror \of w~r.. .asidetthe Leninist views under the plea. that "the 
The Seventh Congress documents are chock full of copditi9ns have changed." , 
just such hollow and. false phrasemongermg for peace . In his speech" Ereoli says that the Resolution of 
as· Lenin denqunced. ',. ~, . the Sbttb CongreSs of the CI against imperialist war ' 

. The trouble with Dimitrov\'s passage callingf,Ol' Is stilI in force,' btit is Just being ,~dded to. This 
flew views is that there is absolutely no fatalism is a fraud. The Sixth' Congress uPheld the Leninist 

I' . . 

i 
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teachings, while the Seventh Congress }Vas preaching 
about the. need to· abandon these .allegedly outdated 
views. For example, the SiXth COngl-ess stresses the 
fight against all shades of bourgeois pacifism. But 
there is hardly a . word about combating pacifism' in 
the Seventh Congress. _ ErcoU in f~ct .. gives all 
sorts of views -in favor of the bourgeois pacIfist 
organizations and agitations. . He calls for: the· com
munists to iilfegrate with the pacifists' organiza-
tions and "fight ;for the Leninist line" there. But 
this "Leninist line" has been degraded to philistine . 
petty-bourgeois peacemongering. Thus theUne. is . 
for merger with pacifism. And, -of· course, it is a 
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magically, but came up in somewhat different forms.) 
The issue of how . the question of war qnd pea~ 

was presented at the' Seyenth CI Congress is a big 
subject, involving· a -.series of other Incorrect 
views, besides those already mentioned. For exam-

. pIe, the presentation .of the World sItuation, and of 
the possible_ characteristics of the big war that was 
coming, was non-systematic and eclectic. . And this 
is tied to a series of other problems. But these 
issues will have. to be taken up at a later time. 

. way . of finding a common ground with bourgeois lib
eralism, although ErcolI discreetly declines tq 
mention this. 

For us to follow· such a line today would en.tail, 
for example, accommodation with the nuclear freeze 
campai,gn. And of course, this is what the revision~ 
ist liquidators are all, doing in one way or another. 

And the connection is unmistakable between this. 
line and the line given in the post-World War-II 
period on the peace movement; with the' activities of 
the World Pea~ Congress; and with the line' Stalin 
gives in "Economic Problents of Socialism in the 
USSR".' .. 

The Seventh COngress may be . distinguished from 
the POSt-World War H period on this question by its 
more . orthodo~ trappings. Ercoli" for example, 
stresses many times that if the .struggle to preserve 
peace is not successful and war should break out, 
then We must' "transform. the imperialist war into a 
civil war.". But this doesn't mean anything. Klon
,sky [Maoist "three worlder"J, while in a bear ,hug 
with the Pentagon generals in his '''main blow at the 
USSR" period, also yelled that he/was for '"trans-' . 
forming the 'iinperialis~- war into a civil w~." The 
Second International proclaimed essentially ·the same 
thing just prior to World War I in the BasleResolu.,. 
tion, that is, just prior to their betrayal to the 
line of "defend the fatherland."· What this shows is 
that the proclamation of one's intent to "turn. the 
imperialist war into a civil war" is just hypocrisy 
if the. line one pursues prior to the outbreak of war 
is nonrevolutionary.· Only by pursuing an-sided 
revolutionary work and a revolutionary line in the 
period I;lefore the war breaks out can there be the 
possibility of a political organization. or trend 
following a- consistent revolutionary line after the 
war breaks out. Chatter about peace, combined with 
proclamations of the great revolutionary deeds one 

. will perform in the future, as at the. Seventh Con
gress, - is just such hypocrisy. 

(The communist parties' fought, ' and fought _ heroi
cally, during World War IT, leading anti-faSCist 
resistance struggles and wars. in Europe and' Asia. 
However, the wrong orientation from· the .seventh 
Congress must have been one of the sources leading 
to mistaken estimates of the. role of the U.S., 
Britain, etc. The mistaken and nonrevol\1.tionary 
orientatibns that were being spread in the world 
communist movement before the war didn't vanish 

7. WrOOg VIews on tbe· Libentti(U Strumde of 
. . tbe 9Jawscd Nations 

There are the wrong views advanced On the ques
tion of the . liberation . struggle of the oppressed 
nations. ' As Dimitrov did not pursue a revolutionary 
line for the developed 'capitalist countries, he 
could hardly be . expected to call for revolution in 
the. oppressed nations. In fact, here too the" line 
was watered down. . 
, It is notable, for example, that the conditions 

Dimitrov advanced for the amalgamation of the com
munist . parties with the social.,.democratic parties 
did not include the necessity for carrying out a . 
fight agalnst the. national and colonial oppression 
by one's "own" bourgeois~e of subj~ct nations. ' It 
appears that this was' not just an oversight or' meant 
to be .Included in the Vague phnlseS of other condi
tions; it seems :that after the Seventh Congress, in 
practice, tl;te \ Communist Parties of France and Spain, 
for example, sacrificed this struggle to the pursuit 
of alfiances with the social-democra~ and liberal&' 
The French CP did not fight for the liberation of 
Indochina and Algeria, only for mild reforms, While 
the Spanish cp· gave up' the fight for the liberation 
of Spanish Morocco.. . 

And secondly, in the little that is said at the 
Seventh Cpngress, Dimitrov presents a one-sided . view .' 
of the attitude to be taken toward the Dational-
reformist bourgeoiSie. . 

First, let us recall the stanclof the Sixth CI 
Congress, . which characterized the national-reformist 
movement "as . an opportunist movement, subject to 
great vacillations; balanCing between imperialism 
andrev.olution. II It called for struggle against 
this national-reformist trend. And the Sixth Con
gress Resolution "warns. of the treachery of the na
tiona,l-reformist current in' the anti-imperialist 
movement. The national-reformist a.trrent has some 
contradictions with imperialism,· unlike the' compra
dore, prO-imperialist section of the domestic bour- _. \ 
geo1sie. But the national reformiSts' opposition to 
imperialism is inconsistent •. They find their pOsi-,. 
tion much more threatened by the rise of the peasant _ 
agrartan movement and the' working- class movement 
than by imperialist oppreSSion.. This results in the 
national bourgeoisie deserting the anti-imperialist 
struggle as the workers' and peasants' struggles 
gain in strength. . 

However, at the Seventh Congress: in dfsa""'W 
India for example, what. is stressed is that tbe 
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Communist Party should participate in the mass acti
vities and organizations of the Indian National 
Congress (which is the organization of ~he reformist 
Indian bourgeoisie, and, not a parliament). There is 
no mention of the need for struggle against these 
national.. reformists, nor is there any warning about I 

their treachery, wnether their past treachery or 
what could be expeCted in' the ,future. 1)1ese' views 
are not unlike the new, opportunist views' of, the 
Seventh Congress on social-democracy. They lead to 
,the subordination of' the revolution to the domestic 

'bourgeoisie ahd to merger with this politicaJ cur-
rent. ' 

In practice, after the Seventh Congress" the CI 
became enthusiastic about the Indian National' Con
gress. Although' the Indian. National Congress con": 
tinued its path of treachery and betrayal, the line 
was still to support it. This is one of the' roots 
of the line after World War IT of worshipping Gandhi 
and Nehru. I 

Today the revisionists reject the revolution and 
place their hopes on" the reformists such ~ Allende 
of Chile and the national reformists such as Sukarno, 
of Indonesia. They also go further than this and 
paint orcijnary liberal bourgeois forces, who have no 
quarrel with impetialism,. such as Aquino, of the 
Philippines, in. anti-imperialist colors. In factt 

they may even do this with fascists, such as the 
Shah of Iran, as we all know. 

The flabby attitude to the nf1,tional-reformist 
bourgeoiSie advanced by the Seventh Congress may be 
an ancestor, may have played some role, in fertiliz
ing views which later gave rise to various 'three 
worldist type theories. 

i 
8. And 0t:1:leI" Issues 

. ist, Parties; the tactics for the US, for Britain, 
for France, for Germany; the line on trade union 
neutrality; the question of the way in which the 
discussions leading to the new- line wer~ held, etc. 

Some Points in Conclusion 

Comrades who have been reading the Seventh Con
gress materials, or' who will be doing so Soon, may 
have sOme difficulty isolating a number of the prob
lems there. '1bis is l;>ecause of the large amount of 
de~agogical methods used,. by Dimitrov to disguise the 
dep~rtures from Leninism. In fact, this deception 
is one of the reasons our Party has only recently 
become aware of the seriousness of the problems at 
the Congress. Helping to cut through this camou
flage has been, in particular, the Party's study of \ 
the history of the line of the CIon united front 
tactics, the history of the activities of the indi
vidual parties of the CI, as well as the study of 
the post-World War II period of the international' 
communist movement. Without this study, it might be 
very difficult to see through the pseudo-orthodoxy 
of Dimitrov's Report. 

Our Party is a fighter against fascism. 111,e view 
that has been expressed here is that the opportunist' 
deviations of the Seventh Congress weaken the, anti
fascist struggle. ,These views· have nothing to do 
with the' opportunists' criticisms of. the Seventh 
Congress. One opportunist position Is to denounce 
the fight against 'fascism as something that is ne
cessarily opportunist; something that necessarily 
means alliance with the "good" bourgeoisie against 
the fascists;, i.e., necessarily means reformist, 
liberal-labor p.olit'ics. This is nonsense, as. this 
talk attempted to clarify. ' 

, ,Furthermore, the wrong orientation' at the Seventh 
Finally, the comments on the above five' subjects Congress has a bearing on all sorts of trends in the 

'aren't comprehensive. And there are also problems international ,communist movement since 1935: 
with ,other subjects taken up in Dimitrov's Report. Maoism, ,Browderism, Titoism, j:he birth of Euro-
For example, ' on the' question of party building - in 'revisionism, and so, on. It, bears on the development 
so far as the issue is even discussed -- most of' of the revolutionary movement in numerous countries 
what is said is just a diatribe against "left" , and on the overall fine of the intern,ational rommun-
sectarianism I:!.nd doctrinairism; ,it is in service to ist movement. Our Party will take up these issues 
the prOf0l!ndly right opportunist, liberal-labor step by step over time. What' we are doing here is 
errors being advanced in the rest of the report. to begin the examination of the new and wrong orien-

And there are many other problems as, well, such tations of the Seventh Congress. <> 
as the presentation of the histories of the Commun-

i 
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